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Frontispiece: 



... Two roads diverged in a wood, and 1 

1 took the one less travelled by, 

And that has made d l  the difference. 

(Robert Frost, The Road Not Taken, in Sohn, 1967, p.70) 



Reading/engaging with the text: 

There are many ways that you can engage with this work I have found that re-reading 

the work and being attentive to the notion of self and relationship with other a strong 

theme, and gave an interesting re-reading of the work But there are many other ways 

that the text can be read Possibilities: 

you might enjoy tnpping through the metaphors and images 

ifyou are an adult educdor, you will appreciate the ernmples of an adult 

educator and student; you will also be interested in the exploration of the theme 

of self-directed learning. In fact, much of the work represents a learner 

ivorking in a self-&rected manner. 

ifyou are interested in udult deveiopment and learning, you will find the story 

of Parsival and the Fisher King an intriguing metaphor 

you might follow (untangle or get tangled in) the procas and consider its 

relationship to creativity 

there is rich humus in the story of M e n  and in the method of cumere 

regarding experien tial learning 

the work is an example of autobiographical research, and nùglrt be read to 

explore this method 

the work is written by and about a woman, and might be erplored in this way- 

Is this feminist research ? 

it might be read as an exploration of the art of education 

ifyou are intrigued by story and literature, you will see many examples and 

inteïpretations and thoughts on these topics 

ifyou like tu consider the spintual aspects of l i f ,  you will find nourishrnent for 

the spint 

ifyou have wondered about Ju ngian analysis, th ere are erornples enibedded in 

the witing 
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ifyou are interested in teaching and teachers, you willfind examples of 

profound teachers sprinkled throughout the tevt (Note: not afl are certiied 

pro fessionals) 

Wornen's W a y s  o f  Knowing identifies separate and connected knowing. What 

does the d n g  reveai about the writer 's ways of knawing? 

there are thenies of interest to social work 

you might read this work to q l o r e  h m  the notion of pmuer is revealed 

you might explore the work for evidence of modernism~postmodernism 

ifyou are a scientid, you might look for parailefs in this work with chaos 

theury. Do you see any black holes? What can be learned from "beingfish"? 

A person with an interest in psychology d l  have fun doing anaLysis! 

liistorians might note that the past and future are present 

ifyou wonder about how humans think, there is food for thought here 

you might critique and notice what is not said, not seen! 

There are many lenses with which to view this work Some might prefer tu rvear th& 

bifocais and read the work for more than one theme, or on more than one ievel. And 

some of you are as wild as I am and wili wear crystal glasses and try to see it aIi!! 



OPENING (UP) 

Dissonant Dis-@ord 

Stmding in a blrmket of fog. A muII girl of three or four in a grey flatmel cuaf 

and hat with a black velvet band, the grey ries in a bow tinder her chin. Pale blue eyes, 

frecklrs, alwuys looking, not really seeing, but ahvays open and absorbing. PIaying on 

the mrb. Jumping up and dom. A han4 mother in her rnaroon coat with Bir collar. 

reaches down and guides her back onto the sidewalk. Quietly standing by her rnother. 

waiting for the bus to corne. Staring b lankiy ut the curb. Hearzng the sozinak of traf/ic 

Loohng irp. Becoming aware for a moment. Aware of being alone in the worll of big 

cars and buses, alone in the noise. Being aware of being alone. AI1 alone in the world. 

Not bexng attached Alone and separate. It is but a flash of time-a few mome»is prrhups. 

Bztt the sensation lives on in her. Scares her. Wakens her in the nzght and carises her ro 

seek refuge with her parents. It frghtens her. Make it go uway . . . Somewhnt arrioits 

about it thozigh-sometimes playing with the memory of 11, trying to remember whaf it frlr 

likr. Remembering a t~dp  luying if  a moment, but then moving pickiy away. Fbrgerzii ~g il. 

Getiing imrnersed in play, a place where she can forget the semation of beiiig dl  d m r .  

Thal cold sensation. Thal lonely. eery feeling. She forgets andplays on. 



(GOING) FORWARD 

Bepinninp (at the End) 

Separate. Alone in a crowded city. In a flashing moment, like a sword cutting deep 

into her, this child senses herseras a separate(d) being; an individual is conceived. Up 

untii that moment she had been a part of everything around her and now she senses that 

she is apart From everything. This awareness, this shift in perspective, is dissonant and 

uncomfortable, and she pushes it beneath the surface and plays on in her (dis)illusion. It is 

too uncomfortable to explore the sensation more fully, she is not ready. Yet, 

paradoxically, it is in this moment when she senses her separateness that the seed for 

conscious (re)connection is sown. 

This thesis re-searches the experience(s) of separation and connection. lt traces an 

adult leamer's stmggles to (re)connect aspects of (her) life. There are rnany ways that we 

separate fiom ourselves and (each) other. In this thesis, the theme of separation, in various 

forms, is exposed. It seeks to make Our separation(s) explicit, to (sur)face it, so that we 

cm begin to heal the laceration, to make connections and move on. The work involves a 

re-conception of the notion of separation and comection, of self and other. 1 make this 

explicit for the reader so that you may detect what is constantly implicit in this work. 

The work represents an adult learner explorhg significant life experiences in an 

attempt to deepen understanding. The process of learning that is demonstrated and the 

insights in this thesis are provocative for adult leamers and educators. Important themes of 

adult learning are re-cognized. The story of Parsival and his unification with the Fisher 

King is representative of the outer (hu)man uniting with the imer (hu)man. Adult 

education must be attentive to the development of both the outer and inner aspects of 

human life and be aware that the maturing adult may be seeking integration of aspects of 

being that may have become separated. The notion of self-directed leaming is re-viewed. 

and attentiveness to the impact of milieu or context is considered. Our "inner" and "outei' 

selves are connected. 



We appear to move forward through life. But that may be an illusion. Much of our 

lives we tive in a fog of unconsciousness, a heavy opaque gauze that enshrouds us. Like 

the little girl, the perception(s) of our separation(s) disturb us, create a schism deep inside 

us, but we play on. We are luiled by the movement of our actions, hiding deep the buried 

pain. But it is there in us, haunting us, and it affects us. "The past hangs over the present 

as fog veils a highway. Because it is ornnipresent, because we could not bear to live 

through it, it hangs as if invisible" (Pinar, 1994, p. 57). We are hidden from ourselves. 

We separate out that which is uncornfortable in our lives, but lue are ulso 

uncornfortable witlt the separation. 

What do we not notice? What is it that is there, that Ive keep hidden from v iov?  

What is it that is right in front of us, but unseen? Ali around us, but unheard? 

Ofien it is only in retrospect that we begin to pierce the veil. It is often not until 

much later that we are ready to perforate the protective shell and peek out (in) and see 

beyond. We begin to see how the past infiltrates the present (and the future). The fog 

begins to lift, and a clear view vibrates through us. Autobiographical research helped me 

lift the veil. This work is revealing of (my)seIf. an unveiling. It becomes a hearing of that 

which has been silent (silenced). Now that 1 have completed this phase of my work, 1 step 

back and sense it as a whole. 1 begin to see a continuous theme: separation (in various 

forms) and (re)connection. What is interesting is that this exploration was not the 

conscious and deliberate intention of the work, but its presence in the work is pervasive. 

The conscious focus of the work was to explore "Being Fish". This title became like a 

koan that needed to be cracked or a riddle that needed to be solved. But often in the 

solving of these puzzles, a greater kingdom or understanding is the reward. As 1 explored 

ways to decode "fish", 1 was also revealing many ways that separation is experienced. and 

re-cording the struggle to (re)co~ect.  Autobiographical research brought this stniggle 



into conscious awareness. 

Separations are ofien viewed as difficult, uncornfortable and painful. Dewey wntes 

of (t)his pain: "the sense of divisions and separations that were, 1 suppose, borne upon me 

as a consequence of a heritage of New England culture, divisions by way of isolation of 

self from the world, of sou1 fiom the body, of nature from God, brought a painfil 

oppression-or rather, they were an inward laceration" (Dewey, 1960, p. 10). The story of 

Adam and Eve being ousted from the garden is a story full of the pain of separation. 

How we deal with this pain and discodort is significant. The liale girl does not 

explore the expenence fully in that moment, yet it lingers on in her. We fry fo srparak oir~ 

that which is uncornforfable in ozrr !ives, but we are also z(ncomforfab/e with the 

separufion. Sometimes she re-caiis the experience into consciousness and plays with it. 

wonders about, explores it, tries to understand it. Later the sensation will begin to fnghten 

her and the more she tries to push it beneath the surfâce and resist it, the more rnonstrous 

it becomes. It r em its ugly head unexpectedly and leaves the girl in agonizing fear and 

panic. It is interesting how a sensation has been (re)interprefedfrorn an awarrnrss iiito 

the personificatxon of a 'homer ,  " something to be feured. m h e r  thatl cicriozïs aboirt. 

The novelist John Fowles cdls the emptiness or gap, the sense of wholeness that somehow 

got lost. the "nemo" which he describes as an anti-ego, a state of being nobody. 

The nemo is an evolutionary force, as necessary as the ego. The ego is 

certainty, what 1 am; the nemo is potentiality, what 1 am not. But instead of 

utilizing the nemo as we would any other force, we allow ourselves to be 

temfied by it, as primitive man was frightened by lightning. We run 

screaming from this mysterious shape in the middle of our town, even though 

the real terror is not in itself, but in Our terror of it. (Fowles, 1968, pp. 59- 

60). 



The girl recds another expenence that demonstrates the terror of the nemo which 

occurred when she was tifteen: 

I was downtown, shopping with ~ w o  of my fiienàs. It was 9 O 'clock at night md 

the stores closed We went out andjoined the crowd and noisy tr@c to wait for otrr btcs. 

As one bus pulled awqy, 1 suddenly had the most horrible feeling or sensation. It is hard 

to describe, but it was as i f I  w a m  't me. It was veryfrghteniing, and I had to gel away. be 

alone so that I could work this throztgh. I lefi myfrienh and caught another bus thai look 

me home. I spent the night alone in my room, in absolute terror and agoty. 

This experience repeated itselfa m b e r  of tirnes in the next year, ami 1 began to 

fear the feeling, and became very nervous about being out in public places and cfosed 

rooms. No one knw about the private hell I w m  going through, except my mother. We 

did go to a doctor, who prescribed tranqziilfizers. But rny clasmates in tiniversily 

probnbly had no idea of the Nitter agony that was tormenting me as they saf buide me. I 

intziitively sensed that it WU best to remain silent abouf these experiences and work thrm 

throzigh on my own. 

These short narratives illustrate very dBerent responses to the nemo. In the first 

story it is reckoned as a force, but one that can be called on and played with and explored 

at will; the second narrative illustrates the nemo as a force to be feared and repressed, and 

there is an attempt to a-void it, void it. These individual responses are very significant and 

representative of ways that humans deal with existential di1emmas.These narratives have 

much to teach us about " Iiberatory cumculum." As educators, we may recognize that 

provocative (leaming) experiences can be met with reservation, with interest or with 

resistance, and we can corne to understand that resistance. Although there may be 

tremendous liberatory potential in altenng one's view, there may be considerable 

discornfort and disorientation as the learner makes a transformation in their thinking 

patterns to incorporate the new awareness. 

We may attempt to shield ourselves in denial to protect ourselves from having to 

work through these uncornfortable existential dilemmas, but as the second narrative 



illustrates, these unresolved issues will surface in insidious ways. One of the ways that 

humans have explored their unresolved dilernrnas and fears is through story. When one 

examines the history (and evolution) of story, we see the aniggle with the human's inner 

fears and "demons," Our nemos, and our efforts to reckon with them. In many stones the 

fears and "evil" elements of being human are personified into monsters, dragons, giants. 

witches, vampires, cyclops, wolves, which the hero encounters and usually overcomes. It 

is ofien when (he) leaves the safety of home and is "on (his) own" that these encounters 

take place. There seems to be a conception that individuais must face their own 

"monsters" for thernselves. In other stories, the monster was not something outside of 

man, but some aspect of man's psyche that took on monstrous proportions and had to be 

reckoned with. The stories ofJekyll and Hyde and F a z ~  and the biblical story of Jacob 

wrestling with the angel in the night are examples of humans facing an inner counter-force. 

In more current stones, we are seeing the tarning of the monster, such as in the movie 

E.T., and the monsters or beasts in many of the Disney versions of stories. Here the 

monster is re-viewed as in need of befriending, understanding, and compassion. The hero 

in these current versions is not the destroyer of the monster, but the one that fiees it, to let 

it "ben, and interestingly it is often a sensitive child or child-like character who is the 

hero(ine). Al1 of these stones are human ways of working with the nemo in an effort to 

reckon with it--either to overcorne it, control it or to appreciate it. The history of story 

might be viewed as a history of the human psyche, as a mirror of the (r)evolution of 

human thought and awareness. In much the same way, Our personal story, with its 

experiences and narratives may be seen as the evolution of our own psyche. The nemo 

rnight be seen as representing the unexplored aspects of the inner hu(man), including out- 

sense of being separated. Fowles suggests that the nemo is an evolutionary force, and that 

it can be utilited, that we can leam fiom the experiences that cal1 us into question. This 

thesis seeks to learn fkom these experiences. 



Stitchinp the Ouilted Text 

Quilting has been a creative, social, and fùnctional activity that wornen have 

engaged in for hundreds of years. 1 draw on the process of quilting as a metaphor to 

explain the construction of this thesis. 

The free-fom journal writing that 1 have engaged in over the past few years 

became pools that 1 could dive into and explore.This pool ofjournal writings became the 

fabric one cuts into and pieces together to design a quilt. What is included in this 

document represents a small sarnpiing of what arnounted to several binders full of 

writings. The reader will recognize the fiee-fom writing as that which is written Ni i~nlics. 

It has not been edited, except to dari@ meaning. I have lefi it in the form in which it 

revealed itself as a celebration of the (un)conscious. 

Stories about fish that were dis-covered in literature became the patterned 

background of the quilt. 1 used these stories to help me re-search the pools ofjournal 

writings. I swam beneath the surface of the writing by utilizing segments of literature that 

made references to fish: the story of Parsival and his encounters with the Fisher King; a 

reference to fish in a fiozen pond in n e  Possession by A.S. Byatt; an interpretation of the 

symbolism of "fishing" by Virginia WoolS the story of Merlyn changing Wart (the future 

King Arthur) into a fish; and a legend from the Tlingit. 

1 have used multi-coloured threads--my own explanations and the words of others- 

-to stitch the individual joumal entries and stones into into a meaningful whole. I have also 

drawn on academic sources in adult education and experiential leaming to note the 

relationship of this inquiry to adult education. 1 have selected quotations from a variety of 

sources that reflected or refracted my message. The reader will recognize that these stand 

out in bold font, to illustrate that the words stood out for me. These references, including 

a Jungian interpretation of Parsival's story, were inter-woven with my free-form writing, 

allowing me to see new meaning and significance in the original experience and writing. 

Literature, in its various fortns, became an integral part of this thesis. I have 

transposed mythological stories into and ont0 my personal stories. This has helped me 



shifi rny focus, and 1 begin to see that which was hidden from view. Literature has helped 

me sense the significance of my idiosyncratic experiences. 1 had not previously appreciated 

how story (Literature) was an integral part of exploring the meaning of (my) Iife. Bloom 

suggests the importance of literature: 

Our culture is doomed to rernain a literary one in the absence of any ideology 

that has not been discredited. Religion, science, philosophy, politics, social 

movements: are these birds in Our hands or dead, stuffed birds on the shelf? 

When Our conceptual modes abandon us, we return to literature, where 

cognition, perception, and sensation cannot be wholly disentangled (Bloom. 

1994, p. 410). 

We hold images evoked by stories and transpose them into and onto our [ives. 

They provide us with altemate ways of seeing, altemate ways of being; they raise our 

awareness. Some stories provide a sustaining vision, others serve to provoke us. Through 

the regressive, progressive, analytic, and synthetic work (play) of writing research. 1 

became aware of how deeply some literature has af5ected and shaped me. 1 have camed 

some stories with me, perhaps unconsciously. 1 had not realized how deeply the story of 

King Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table had impacted me until I began to 

recognize how 1 embodied it in my teaching, which is shared later in this thesis. 

Metaphor and story are a suitable medium for my work. It seems more congruent 

with the way that 1 think--in pictures, images and impressions, rather than only in words. 

Finding words to match intuitive and embodied understanding(s) in order to cornmunicate 

is an important part of the process for clarification and communication. Utilizing the 

language of the outer world and rnetaphorical imagery in exploratory writing has been one 

of the ways that 1 have bridged i ~ e r  and outer worlds. Thus, writing, both exploratory 

and explanatory, is an important part of the method used in this work. 



Several metaphors are used, but the predominant ones are "fish" which became a 

means to explore the depths and look beneath the surface and become aware, so that we 

begin to see what was previously hidden or unnoticed; "mirrors" which reflect images 

back to us and help us to see what might not be apparent othenvise; and listening and 

"sounding the depths7'--hearing (the words of) others as they reverberate and resonate and 

shed meaning on expenence(s) and provoke us to hear what is silent (silenced). The 

process of constructing, deconstructing and re-constructing a metaphor is engaging and 

revealing. The metaphor of fish swirnming in streams, pools, and oceans seems appealing 

because 1 think of living life as "entering the stream, a metaphor used in eastem wnting. 1 

enjoy the fluidity of this medium. 

This thesis is full of story. Story layered on story, so that the fabric of the stories is 

sewn together, stitched with the greatest care and attention into a multi-coloured, richly 

textured tapestry, creating a fabnc of a soul. The stones are about healing, and they heal. 

Storytelling, you know has a real function. The process of the storytelling 

is itself a healing process, partly because you have someone there who is 

taking the tirne to tell you a story that has great meaning to them. They're 

taking the tirne to do this because your life could use a tittle help, but they 

don't want to corne over and just give you advice. They want to give it to 

you in a form that becomes inseparable from your whole self. That's what 

stories do. Stones differ from advice in that, once you get them, they 

become a fabric of your souk That is why they heal you (Alice Walker. 1990). 

I remernber when 1 would teach children, one of the most magicai experiences was 

in the telling or reading of a story. The sounds of the language weaving its meaning 

seemed to cast a spell and mesmerize them. Suddenly even the most vivacious, active 

children would still, as if fiozen, enchanted. There is power in story. Many of the spintual 

writings that have suMved over the centuries have used story to convey a message. Why 

was this indirect way of conveying a message used? Stories are rich and open to 

interpretation. They can apply in many situations and can be applied in many ways. Jean 



Shinoda Bolen suggests that artists and writers whose work touches us deeply, 

instinctively access collective symbols. 

They 'dream' for us: they bring images and stories from their own depths 

that could be Our own. If we are conscious, we recognize ourselves in them. 

Otherwise we only know that we are moved. Seen from this perspective, 

artists or authon are Our contemporary versions of shaman who have visions 

for their tribes. They tap into a deeper stratum and express it (Bolen, 1994. 

p- 36). 

The Swampy Cree Say that stories live in the world and may choose to inhabit 

people, who have the option of telling them back out into the world again. This al1 can 

form a symbiotic relationship: if people nourish a story properly, it cm tell them things 

about life. 

I have invited aboriginal people into my class to share their persona1 stories. 1 have 

witnessed the power of these stories. When these individuals share their painhl mernories. 

the Iistener is touched in a way that a reading of the hiaory of oppression can never touch 

them. 1 have seen these stories move people. The hearing of the persona1 story can 

catalyse a shift in perspective, so that we begin to hear that which was hidden fiom Our 

view. Stones arouse Our awareness, they help us to see, help us to understand rather than 

judge. We begin to see how we are implicated in others' stories, and this helps to heal the 

rifis that separate us. 1 tell my stories to heal the rift within myself. and between myself 

and others. 

Reader, you are invited into this text, to share experience, reflection, theory and 

action. The words are representative of vivid and rich experiences. Your are invited to lifi 

the flat words off the page and breathe iife into them once again. The following may help 

orient you in your reading: 



Stories move in circles. 

They don? go in straight lines. So it helps if you listen in circles. There are 

stories iaside stories and stories between stories, and finding your way 

through them is as easy and as hard as finding your way home. 

And part of the finding is the getting lost. 

And when you're lost, you start to look around and listen. 

(Fischer, Greenberg, & Newman, 1979, as cited in Metzger, 1992, p. 49) 



IN RELATI0NSFIT.P 

the telling of a story and the listening 

the writing of a piece and the reading 

the hot of a relationship 

between teller and Iistener 

writer and reader 

hearing 

travelling back into experience 

to re-visit 

to re-search. 

A great alchernicd conjuring 

persona1 insights and expenences mixed 

with those of other 

a catalyzing potion 

ideas and understandings re-fonned 

writer and reader conjugate 

flat words once filled with life 

re-breat hed 

Potent chernicd reactions 

ignite in the mind 

flashes of insight, 

forming pools of possibility 

written word, the story told 

info mi 

transform. 

(November 1995) 



CHAPTER ONE 

ENTERING TEiE STREAM (OF CONSCIOUSNESS) 

Muddv Waters 

Most traditional theses are written in a hear  fashion, giving the impression that 

that is how the work evolved. We edit and separate out (apparently) irrelevant passages. 

When we always tidy things up for the reader, what do we exclude? What do we hide 

from view? 

So long as teachen hide the imperfect processes of their thinking, allowing 

their students to glimpse only their polished products, students will remain 

convinced that only Einsten-or a professor-could corne up with a theory 

(BelenS., Clïnchy, Goldberger, and Tarule, 1986, p. 21 5 ) .  

1 inteject my struggles in my work to reveal that the process is not as linear and 

tidy as we rnight (otherwise) be led to believe. It seems important to share that the 

exploration of "fish" has been a messy process--sometimes the water was muddy and 

unclear--and it has taken time to allow the mud to settle. It was really not until the end 

that 1 saw the deeper meaning of this exploration of being fish. My early efforts at working 

with this were as skitterish as the small salmon fiy that emerge in the Stream and dart 

about in a haphazard way. The process was very convoluted and there were many 

struggles. The following entry illustrates my struggle with institutional constraints and 

finding a way of working that did not dis-connect me (separate me) from my way of being. 

Searchinp for a OUEST!ioni 

Journal entry: February 2,1995 

What is the focus of this research? It was so clear before, but now when the 

question is posed, I'rn at a loss. The question interferes. 1 think that if there is a question. 

there must be an answer. And that stiffens me. confines me. 1 don't want to address a 



question 1 have resisted the form of the traditional thesis and its demands for c o i n g  to a 

question. Huxley, in The F l m e  Trees of Thicka, makes the following observation: 

The best way to find things out is not to ask questions at aU. If you tire off 

a question, it is like firing off a gun-bang it goes, and everything takes 

flight and mns for shelter. But if you sit quite still and pretend not to be 

looking, al1 the little facts will corne and peck round your feet, situations will 

venture forth from the thickets, and intentions will creep out and Sun 

themselves on a stone; and if you are very patient, you will see and 

understand a great deal more than a man with a gun does (Huxley. 1959. 

p. 272). 

Whnl my work has done over the past three years is open many quest(tott)s and 

many possibiIities. I value this. II is reflective of the mzcltiple channeh that I am 

c o r i ~ e d  lo-scietice, art, writing, social issues, adzilt edzicafion. education. creativity, 

experiential learning, spiritziality, thinkmg, bnsiness and so on. My mind works in 

deconstmcting these and synthesizing, interconnecting them. 

1 want to immerse myself in a process of ewplorution. not to find mzswers to 

qirestions. bzit to notice and be aware and see things as if for the first tirne. 

I remember an art clms at zrniversity. We were asked to foms in on our hand and drw. I 

had worn thut hand for years, used it in mmzy wqys: it wac an appendage that was an 

integral part of my Ifle. I woiild have noticed if il wasn 't there. But becmse it was, I 

never noticed il, 1 took it for gra>~ted. But when I went to drmv it, I noticed it-I saw lim.s, 

shapes, textures. patterns. Drawing it was an intettsely satieing exprrience. The 

draving thnt was prodziced was of Iittle consepence-it was the process of noticitig, 

betngfiliy engage4 it was an intense& joyous eqerience, seeing, noticing my h u d  for 

the first time. Even remem bering this brings me joy. 

I have a piece of art in my smdy. III attracted me ivhen I smu it. It '.Y a richly 

rrxtiired piece -fil1 of pattrnts a~id desifla and coloiirs- hoivls ofjiticy fniit. hoirc-pie 1.; of 



flowers, cornfort, richness- it plrares me every timr Ipazrse irr rny work ami look up. It 

refects the wiidpattems of my study. Collections of books that fonn the patterns of my 

inquiries-a section on thinking, mother on ah l t  education, mother group otl wrilir>g. 

an art group, a section on business and management, a new feminist section. shelvrs of 

rrovels are tucked oway in a nrpbomd. books on persona1 development, psychology. 

social work, severai on learning styie, Persig '.Y Lila lep half done, a big bunch of zrnread 

ones on research methoh, that seemed important when I purchased t h ,  books on 

groztp process, binders of notes, lots of titles that are poking at traditional educatiorr 

(mzrch of which I 'd Iike to grind with rny heal-the horrors of being a student. a poweritxs 

stttdent-memorzes sztr$ace of abusive clarrrooms, mernories that I want to pzcsh dowri. 

bztt that remrface in my daughters ' lives). A reading of a colleague' s t hesis had re- 

surfaced many painfùl memones of school (Reardon, 1995). 

mis  is who I am-a celebrution of the rich textures of life. Not a neat, ridy 

minimalistic pictzire. But a collage of bits and pieces collected from everywhere. L ittk 

bits and pieces of lve-pieces of being a mother, bits of being a teacher, a glirnpse of my 

sfzrdenî experience, a reizrctant ragfom my leaming groups and, god forbid, everz a bit 

from my personal lifee. something Ie.ve read and some insight that connects them. ihreads 

them together, creates an interconnecting pattern- Somethg that makes them as 

meanin&ki as the eqwrience of h i n g  my hand Something that rnakes me see those 

experierices in a new way and feel intense& alive. 

I mztst research in a way that is trzte to who I am. I am no2 a linear thinker. i don 't pose tr 

qzrestion andfnd an cmswer. II's not questions or m e r s  that I am abozct. I t s  

experierice-it 's beingftdiy alive in every experience: it 's noiicing the connections ami 

interrelationships, thinking holisticaliy. it 's not only abozrt stzdying what is, but 

exploring what could be. It S not abozrt cor$nernent, but about multipfici~. 

A ieacher suggested that the methodology icsed shotrld be irt conplence with the fopic. /ri 

tzirn, I thilik, the research process mztst be iri corzperzce with (tme to) the resrarche,: 



Perhaps the "quest"(ion) should be one that invites us to look deeper than what is 

irnmediately apparent: 

What do we no? notice? What is it that is there, that we keep hidden from uur 

v i m ?  mat is it that is right in fiont of us, but unseen? Al1 around us, but unheurd? 

A Movinn Method 

In this thesis 1 reflect what 1 have learned by examining experiences through 

writing. The kind of writing that 1 have engaged in over the past three years has been 

exploratory and fiee-form, in which a person simply sits d o m  and writes (re-cords) what 

comes to consciousness (Goldberg, 1986, 1990). The value of this kind of writing is that it 

allows one to become aware of one's experiences, thoughts, feelings and attitudes and 

puts these into a form that can be examined. But, more importantly, as 1 write, insights 

occur. The writing experience is a catalyst for connections, a great alchernical conjuring of 

expenences swirling with readings and discussions. Ofien these connections are recorded. 

not only on paper, but in one's consciousness and these insights affect one's vision and 

come to play out in actions. Thus, the very act of writing can be in-formative and trans- 

formative. (It moves your thinking and your actions.) Often I am surprised at what comes 

out. 1 often sit d o m  with the intention of writing about a specific topic and end up 

addressing something seerningly unrelated, only to end up back at the original topic in the 

end with a more informed view. It seems that some past experience or understanding or 

some insight gained fiom reading is helpful in informing the specific topic, and that by 

allowing the rnind to work in its own way, connections are made. In tum, the experience 

that began the writing sometimes throws new light on past experience, so that the past is 

understood in a new way. There seems to be an integration of past experience and Iearning 

with current experience and learning. On the surface, it may seem an illogical process, yet 

in the end it is very logical. A journal entry that utilizes the metaphor of a rear-view mirror 

plays with understanding these juxtapositions of time and experience and 

conceptualization. 



Lookin~ Back: The Rear View Mirror 

Journal entry: February, 1995 

Driving down the valley road into the future. Stationary objects come toward me. 

I move toward moving objects, sometimes passing t h  by, sometimes jus1 moving with 

them or sometimes c h e r  to them. Everything is relative. To what? 

Iglmce in my rear view mirror and note that which war in front of me is noiv 

behind me, that a car is moving toward me, passing t h  which was in front of me, hi[[ 

now behind me. I move into the friture while looking backward thrmgh the mirror. Br[[ 

the friizire changes und even the present changes as it moves into the past and the pus[ 

changes as others move into il. Everything is relative, I remind myse& I also rzote thar irl 

the mirror I see the other side of things I was moving toward I had to see the one side 

while moving toward the object andjlip IO the mirror to see the other side, to gel a 

"whole " image in my mird I cotrld never see the "whole " at one the .  I had to move 

arozind to the other side tu see the other ha& 1s that ozir nature. to on& see halva 

dualities? Our physical makezrp on& al[ows irs to see portions, pieces, parts. Arrd Iike cr 

pzrzzle, we connect the portions and pieces to see a whole. a complete pictrire. Brct the 

picture is alwqys changing and we have to hold several images in ozir mind and contzect 

the images within the imrrges. Fractals come to rnind. m a t  dues the fractal image tell r ~ s  

about the larger image. Whal about holograms? 

How does looking at the image in a mimur heIp us grasp the whole? We catt rrrvei 

gras- the whole. bzit it gives ris another image thal we can use to piece together. Why is ir 

important for me to see "the whole, " both sides of the qhere? We Iive in this world with 

partial images, collecting them, piecirig them logether, trying to get a "sense" of hoiv the 

pieces fil together. We use ozrr senses to make sense. 7he collaborative input is prilld 

together and we begin to create a coherent image ihal tinites the disparate images. We 

cling to the image we create. It is sens-ible. We make sense of the world throrgh it crrrd tr 

couriter image throws ils into chaos. 



Journal entry: undated 

How is this expioratory writing Iike looking in a rem-view mirror? How does 

looking into whd h a  happened in the past @ect rny movement into the fitzrre? I how 

that the wriîing I did last year shaped my cuvent practice. The past is "alive " and 

transformative as is the vision in the mirror. As we change, m r  perception of the past 

changes. Different objects move into our vision, like a moving car coming toward irs- Wr 

can transcend tzme and pull the pas? into the present and inlo Ihe fiture. by fo~assinig otr 

it, exmining it. The past is in the present and the future is in the present. The writing 

becomes a tool. like the mirror, that we can use to notice the past md allow it to 

trunsjiorm the future. A car that passes us would have corne into ozrr preserzt and~rtirre. 

but we wozrldn 't have noticed il ar part of mir pasî unless we looked in the mirror. Wr tcse 

the mirror to msist irs in negotiuting the present and thejirtirre. 

Yozr have lo be alert and aware of what is ail around yolr, glancirzg behirid yoir. 

looking far ahead to predicr what might hqvpen, but also beingfuily present and ahle ro 

react to ~rnforseen events. At the same tirne. noticing the lanhcape thut yoir pars brings 

tremendms pleasrre and perhaps usefiil informution (lacit knowledge) that can br mckd 

away. irhere are also stops where one c m  take a break and notice more. You are 

directing yotrr path, but the road and zts structlrres also direct you. Yozr are able to makr 

decisions about your route and follow vnriozrs paths to achieve a destination. Or yoic 

might not have a destination, you might be along for the ride and noi know wherr yotr 

will end zrp. Y m  make the choices as yoir go along, and allhmgh the choices may make LI 

difference. you might never appreciate that. 

There are parallels in this (trans)temporai and (trans)conceptual view of 

writing/expenence with those that Pinar (1975) suggests in the method of currere: 

regression, progression, analysis and synthesis. The identification of such a method is 

helpfbl in that it gives the researcher specific ways of working, and exploring the (lived) 

text. Regression involves re-collecting the past; progression involves anticipating the 

future. One begins to recognize that the past and the future are present. Anaiysis exposes 

the connections (between past. present and hture) and exposes what might have been 

invisible while imrnersed in an experience. Synthesis is a gestalt-like experience. an 



illumination of insight, a corning together of (seemingly) disparate elements, an imer 

knowing. Pinar notes that "This process [synthesis] seems to occur "below" States of 

consciousness and articulation, and words may be sparse. The lived sense of synthesis can 

be  unmistakable, however" (Pinar, p. 60). 

There must be another life, here and now, she repeated. This is too short, too 

broken. We know nothing, even about ourselves. We're only just beginning, 

she thought, to understand, here and there. She held her hands hollowed; she 

felt that she wanted to enclose the present moment; to make it stay; to fiIl it 

fuller and fuller, with the past, the present and the future, until it shone, 

whole, bright, deep with understanding" (Woolf, 1938, pp. 427-428). 

The writing that 1 have engaged in allows this kind of amplification of experience. 

so that its meaning and significance grows deeper and deeper. It incorporates each of the 

aspects of the method of currere, although it is not done in a segmented, orderly manner. 

[Pinar suggests that there may be idiosyncrasies in the method (1 994, p. 60)]. I have 

difficulty segrnenting the (writing) experience in this way--it would seem artificial and 

fragrnented. Rather, the process is dynarnic, complex and holistic, and one thought flows 

into another, so that the margins between them are not always clearly distinguishable: 

1 am a part of al1 that 1 have met 

Yet al1 experience is an arch wherethro' 

Gleams that untravell'd world, whose rnargin fades 

For ever and for ever when 1 move... 

(Tennyson, Ulysses) 

Room to Work in: ShiftinpPers~ective~ 

Journal Entry, March 1996 

I have a reflecting room-a room where I do my reading and jozîrnal wriiitig 111 

the winter months. The room isftrlf of wimiows und at limes I am able tu gaze out io rhr 

trees and wildlife for visiotra~ y itrspirntiorr. At other times, the /ighr is re frncie J lhroiryh 



the prism of bevelled gZms doors translating iizto ruinbows bat play in the room. Othrr 

limes, the sunlight biinds me so that I cunnot see miyhing but shadows. But, dependit~g 

on the Iighting, the windows [ose their trm~purency und sometimes refect images from 

other windows; images become slrper?mposed on other Mges- image iayered on imas. 

I c m  focus on the window and be engaged with a rnirror image, or I can fonrs beyot~d 

fhe window and see the outdoors, or I c m  foars on the juxtrrposed images. Pîayfuf 

irnagery to work in, as I refect on my ive. Image mperimposed on image, image aguitisr 

image. Regression-progression. What I see dependr on my focal point. What I dot1 ' f  ser 

deper~h on my focalpoint. As Pinar points out, Vuginia Woolf beautifully illustrates this 

in a discussion of diEerent authors' interpretations of character in Mr. Bennett and Mrs. 

Brown : 

... a n  English version of Mn. Brown would focus on her personaiity and its 

peculiarities. A French writer would blur the fine edges in order to give a 

more abstract, general view of human nature. 'The Russian,' she continues, 

'would pierce through the flesh; would reveal the soul-the sou1 alone, 

wandering out into the Waterloo Road, asking of life some tremendous 

questions which would sound on and on in our ears after the book was 

finished.' Mr. Bennet has insisted that the novel be expressive of character, 

and of character that is real but which version, Mrs. Woolf asks, of reality 

is real? (Pinar, 1994, pp. 13- 14). 

Each perspective provides different information about Mrs. Brown. Each is seeing 

through a lens that allows them to see particular aspects of Mrs. Brown, but at the same 

time, their perspective appears to blind them to other possible interpretations. Each cames 

their own biases and assumptions that frame the way they see the world of Mrs. Brown. 

What are they not seeing? How do we redly get to know Mrs. Brown? 1s it enough to 

describe her outward characteristics and how she acts? Or do we need to "get inside her 

skin", to know what she feels and thinks? Do we need to know about her past expenences 

and her hopes and dreams? Do we need to see her in the context of her life so that we can 

recognize how the environment presses on her? 1s Mrs. Brown a metaphor for ourselves? 

How do we get to know ourselves by studying her? How do we begin to move to see her 



from other perspectives? Writing research utilizing regression--progression--analysis-- 

synthesis is one way of achieving a shift(s) in perspective, which rnay allow us to see what 

was invisible before. Transposing our personal narratives into/onto stories and selection 

from literature is another way to shift perspective. 

So if we are  to fuUy enjoy the show we must keep changing Our seat. We must 

look undemeath things, look elosely a t  things, look very slowiy, gobble up lots 

of things, stay with one thing al1 day, try impossible things. Sometimes we 

have to squint, a t  other times we need to stop speaking for a day. We have to 

close Our eyes and listen to the world. If we don't change the angle of our  

vision, we won't see the whole show." (London, 2989, p. 34) 

Reflectin~ (on) Mirrors and A u t o b i o w  

Mirrors, mirror images, and refiacted images fiequent my writing. The journal writing that 

1 have included is like a mirror reflecting the images of my experiences. 

But in her web she still delights 
To weave the mirror's magic sights 

(Tennyson, The Lady of Shabtt) 

And al1 the while, like the Lady of Shalott, 1 weave the images in the mirror into 

my work. Until finally, like the Lady of Shallot, 1 tire of shadows, and speak from deep 

within. 1 try to break the illusions that the mirror sends in its reflected image, to break 

through the mirror, to reach a deeper level of self that cannot be detected in the surface 

image. 

Out flew the web and floated wide; 
The mirror cracked from side to side; 
'The curse is corne upon me,' cried 
The Lady of Shalott. 

(Tennyson, The Lady of Shalott) 

The metaphor of mimors seems appropriate for an autobiographical research. 



In the Japanese Shinto, the mirror is a sacred symbol. A good mirror is said 

to tell the truth about oneself and through its üluminating power gives 

wisdom, wisdom that cornes through self-awareness and knowledge (Brock. 

p. 235-236). 

Pinar (1994) advocates the legitimacy of autobiography and the method of currere 

as an educational research method, formulated to "engender development of the 

researcher ... It is a strategy whose aspiration is not ody contribution to a 'body of 

knowledge' but a contribution to the biographic-intellectual and thus political 

emancipation of those who employ itn(Pinar, 1994, p. 6 1). "Cultivated self-awareness can 

hnction to dissolve intellectual blocks (or arrest) and initiate intellectual rnovement" 

(Pinar, 1994, p. 50) . 

Success in this work is felt as movement, as awareness of issues and the 

biographic function of intellectual work that were before veiled, and 

transformation of both issues and work One experiences intellectual and 

biograp hic rnovement. 

In a certain sense this work often feels like a voyage out, from the habitual, 

the customary, the taken-for-granted, toward the unfamiliar, the more 

spontaneous, the more questionable. The experimental posture in its most 

profound meaning suggests this openness to what is not known, a willingness 

to attempt action the consequenees of which cannot be predicted fully. Such 

a capacity to risk-intellectually, biographically-can be cultivated. ..It is a 

capacity those of us interested in education are obligated to develop (Pinar. 

1994, p. 149). 



What drew me to this form of research is the recognition that self-awareness is 

essential for those engaged in the helping professions and dso those engaged in research 

that intrudes in the lives of others. Pinar draws on Jung: 

I quite agree with you that those people in our world who have insight and 

good wiii enough, should conceni themselves with their own %ouls' more 

than with preaching to the masses or trying to find out the best way for 

them. They only do that because they don't know themselves. But alas, it is a 

sad truth that usually those who know nothing for themselves take to 

teaching others, in spite of the  fact that they know the best method of 

education is the good example (Pinar, 1994, p. 53). 

Being in the Brilliance-A Re-readinp of the text 

This piece illustrates the kind of engagement that 1 have had with the wntings of 

others. Others' words are integral to my experience. The expressions of others (such as 

writing, speaking, drawings, photographs, dramas, films) have informed me, challenged 

me, and e ~ c h e d  my understanding and affirmed my own readings of expenence. 

A few weeks ago I visited a local beach. II seemed an approprzate place to reflrct 

on fish. At one poi~zt I foind a seclzided spot and sat on the rocks and spent timr lookir~g 

out, absorbing, noticing. I hud brought along Frankel '.Y book "Thr Zen of 

Seeing/Draving. V had been drawn to revisit the art world as a way of healing my 

conftcion. Drawing had been a way for me to connect with the world I had worked with 

a wonderjiii arîist, Carol Bondaroffe, in Calgary years ago. Il was the most etrchatitirg 

work. She taught zrs to see. I began to notice things rhal I had overlooked mch ar. 

drawing my hmd and coming to know the Iines and patterns atzd shapes for the first tirne. 

When you become engaged in this kind of work, y m  [ose ail sense of time; yozr becorne 

fid& immersed in the process, deeply con~zected to that which yozi are drawing. Yorr l m  

yorrr self: Itz retrospect I remember those moments as very speciai. of ferlingfilfy alivr. 

Firily at Ive. alive itz Ife. 



I've bem readitg about ttumees. A tzumree fi a "shade of meming, cz complex of 

feehg, or subtlety of perception for whzch the mind has no words or mental calegories- " 

( B  riggs, Peat, p. L 94). It '.Y moments of nuance that make me feei alive. The moments 

when I make a connection, which 1 may not yet be able to articulate, but these are 

moments when everything comes together. Like the experience of drawing. (Or writing.) 

But our wondering, uncertaioty, and questioning are full of nuance. In 

experiencing nuance we enter the borderline between order and chaos, and 

in nuance lies our sense of the wholeness and inseparability of experience. 

One sculptor described her childhood experience of nuance: 'A srnail 

puddle, iridescent with spilt oil and reflecting a patch of midwestern sky 

would suddenly expand for a split-second to encompass my entire universe.' 

While most of us pass by such perceptions, or even suppress them because 

they threaten our customary way of thinking, creators focus and amplify on 

thern. Creators cultivate the ability to Iive in what Keats called the 'doubts 

and uncertainties' created by a nuance long enough to permit something to 

bloom there (Briggs & Peat, 1989, p. 195) 

Apparently Henry James experienced this momentary flash of insight. Hts story, 

"Xbe Spoils of Poyntom. " was triggered in his mind when a woman he was sitling next fo 

at a dimer party àropped un idle comment about a mother and son fighting over art 

estate. At that moment. James eqerienced a vivid if amorphozrs sense of what he calid 

rhe "whole " of the story that he woüid soon sit down to write. A rnomentary "knowirrg 

ail. " (Briggs & Peat, 1989, p. 195). 

I walked on the beach, iookir~g down at the texture of the sartd In a mornertt. I 

iooked irp md was captwed by a magieai moment of brillhce. A million stars shom rip 

from the water. luminom, dappiing diamon&. I held my breath, not wantirtg the momrrir 

to stop. That momerzturyflash of briliimce has stqed with me. As I work ou heh~gfish 1 



have a sensation of being in brilliancr. Illurnit~ated. The moment beingfish rmerged in 

my writing I knov it was sign@cant. In a split second everything crystuilized A 

momentary sensation of clurity that it wouid al1 come together. Nor something thai is 

easiiy explainecl, but a deep knowing. 

Finding the writing on mrances in The Turbulent Mirror was hehfid. As I read 

became engaged 1 understood -1 have had proximate eqeriences that I co2rid associnfe 

ivith the exmples and thut helped me to understand I contrust this with reading aboitr 

Mandelbrot S eqiation andfi-actais, where I have no experierlces tu associafe. Trying fo 

read about something that you have no experience with is a very dflerent readilzg 

experience than reading about something you c m  make eqeriential connections with. 

The reading was also a validaion of my experzences. Not otly had others described the 

experience und tried to articulate in worris what I understood on a viscerut level, bttf hem 

was sorneone valihthg the legitimucy, und the vuhe, of sensitivity to nuances. It was 

something I had sensed was significant, but cmdd not ewpluin. Brrt here was someoile 

attaching lrmgrage to the experience. Here was someone who shared the experience- 

they vaizred it too. I read for moments Iike this. I read IO find someone else 's worcis thai 

heip me connect meaning to my own eperiences. neir  wora3 and descriptions give me 

in-sight, fhey help me understand my experience. They ewpand my vision, help me look af 

an experience thrargh their lem. Sometimes they heip me see things I hadn 't mticed 

Literatzrre helps rneframe my erperience. I read for the s m e  r e m  I draw-to notice. fo 

comect, to understand, to come to know. It 's also the sume remon / write. 

n e  rneaning offish is elzrsive, hard to capttrre in words. As I work with this 

metuphor, 1 open sense an efzrsive nuance. There are fiushing moments whetz I see derprr 

and deeper meaning in the imagev-it works on many Ievels-und recognire its rich gift.~ 

mrd for a momeilt I catz connect zt tu my writing. n e f d i  becomes aform that iviil hrlp 



me e ~ l o r e  and discover hidden meaning. I can use it as a [ens, the "knoavn " tu expiore 

the "unknown. " 

Like fishing, it (finding the meaning) repires patience. Unewpectedi'y, the 

meaning is hooked and the fishermm must be carejlrl not to lose hzs catch. There is ody 

a brief momerzt when the fish is netted to celebrate the being of the@ bejore u chooicr 

must be made to let it return tu the water and let it be or to take the fish 's ive. 

Metaphor also gives a way to font my work. The fish gives shape to my work. I 

am trying to comrnunicate the contents of a mrarzce. Since a nuance isn 't described hy or 

contained by 0rdin.y forms of thmght, it isn 't easy to share with other people. 

Metaphor becornes a wny to explore and explain the unspeakuble. 

Because 1 have become fish and see my work throzigh fish eye lens. 1 am abie to 

instantiy see the whole in a moment. How do I share this with other? irhe jozrrney of ~ h r  

fish 's lije @es me a fonn that allows me tu convey my insight. At the same moment ir 

forms my imight. BEINGjish. Being wrrter. I cannot wnfe abolit writing without brir~g a 

writer. I cannot research about researching without being a researcher. It is an ACTIVE, 

living, dynamic process in which I am engaged 

The writing of this work was indeed a dynamic process. 1 came to see that these 

nuances would ampl@ At one moment an awareness would emerge, and later, another 

insight on a deeper level would emerge, ever-broadening my understanding. Aiso, there 

were shifis between these penods of clarity when a new or deeper insight would ernerge. 

with other periods where the water was muddy and my mind would chum chaotically, 

ovenvhelmed by the turbulence of cross-currents. Moments of nuance clashed with 

moments of nemo. 1 came to recognize that this turbulent mirror of counter-forces and its 

ebb and flow was the leaming process. 



CHAPTER TWO 

THE HATCEIING OF "BEING FISH" 

The title of my work "Being Fish" has been like a Zen koan, a nddle or a mystery for me 

to solve. It has intrigued me for many months, as 1 follow where it leads. The followinr: 

entnes reveal how "fish" entered my research. 

Journal entry: at the end of a terrn, earIy January 1995 

The writing I've done lately is almost a desperate stnrggle, more fnrsrating tha~r 

pleanrrable. I know there 's something in it, but I can 't see for looking. I feel Iike I'm 

looking at a pool of water and fonising on the sudace reflection, when whaz I need to do 

is shift my focus beneath the si-face and I 'II  see wliat I am searching for. 

In mid-Jarniary. while in the bookstore, l fmmi a book-The Turbulent Mirror. 

The title captured me. (Xn more wqys than one). I was feeling the turbzilence of mf 

teaching. of the need to get on with my writing, yet being discottient- Knowing that my 

writing wasrz 't taking me drep enough. And this book took me a w q  to the mathematicai 

ziniverse and into inifnity. Fractals and holograms suggest that each part represerits a 

microcosnt of the whole. It unravelled my linear thinking md led me into territoy wherr 

1 felt lost (and fmnd) once again. I shut the book covers in confusion. II le> me with a 

sense of dissalisfaction with the ordinary. This mathematical logic cozild iterate one i»ro 

untravelled dimensions, into fractak, iino ordered chaos. And I couldn 't follow it. I was 

firstrated with the limitations of my mind How crnrld a compzrter follow the Mandelbror 

equation into intniiy and map it, when my own mind cozrldn 'I? " Whar a piece of work i s  

man. "(Shakespeare) Huh. 

To have to refy on technology to achieve this depth seemed a slap in the face. Ozrr owi 

limitations mirrored back at ils. (And the cornputer, matz made md manmd, has its 

hi~atiorts) . 



At this same point, when I was dissatisfied with everything else, was i! ~-rcrprisi~ig 

thal I became dissalsfied with rny wn'ting-the work that had giveri me so much plemcre 

for the past three years? Ir diah 't seem to go deep enough, f m  enough. I lost the sense of 

its signzficance ami became disilltsioned with its potency. Stream of consciousness- 

those were the worcis used IO describe this work by a respected teacher: the line hooked 

me and I stnigggled to release and bejiee from their bite. Whor was the signijicance of rny 

work und writing? I stayed in this dmk place, in these &k and m u m  waters for a tirne- 

I reveaied my 'lostrtess" in ciam one &y. How cozild I explain to my colleagitrs 

the infinite depths of my deJpair? But people spoke to it. Told me to write about b e i q  

caught and stiick. ?ïte conviction of their worh moved me to open up. And I wrote. 

Reflectin~ Mirrom 

The imagery of mirrom has haunted my work, and 1 know it is significant. One of 

the fkst pieces that 1 wrote using this imagery startled me with its peculiarity: 

Journal entry: undated, 1990 

I feel Iike I am nrb bing agaimt a mirror that refects me back-that won 't Ie f me 

throzcgh-l feel resistance by some other force. Like there 's something on the other side 

that I want, but a mzrror is in my way and I keep running und bumping Ïnio it and behg 

bounced back. I need to shatter it to get thrmgh to the other side. I scratch it to s w  

thrmigh and know that there is a big void on the other side-a lot of space--it looks 

scary, but I feel compe Iled to h e p  trying to go through. I keep Qing und feel better for 

t~ying, but I don 't really want to go through it-it 's earier to keep on this side and keep 

trying. I've got to break through it if1 am to go fornard. Mqybe I 've been trying IO hreak 

throtrgh by ncnning and crashing againsi it-mqybe it resists me becmise I nrn agaimf if. 

Mqbe I cun jzcst walk through-slip through sidewuys. 



Journal entry: January 20,1995 

I 'm on the edge of a new phase in my work. I 've worked consistent& thrmrghoii~ 

lhe past three years and I believe my writing shows a reflective practitioner -a persoil 

who looks at her work and "notices': The work shows on insightfl person. There [S. 

honesty in the work, a wi lhpess  to question, to examine ms~irnptions. I have hecome ~ h e  

person I am when I write in my everyaby work. I Iring a thoughtftrlness and awareness ru 

my teuching. In the moment of teuching. I do not just do/perfrm. I think refectivei'y us I 

teach. As I interact with students, I am mare of what is happening at a deeper levei [ha), 

be fore- 

Btrt I am no longer content with that. I am aware t h  I am jiist touchirrg the 

surjace, I've jiist broken the surface of the water. I've been content to sit at the nr@ucr 

m d  watch the fish swim in the clear pools. As i f1 could Ieam abmtfîrh and @e jzisl by 

watching it. Looking in the mirror and seeing the reflection bounce back. I iike sittirzg or1 

the cool bank and observing the action, a passive pmticzpant. wzth a sirperficial, sii@acc? 

on&, understanding of what zt is to be afish. As if noticing the actions mdpatterr~s ~ v n s  

niflcient. Btrt right now 1 'rn eager to know fdi like I 've never knowtt t h  before. I iuotr~ 

to get into the water, feel what it would be like to be a fish, become as a fish. look at them 

in ways I Ive never iooked before-see them. realiv see them-notice what I Le never 

noticed before4issect them-get to know their bone stmcttrre, the parts that compose ihe 

whole-BUT THA T'S ONLY ONE WA Y OF GEVING TO KNO W FISH. I nee J fo 

become ajish-see the world throughjish eyes-see the world as they see it-becorne o 

fish bzit at the same time be-no4 was going to write stiIl be myself; but no. I mrrst 

becorne the fish. iose self: 

1 see a comection between these two pieces. Standing on the bank and refiecting 

on the images in the water is a strikingly sirnilar image to that of bouncing an image off a 

mirror. In both pieces 1 am reluctant to break through the "minor."and move to "the other 
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side," although 1 seem to know that it is vital to move into another place; another way of 

being. 

The album jacket of Loreena McKennittYs the mark and the mirror contains the 

following statement : 

"For some medieval minds the mirror 'was the door through which the soul frees 

itself by passing' ... for others the pursuit of personal refinement was Iikened to 

'polishing the mirror of the soul." 

The second piece brought forth the image of being fish; when 1 wrote the words. I 

was aware that they were important. They jarred me. And 1 knew they were words to 

listen to. The fish had been hatched. But 1 was interrupted--it was time to meet my student 

and receive her gift of fish. 

The Gift of Fish: Presence 

Hannah Merker shares the wisdom of her father, a physician. He has a fkamed 

drawing of a bemused-looking man, leaning back in his chair comfortably. A cartoon 

cloud floats above his head with the caption "Are you listening?" He once told her "When 

1 let my patients talk, I learn more about them, than any crisp telling of medical 

history .... so 1 listen." (Merker, 1992, p. 100). In the following entry 1 leamed that 

listening was a gifi, for both the speaker and the listener. 

Journal entry: January 20,1995 

The metaphor offish wus a giift. It came into my writing. hmped out of the strecim 

(of consciousness) into my exploratory writing and sfurtled me. At first I was repulsed 

with the notion-my immediate associations with ' x sh  " are of a dippery, hard to catch 

creattire; their dead carcasses laid otit by the hindreris on a smeliy boat. Cozild [his 

slippery metuphor possibl); bear any mraning for me ? And yet it was evoked i ~ t  my 



writitzg, there for the taking. Somehow the way it had corne zrp made me "noti~-e "- 

metaphors percolate through my writing, and I immediately sensed ihat this OIW wus v e n  

profozrnd 

I had been working with a woman who had been a sltrdent and was helpirig hrr tu 

write her applicu~ion tu a professional school. She wax a very insightjirl, thozrghrfrrl 

young woman, but she had dzaartlîy tram-posing herself ont0 puper, extractitg the 

essence of her self: I had been listening to her as she struggled to analyse herselfattd 

reduce her li$e everiences and learning into the condensed form of 12 pages. initial& I 

had met lo proojead her but it became much more than that. Hours and weeks 

went by and still she shrggled de tern id  I watched. listened. nrpported and learrreri - 
honoziring the process that she was going thrmg. It is interesting how events inter- 

connect. Little did 1 know that 1 would be rnirroring that stniggle myself, in order to wrire 

my lifework and leaming in thesis form. To condense the cornplex, rich and varied 

experiences of a life-long Ieamer and teacher into few words. To convey the rkh essence 

of what contributes to her relentless learning. 1 didn't want to let any of the contributing 

pieces go--everything seemed important-al1 the tangled bits and pieces that were threaded 

into a rich and colourfûl tapestry-al1 the disparate pieces were a part of it and to leave out 

any piece would leave a gaping hole. It was important that it al1 be there--each segment 

became an important part of the whole picture. But how to stitch the pieces together to 

form the picture. 

M y  st~rden!) gave me n grf Actzraliy she gave me so mzrch, when I think bock. 

She gme me her story, she gave me her srniggle to find wordr to convey how her Iifr 

experiences had contributed fo making her who she was now. She had given me the grfi of 

honesty-she hid no part of herse& She gave me the gifl of her spiriiziality ~hat had hem 

nzrrttrred in her native irpbringing so t h  it became piri of everyihing that shr did Shr 

gnvr the gifr of openness-openness to exposing her whole selj; openness 10 kzrn cdmrr 

hrmlf and her world. opemess to expluring two worlds-fivo arltwes. Openr~~..xs ro 



irnderstanding, not judging. She also gave the glfi of joy-her deep delight in learnitig. 

the freshness of a new rnmage. the stnrggle of a sensitive and insightjùi yozing womair. 

She also gave me the gifl offish. A pictzrre of a fish. i marsurne i? war an appreciatiot~ of 

the îïme that I hud given her, the lis~ening em, h e  support. She tuld me that I had 

becorne an eider to her-sorneone who s h e d  knowledge and experience (wisdom). That 

was a very ~pecial grfr. 

When (this stzrdenl) wanted to give this gf-a picture of a m  by a tiative artist-l 

was startied What a coincidence. Only two hmrs earlier I had written the piece with the 

fish tmagery. Was there some grand scheme of things affer ali? Was il a signfrom some 

piding force? 11 wusn 't the firsî time that serendipitous eventsfif together like pieces of 

a pzrzzie-interconnecredness of seemingiy irnconnected events. irhr picture sits on my 

desk as I write-a condensed form of the many gifrs (this studet~) gave. a rnirror of 

inspiration. 

I asked (ihe stzrdent) whatfish meant in her ctrlttrre. She became v e v  animated 

and the talkflowed from her-very dzflerent than the mrggle for the correct worcis ro 

inclztde in her application. She was of the salmon people. Her brother and she had ber11 

rwins and were seen by her people as huving special powers. They became part of a ritirnl 

where the fishennen would corne to hold them m d p e r f m  a dance to imbue them wilh 

good hck, so thut their catch wouid be great. She had brought good luck to her father irt 

the year of her birth. Salmon were the life sutenance of herpeople and were ro br 

honolrred They were seen tu have supemu~trrd powers and transcend themsdves 

becazrse they gave zrp their Ive so t h t  new ive cotrid ernerge. An interesting metaphor for 

the leaming process. 



Journal entry: Januaïy 21,1995 

What does thisFFI, metaphor mean? I don 't even like fish pmtiailarfy-they % 

smelly, slippery, kind of buring. But it keeps coming up in my work. They seem to be mi 

important symbol in religimis life, but I don 't know their rneuning. ....A .. shiny, 

reflective ... schools offish-uIthhoiigh it is only one fish that I am fomssing on in this 

metaphor; fishing when I was YOUNG with my dad-taking the fishes ' iives i t ~  sich n 

brutal way, mashing their heads on the g m n d  to kill them. Fish. m a t  do they memz 10 

me? Nothing. II that the point? 1s this about coming to appreciate fish-that which I have 

taken for ganteci, never really @en much thought to? This is about going deeper, 

looking beneath the sirface. Establishing a spirittial connection-no longer takitig f l f r  fut- 

granted About really appreciatzng it in a way I never have before. If  's abolit 

reconnecting and seeing the spirit in al[ living rhings. Abozit living in reverrnce. ab0111 

honoziring, abolit being deeply connected to every living thing. A bozrt engaging. 

becoming intitnate, about k i n g  with deepness, abolit being, about becomi~~g. Abozit 

being. I wiIl re-emerge from the water with new  ind der standing^ having beert fish. I wiif 

knoiv Jsh, I will know water and I will live in air dzfferentiy than before. I sense a 

reverence, a ciear-headedpeacefulness. a sadness too. but an acceptame. 

I don 't know what all this means. It seems connected to the mirror metaphor. 

Abozit btirnping against the mirror and being bounced back. About seeing fhe mirror utid 

knowing that there was something there-aware of the fish in the refected pond A bucil 

breaking through the sicvace, slipping underneath and looking out from a dzfferetzt 

perspective-becoming the fish. mere is a message in here for myseif and I keep avoihg 

if, so the image keeps retrmving in other forms iintil I 'get if' und do tt. iintii I slip 

behind the mirror. 7;he uscent up the mûtintain and view from the top warn 't il [a 

metaphor that permeated my writing last yearl-it was more reflecting back of the szt@k.~. 

I got the bigpictzrre there, b~it it was mperfciai. I did not become intimate with mzylhitig. 

I did tiot know any one thing kt ariy depth. Nor did I know myself itz depth. I jrisl krep 



looki~ig ut the sr@ace, boziricir~g the image buck I 've stqed on the shore. passivdy 

watching, poking my fingers and tues in the wa&er to occasionally break the SIT$UC~. brrr 

not really wanting to get wet, to go underneath it all. I've stayed on the surface. I m v e r  

reali'j got intimate with mything. 1 taught social work pite sicccesrfirlly using this 

rnethodoiop, trhs way of being. I tmght it deeply to others, Ipzrshed them beneuth the 

surfce and made them become fish and they struggled und swam and grew to know the 

water. Bzrt I stayed at the mflace. watching, never joining them. 

1 had found the title for my work: Being Fish. 1 wasn't sure what it meant, or how 

its meaning would be revealed, nor was 1 sure how this would result in a thesis. Because 1 

had been engaged in exploratory writing for almost three years, and had found that each 

writing event was an exploration that led to deeper understanding, 1 was convinced that in 

being open to the cal1 to explore "fish," 1 might dis-cover something. 1 wanted to probe 

the deeper waters, the deeper meaning of being a teacher, being an adult leamer, being a 

researcher, being a human being. "Being fish" became a way to do this. This poem 

conveys the intuitive sense that 1 felt about the research 1 was to become engaged in. 

This story is about a bowl. 

If what I have just written rnakes no sense to you, 
1 am not surprised. 

If I had known in the beginning what 1 was looking for, 
I would not have written this story. 

I had to trust that there was a reason I had to write, 
and I didn't have to have it al1 figured out in order to begin. 

I would find what 1 was looking for 
along the way. 

(Bender, 199 5, viii) 



Sliminn Throueh The Mirror-Becominp - Fish: The Transformation Berins 

Journal entry: February, 1994 

The image that is haurzting me now is Iying on the bed of a still, quiet Iake iooki,ig 

crp through the wuter. It is very sîiII. I took that image to bed with me lmt night, thiizking 

I would work on it &ring my dreaming. But I'm awake now and have no recall of any 

dremns. Wl~y is the memory of my dreams evading me when 1 am eager to explore t h ?  

Sometimes I have Iooked davn into the water. into a clear pool. The image of 

pebbles, a fall coloured leaf; afish emerge with clarity that ho/& and mesmerizes me. 

I 've offen wondered i f1  could recoplzrre the image in a painling, or more likely i t ~  a 

photograph-only a photo woirld cqture the ctarity. A pool of water is Iike a mirror-biri 

it reflects what 's under the mirror as well ar the surface-it captures both worid. 

simlrltmeot~s!y. 

By Iying quietly beneath the sur$ace of the water, I become the rocks. The water 

encases me and the Ieaf settles in the crevices of my body, the tiny fish floats past me. 

undi<luting, rocking its tail back and forrh, openzng and shtting its mozrth, in perpettial 

motion as it moves out of sight. 

I can poke my urm and hand through the mrface of the water. II seems separaie 

from my body. i c m  wutch my hand open and S M ,  as if1 were watching the rocks whw I 

looked down znto the pool. It doesn 't seem this hand is part of my body-it moves 0fif.Y 

own accord My body feels a heaviness andyet has afreedom of movement not possihlr 

when not in this flowing, f i id,  liquid medium. 

The water slows everything down. There is a gentle, soothing rochng as the 

movement on the sufiace agitates. 



I see the movemeni of rippies and feel the gentle rocking. 

I STAY HERE IN A STA TE OF MEDIT AUON, ENJOnNG THE WA TER, FEELING 

ITS COOLNESS, BEING ONE WTH THE ENVTROAkENT. 

SUDDENLY SOM5 NOISE STARTLESMZ AND I SAXTER OFF TO NEW 

ERRITORY. 1 TAKE A DIVE INTO A QUET. DEEP, D A M  POOL. 



CB[APTER TaREE 

LMMERSION TO THE DEPTEIS 

The metaphor of fish is evident in the story of Parsival and his encounter with the 

Fisher King and the Holy Grail, a spiritual piece, fil1 of symbol and meaning. T here are 

many versions of the story, and like any story, they c m  be interpreted in many ways. In 

Wolfram von Eschenbach's version, according to Joseph Campbell, the wounding of the 

Grail King was symbolic "of the dissociation within Christendom of spirit fiom nature: the 

denial of nature as compt. .." (Campbell, 1972, p. 168). Norma Goodnch reviewed the 

history of the many versions of the stories of the Holy Grail and suggests "The wounded 

Chnst must be the sadly suffenng Fisher King fishing for souls, which is Christ's name in 

Greek, and too it recalls his fishermen who became apostles at their lake in kael--to 

Lancelot's lake in Britain" (Goodrich, 1992, p. 330). 

The exact identity of the "grail" has been obscured over time. Bolen notes that 

"the image of a sacred vesse1 existed in pre-Christian and Druidic myths as the Cauldron 

of the Goddess, through which rebirth, inspiration and plenty would come" (Bolen, 1994. 

p. 40). Another supposition is that it is the communion cup used by Christ at the Last 

Supper and that it is a symbol of Christ or the Self "Christ and Self both describe 

something beyond human or ego, something that is divine, spiritual, reconciling and gives 

meaning. If the d e r  of the country, the ego, could be touched by the Grail and experience 

the spirituality of the Self or inner Christ, it would have the power to heal him" (Bolen, 

1994, p. 4 1). In many of the interpretations, it seems to be a story of schism, 

disassociation, separation and loss, and eventual (re)unification. 

The story of Parsival and his encounter with the Fisher King and the Hcily Grail 

could be interpreted as a symbolic or metaphorical representation of the transfcrmation 

expenenced in the life development of humans. Parsival might be seen to represent the 

outer man, the aspect of (hu)man life that seeks outside of oneself. and the Fisher Kin% 

could be representative of the inner man. In the story these two character(istic)s become 



inter-related and eventually unified. The story could be interpreted as representative of the 

integration of these separate(d) elements in a (hu)man. 

The charaders in this s tov and their experiences embody many of the themes that 

permeate the current adult eduction literature: transformation(a1 learning), self- 

directedness (in leamkg), and adult development. These themes are implicit in the story, 

and may be of interest to adult leamers and educators. 

In this passage, 1 give my re-vision of the story of Parsival and the Fisher King. 1 

have read various versions of the story over time, and this re-telling is my idiosyncratic 

synthesis of the versions. 1 have also synthesized the Jungian (psycho)analyses of the 

stories provided by Jean Shinodo Bolen (1994) and Robert A. Johnson (1993). I have 

integrated these with my own journal writings to help me understand the meaning of my 

own transformative joumey. 

As the reader will discover in the following chapter, while studying the story and 

the analyses, 1 began to see parallels between my own life and that of Parsival and the 

Fisher King. 1 began to see, that like these two characters, 1 too had (been) separated into 

two parts: the outer manifestation of myself that conformed to my view of what rny 

culture had expected of me in my various roles, particularly in my professional teaching 

role; and those aspects of myself that did not conf'orm to these (perceived) expcctations 

became suppressed. 1 did not nurture and give full expression to the i ~ e r  self- the 

creative, feeling, intuitive parts of myself, because 1 did not believe that the cultural 

environment that I worked in valued these aspects of being. I recognize that I was 

complicit in suppressing this, trying to be the image that 1 thought 1 should be. And yet. 

despite the outer appearance of success, 1 felt an emptiness rerniniscent of the wvasteland 

the Fisher King inhabits. In reading this story, 1 began to re-member a way of being in the 

world that was full of wonder and awe, with deep and significant learning. This was the 

world of youth, with its powefil experiences that were both joyous and painful, the world 

I had long ago lost touch with as a "mature" adult. It re-awakened me to an important 

"innei'aspect of life that 1 had put aside in my professional and adult pursuits. The stoiy 



had a powefil impact on me, as I came to recognize that an imponant aspect of my self 

has been silent (silenced) for a long time. And the fog began to la. 

And moving through a mirror dear 
That hangs before her al1 the year, 
Shadows of the world appear. 
There she sees the highway near 

Winding down to Camelot; 
And sometimes thro' the mirror blue 
The Knights corne riding two and two. 
She bath no loyal Knight and tme, 

THE LADY OF SHALOTT. 

But in her web she still delights 
To weave the mirror's magic sights ... 

Tennyson, The Lady of Shaloa 

The Fisher K i n ~  and the Healin~ of the Wasteland 

One of the stories that has had enormous appeal to me in my mid-life has been the 

story of Parsival and the Fisher King. 1 feel persona1 identity with the character(s) in the 

story. The Fisher King has been wounded in the thigh and as a result has remained 

unproductive. He has been in a despondent state and his whole kingdom has been affected 

and lies in a state of barrenness. Every day, his only pleasure is to go down to the river 

and fish. Why? Perhaps it is an attempt to recapture a past expenence. At one time in his 

youth, as a knight errant, he had been travelling the countryside and came upon a camp. 

apparently abandoned. A carnpfire was still smouldering and on it a salmon was smoking. 

Being hungry, the Fisher King greedily grabbed a chunk. But it was hot and scorched his 

fingers. He dropped the sairnon and sucked on his fingers to soothe the buming. The 

delicious taste of the sairnon lingered in his rnouth. Within moments, the carnpers returned 

to find a thief invading their camp, drew their swords and attacked the king, woundine him 

in his vitality. 



The wounded king spent mom of his days fishing, trying to catch the elusive 

salmon that had leR such a rnarvellous taste in his mouth. He wanted so much to recapture 

that experience, that ecstatic moment. Yet nothing, nothing, had satisfied him since; on1 y 

fishing gives him some reprieve. 

Here he was, a king, surrounded by richness and lushness. Every evening a 

procession of the finest foods, the most exotic dishes, steaming and sparkling silver passed 

his way. Amongst the sumptuous treasures that are part of the evening procession is the 

holy grail, the chalice said by some to be the one that Christ shared in the last supper; 

others Say the chdice is the cup of the goddess. It glistens brilliantly, almost blinding in its 

reflection as the young woman who bears it walks past. But ail this splendour was mere 

ritual, meaningless to the king. An emptiness had Nled his heart and spirit so that not even 

the finest of dishes could entice him. He remained deeply sad and untouched. Nothing 

could spark the vitality that had once filled his being. And the sadness passed outward: 

everyone in the king's presence was affectecl until the whole countryside became a barren 

wasteland, nothing grew in that dry and dusty land. 

So why do 1 idente with this story? What is reflected back at me so that I 

recognize my image in this mirror? What echoes do 1 hear in this story that resound in my 

life? What deep tmth did this story touch? 

1, too, know the taste of the salmon. A bief encounter with a rnarvellous 

experience that has haunted me for the past twenty years: 

Excerpt from a journal entry: December, 1992 

... IZ was a moment when 1 felt totally connected, when I realized I was pur2 of the 

whole ( I ~ z  these w o r h  to il now. il was jzîst a frrIing, a "knowing, ' h ~ i i l  I hegm to 

read Eden1  philosophy and have used those wordr to explain il). 



It took place in a lodge in the wilderrms or1 a chiliy, grry day. We 'd hem 

olrtdoors and came in to w m  up with hot drinks and we were sitting in a circle, 

probably tweive or thirteen people and we were disnrssing something. Suddeniy I hud this 

incredible feeling. very filiing. a moment of m e ,  a moment of "knowing '"of 

completeness, fiilness-I *m g r q i n g  at worak Qing to describe it-but it was a 

spectanrlm feeling. I felt like I wanted to feel it forever, but it le#. i kept trying to frrl il 

again, but it was on& momentary It lefl ami cotilah 't be captured or recaptzired fiis 

same feeling visited me on other occarions, particulariy while outdoors, being in natzrrr. 

One particulm akzy standr out. I was cross-country skiing itl Ban# I war with others. biit 

I shed ahead and stopped to wait. It was incredibiy quiet, a penetruting silence. I look& 

up and saw ribbons of light artting throzrgh the trees. The snow sparkled and glistet~ed Ir 

was breath-taking. I wm st~spended in tirne and it was glorims. I was alone, but I frlt n 

part of e verything. Not on& was I a part of everything, but I was mare of e verything. 

W%at was  special about that experience was that it wam 't momentary. It was a magical 

ewperience thut stayed with me the whole &y. an uwareness thut stayeà or1 and 

hezghtened the resi of the day. Everything seemedpossihle. Everything seemed so cryslnl 

clear. Little snowflakes siflig down, I could see their individual structzrres. 

We stopped for lunch by some hot pools- Here we were in -25 below weather iti tr 

fiozen world, ice, snow, everylhing crystallized but these hot, bu b bling springs steamirig. 

Thar was the most magical d q  of my life. 

And as suddenly and unexpectedly as the moment happened, it was gone. And like 

the Fisher King, every expenence pales in cornpanson. Ironic that one of the nchest and 

fullest moments of a life would leave such emptiness in its wake. So, like the fisher king, 1. 

too, go fishing every day, waiting to catch a moment like ihat again, to savour its rich 

flavour and capture it and live in it forever. Like the Fisher King, 1, too, have lived in a 

wasteland with riches at my fingertips, lying unnoticed. 



Robert A. Johnson explains the wounding of the Fisher King: 

The termfiher king is appropriate since the Young prince is so much 

associated with fish; first he is wounded by [the taking ofj a fish (the 

unlawful taking of consciousness, which is caiied the fmit of the forbidden 

tree in the Adam and Eve story), then he is partly relieved of his suffering 

while fishing. To fish in this sense is to do one's inner work-work on dreams, 

drawing, music o r  poetry-any form of inner work that is rich to one. Even 

such mundane things as gardening and getting a 'runner's high' are  fishing 

in this sense since they put one in contact with the inner world. Fishing is the 

fisher king's only b a h  to his aching wound. ... To translate this into more 

immediate terms, eating the salmon is taking on consciousness before one is 

mature enough to support it (Johnson, 1993, p. 27). 

Virginia Woolf also uses "fishing" as a metaphor for dipping into one's 

subconscious, imaginative realm, the realm that she explores. 

I figure her really in an attitude of contemplation, like a fisher woman, 

sitting on the bank of a lake with her fishing rod held over its water. Yes 

that is how 1 see ber. She was not thinking; she was not reasoning; she was 

not constructing a plot; she was letting her imagination down into the 

depths of her consciousness while she sat above holding on by a thin but 

quite necessary thread of reason. 

... suddenly there is a violent jerk: she feels the line race through her 

fingers. The imagination has rushed away; it has taken to the depths; it has 

sunk heaven knows where- into the dark pool of extraordinary experience. 

The reason has to cry "Stop!" The novelist has to pull on the line and haul 



the imagination to the surface. The imagination cornes to the top in a state 

of fury. 

Good heavens she cries-how dare you interfere with me-how dare 

you pull me out with your wretched little fishing line? And 1-that is, the 

reason-have to reply, "My dear you were going altogether too far. Men 

would be shocked." Calm yourself 1 Say, as she sits panting on the bank- 

panting with rage and disappointment. We have only to wait fifty years or 

so. In fifty years we shall be able to use al1 this very queer knowledge that 

you are ready to bring me. But not now. You see 1 go on trying to calm her, 

1 cannot make use of what you teil me-about women's bodies for instance- 

their passions-and so on, because the conventions are stül very strong. If 1 

were to overcome the conventions I should need the courage of a hero, and 

1 am not a hero. (Wooll: 1938) 

This last line strikes me. It has been over fifty years since Virginia Woolf wrote 

that, and it seems it still takes courage to write about rich and persona1 experience in 

acadernic writing. Although I knew that the experience I had was significant, I did not 

have an understanding of its meaning. 1 was not able to talk about such experiences to 

others. 1 would get a blank stare in response. It was difficult to find words to express these 

experiences, and it becarne easier to remain silent about it, not talk about it. Still, 1 looked 

to others to explain and veriQ these experiences. 1 have read hungrily over the past few 

years, trying to find evidence that others may have shared similar experiences. There 

seemed a silence around such "mystical" events. The closest connection 1 could find was 

Maslow who spoke about "peak expenences. Thus the sword that wounded my spirit 

was the lack of response in our world to such expenences and the view of them as 

scientifically unverifiable, subjective experiences. Later 1 was to find some scientific 

verification that such States were acknowledged as the "runner's high" and were explained 

by connection with the body's hormonal system. But the reduction of such a rich 



expenence to such a technical explanation left an empty taste. (Note: since ~vrz'ting this, I 

have found n m y  references to such experiences). 

Like the Fisher King and Vuginia Wooif's writer, 1 too have found some relief in 

"fishing," creative activities that put me in touch with the inner world-drawing, teaching, 

writing. These activities recapture the "magical moment" while 1 am imrnersed in them, as 

the following journal entry illustrates: 

Journal entry: December, 1994 

... In these states, I 'm not consciotrs of rnyself; really. 1 just am. Ideas jusi floiv. I 

make connections in an easy, nutural way. I feel alert and aizve. I particularlyfeeit thai 

yesterday Mer working with two students as we worked together to assess a stzident 's 

wriiing. At the time I warfirllj engaged in otir collaborative efforts and it truiy was 

collaborative-we ail contrr-bt~ted to the disaission-and I know I !eamedfrorn hem mzd 

clbuut them. II wam 't until aflerward that I became mare of feeling really good inside-l 

had been feeling very il/, yet forgot about it-it was so enguging. Sume experiences are 

very exhairsting-afler a workshop, I feei drained; but each tirne I have workeù with a 

m l 1  p i p  of students on u focussed activity, I get that same feehg  qferward-1 fed 

alive andfii@lIed-tt 's a very intense feeling-aI~osî a wholeness Iike the 1 felr or1 

the rnountain-a 'Peak" experience. And I'm reaily feeling that about the whole ierm. 

too-aithough there 's been a bit of tension about not having time to adress everyihi~ig. 

But alrnost every single class was really gooà" concept was adaressed deeply. 

personai&. Siudents were involved, they learned -thought about something in a new w a y  

One student said "I ahvays learn sornething in this class, every day I leave thitlkiing aboirt 

something. " And I feel that I too l e m  in them. ?ibis is, 1 think. one of the mosi fiilfiilirrg 

long-tem teaching msignments that I have ever undertaken I dzdn 't have to be the 

"expert '*-al1 I had to do was CO-ordinate the iearning everience-deszgn the initia/ 

stages and faciililtate the progress. II involved a lot ofpreparation and thozrghr. Blri ouce I 



engaged the cl- zt involved letting go-letting them take the initiative-atrd some 

fruitfi l, insighrfu l dismssiotts evo lved 

But there is a jerk from the fishing pole and 1 am pulled back into another realrn. 

the realrn of the "wasteland" in other experiences: 

"So what 's interesting to me is that when I went to c l m  lbst night [a class in 

which 1 am a -dent], for thefirst 3/4 hour (until small g m p  tirne) is how 

DISCONNECTED I felt. When we did Our initial sharing in the large grotip I felt 

disengaged fuir& quickly. Whether it 's the size of the group; no, it even happened irl 

small grmip-it 's parf~~cular colleagues thut bring this on. They seem so rnzich more 

evolved in the acadernzc realm than I am. But at the same time I recognire them for their 

theoretical understanding. ntey are operuting in a realrn thut I am no1 conrrected with. 

They speak very abstractly. My thznking is connected to the concrete. When I heur a 

qmte from the literature, I want to connect it to an experience and allow it to shed light 

on an experience. I have a dlfferent orientation to life thari most academics. Can I r ver 

br an academic? C m  I dwell in the world of ideas? I wmt to take the ideas and apply 

[hem to rny equeriences. I'm not interested in fonniilating academicil meant to wrile 

abstract (abstract=acadernic?) theuries. I don 't mindplaying about in it for a bit, bzrt 

then I 'd Iike to gel back to PRACTlCE (re-doing). I 'm a practztioner-u thoughrfttl 

practitioner-the interest in academic work is to help me in my practice. 

I fee f shut out of the academic world Perhaps I don 't think abstractly enoiigh. I 

have a pracfical twist4 wmt IO engage in critical mzalyss for a purpose-to improve 

pract ice. 

Now as 1 move into the next phase of rny work-the research of the literatzrre I Jeel 

more zrnszire. How c m  I walk the wmy water withmt being pIIed beneath the szirfae? 



The academic talk with no reference to the concrete makes me shut down. shut 

0211, feel @en I stop feeling. I go blank. 1 Iose my sense of confidnce. I become self- 

aware. I no longerflow. It happens in arguments too-1 become disconnected 

Journal December 1 1, 1992 provides some explanution: In argument there is a 

reszstance fo listening; there is confontation, no opemess. With my women friendr rhere 

is a gentle listening and disarssion. It is a giving, a taking; we confont ideas. but rie ver 

in an attack of the person. Our conversutions are rich and deep and exploratory We are 

always tentative and open md wondering and testing idem rather thatz advocating a 

final edkt. Argument is more of a patntnarchaI method It is a holding of power and 

maintaining that position. I am not so much interested in & answer. as i am N> arwers, 

in possibilities. I want to unearth multiple hvths rather than THE tmth.) 

Thus, when 1 move into the inner world, a state of "flow," a sense of wholeness is 

achieved. When 1 work in more conscious and rational ways, 1 experience difficulty. 1 feel 

"cut off." Like the fish when it is hauled fiom the water gasps for air (inspiration) until its 

life is expired (expiration), 1 too lose my sense of vitality. A part of me hm beerz pzrshed 

down, Iess valzred and acknowledged in the world I inhabit. I 've hud to hide a part of my 

being in order to be "credible " in the world. in order to be professionai. Bzrt as Ipzïsh il 

aside, I lose touch with my childlike sense of wonder and m e  and feel thal I have los[ 

something vital, that I am becoming old before it is t h e ,  stale. mechanical, dried irp. 

Like the Fisher King, a sword has plunged into my being, creating a wound, a schism in 

my spirit, my vitality, and 1 reside in a dry and barren wasteland. 

The Fisher King lives in his state of sorrow for many years, waiting the amval of 

an "innocent fool," a wandering knight who will chance upon the castle and upon seeing 

the Fisher King and the grail will break the spell by asking a simple, but vital question. In 

some interpretations of the story, the question is: What ails thee? And in others it is: 

Whom does the grail serve? If he fails to ask, the castle will vanish and the knight will 

have to set out once more upon the search. 



Parsival's Entrance into the Storv 

Parsival is a young man who has been enchanted. His father and brothers had al1 

been valiant knights in Arthur's court and had been kilied by the sword before his birth. It 

is said that his mother moved into a cottage in the forest, away fkom the castle, to raise her 

son in safety and innocence, far away fiom the influence of the court and chivahy. As a 

young boy, Parsival was playing in the forest one day, when a group of knights passed by. 

The gieaming glue of their shining amour stmck him, and heid him spelibound. His 

mother has told him about angels, and he assumes that is what they are. It is said that he 

lefl his mother's skirts to follow this vision. He was trained by the finest of leaders and 

was knighted. After a tirne, Parsival remembers his mother and sets out to find her. 

Bolen (1994) suggests that Parsival's actions of refuting his mother rnirror those of 

contemporary men and women who have aspirations and goals of achievement. The 

hero(ine) leaves the mother world, in an effort to deny dependency and rnay exhibit a 

corresponding intolerance for vulnerability, which becomes equated with weakness. She 

suggests that many modem women Wear an intellectual amour and focus their attention 

on professional ambitions, ofien in denial or unaware of their feelings, vulnerabilities. 

physical yeamings or emotional needs. 

The metaphoncal retum to mother rnay have many interpretations: it rnay signiQ 

an insightfbl appreciation for the mother and the return home rnay initiate a deeper level of 

relationship with her. It might mean awareness of the mother archetype within, which rnay 

iead a woman into motherhood; it rnay be a retum to the motherworld (Bolen, 1994. 139). 

Bolen's words had a significance for me: 

To remember mother and seek to find ber again refers also to that sudden 

recolleetion of a world and an identity we left behind in childhood. For we 

each have a persona1 'prehistoric time,' before we could write or tell time, 

before we knew about the calendar. If we experieneed ... the mother figure as 

a positive force, we were in the mother realm of imagination, unconditional 



love, timelessness and closeness to benevolent nature and instinct ... This is 

the world the hero(ine)(as the ego in di of us) has to leave behind when we go 

to school and thea to work in a patnarchal culture that requires and rewards 

us for objectivity and rational thinking, goal focus and productivity (Bolen. 

1994, p. 140). 

Bolen also suggeas that the magical child archetype appears in the dreams of 

people who are getting in touch with meaning or creativity in their lives. Sometimes it 

takes the form of a newbom infant who talks. With me, it was a retum to childhood in my 

writings, to a time and a way of being that seems very distant fiom me now. In my adult 

life, with al1 its responsibilities, 1 had lost the spontaneity, wonder and awe that 1 had 

experienced so naturally in rny youth. What ailed me was directly related to what could 

heal me. I needed to touch the child within myself, to tmly feel my own feelings, be as 

unself-conscious as a trusting child and respond with a child's capacity for awe and 

wonder. 

When 1 research what it means to be fish, many pieces converge. The immzdiate 

connection to my childhood and fishing with my father was the first image to become 

associated. It seemed fitting that I should retum to my spawning grounds--both to the 

rivers we fished and to being a cMd (a child being). The rivers were an important homing 

ground--a place where 1 came to know the world of nature, where 1 became aware of my 

separateness and comectedness. 1 came to know this by being in the world in a child's 

way: through play, through exploring, through sensing--looking, listening, touching, 

breat hing my environment. 

The Gully 

Journal entry, 1992 

By my children 's s tandah ,  I gicess I had a deprived childhood I didn't hnve 20 

stufles ( I  had one leopard thut sat on my bed and the onnly r e m n  Igot that was that 

Great Atint Myrt moved to Azcstralia to [ive with her dazighter who'd married an ''Air.ssk " 

dz~ring the war-she Iefr on the Canberra and I got the stuffed leopard). I didtt '! FOM* up 



ivith VCRÎ, video carneras. 2 coloured Ws-we had afizzy bluck and white TV with 

rabbit ears and one channel, we dicat't have hours of kidr programs, cartoons-jzrst fhe 

Howàj Do04 show once a week. So Igot bored There wm' t  rnuch to do. Watch mom 

bake. listen to grown ups talk, poke round our tiny two bedroom bzingalow. The only 

lhing to do was to go outside. Play in the pl&-throw Stones in the water that collected 

there irz the spring, step on the frozen ice and fisten to the crackle, count the croaises ami 

watch as their ugly bu& unfolded into sof delicate puiple flowers. collect bzifalo brms, 

maybe get brave and go up to the culvert and call ozcr nomes into it and Iistet~ to the 

ccho. Realiy get brave and walk through the tzinnei-though most of the t h e  we'dget hcilf 

way and get scared and nin back. flf yuzi were srna?? aleck enough to go to the o tkr  skie. 

yoii had to go throzigh it again to get back). We were so scared of it. We 'd gather rhere 

like it was a magner and taunt each other to go in. We e'd dash in and out and giggie. 

Sometirnes someone who wam'tfrom our block wodd come along and lise a swear word 

We 'd stand in piet awe. homfied. yet fascinated Someone 's mom woirld call someone 

in and we 'd disbmid and I'd be alone again-lijlig up a rock tu see if there were bugs 

rcnder it, ro lling down the hill gathering bits of dried grass, picking bzirrs out of my 

socks, feeling the wind whipping my hair around, staring across the girl& at the quiettress 

of the home across the pl&, wondering why we never saw anyone in the yard. 

wondering if there rediy was a witch lady who lived there. Sometimes I'd watch the 

fami& of kidr who lzved next to her play together in their backyard-they had a swiq ntd 

they'd holler and yell and lazcgh. They never noticed me watching, wanting to be Bivikd, 

but too shy to intnrde. Afer a while I'dgo in-put those ugly brown boots with the bzrckit. 

by the milkshoot. (Why couldn 't I have some nice white boots Iike some of the girls had? I 

had IO have my brother's brown hand-medowns. Sometimes i'd hide hem in the garbuge 

box on the way to school and go or1 free of their heaviness-it was hard to sktp aiot~g iri 

brow~ boots-it rntrst have been cold ar~d slippery on the ice, bzct al! I remember is how 



free I felt withotit them. Ali the things my morn di&? know about -ail the freedom I had 

to do whut I needed to do-for this I am forever gratefuk). 

That gully was my education-the content of my currinrlum-that's where I 

learned Learned to look and see. to watch. to listen, tofeel. to be alone, io enjoy ihr 

cycles of nature. to test my social s M s  when a gang of kids gathered. to like ~ h e  

emptiness and piemess. 

I visited my neighbozrrhood when I g m  up. n e  first thing that strrrck me was 

how small ihe gully oc fzrally was. They'd had a city improvement project and had 

converted the grIlies into a series of parks-with walkwuys? paths, trees planted .. theyil 

bzrrzed the dver ts  and established a drainage system so that no creek cozrld splzrrge 

throzrgh, cming  ifs way d m  in spring; there were no rocky places le@ for bz(ffnlo sseds 

io catch and grow, no vacant spot for cronrses to hide. The cïty planners hud creatrd 

what they thotrght was a perjtiecf environment-the perfect place for Iittle krds who lived il, 

the commzinity to play in. II w m  sterile. It looked "nice, " btrr I noticed nobody zrsrd if. 

There were no pockets of kids pluying, ho llering into the arlvert: no litde girls standhg 

unù watching. A tic& but b m n  wasteland, robbed of its former vitality. 

When 1 recall the events of my childhood, 1 recognize them as very intense 

experiences. 1s there a boundary, a separation between outer and imer self? The inner 

work of the child is clearly comeaed to the outer world experiences that s(he) is engaged 

in. It strikes me that the work (play) of childhood is profound. And we tend to trivialize 

childhood as something trite, when in actuality it is a time of deep experience and leaming: 

Grandaa 

Journal entry, 1992 

73is story has been sitting if1 my mind and mtrst be released 



I grew up in a s&!e bene. I don 't mean t h  there aren 't layers of lijk !O 

trncover, but ~here was a predicability, a level of semrity thut hm grounded me. rooted 

me and @en me a fmndation so thal I codd spread my branches and grow gloriozisiy, 

celebratzng in the Sun and imbibing in the ruin. My parents, I think just seem like 

ordinary, everyahy people, but I 'm coming to think îhat being "ordinary " is 

extraordinary. I can see their lives us a whole now, and althozigh there were episodrs of 

tzirbulence, ihere wm an trnderlying sfubility, a deep commi~ent that seemed to curry 

r verything along and move it to a better place. 

I was lucky, 1 think, to have thar stabiliiy. My grandparents were the ones thai 

lived colourful lives. I could sit &y at a distance and watch their drama unfold ïhey 

weren 't "healthy " people. They bo th hud a lor of problems that they hud îo work 

throzrgh. And to be a child in thut environment wmld have been tough-it would have 

affrcted. harmed a child My mom, mnt und uncle are remarkably grozinded despite the 

insiability of their home l@ But thut was becmise my granaha's parents had the 

chifdren Iive with them when f i g s  were rough (which was a lot of the lime). My morn 

and aunt talk about their grmdmother in affectionale ways and respect her capable 

management. 

I&idually, my grandparents were remarkable, capable. accomplished people. 

But the combination of these ~wo people wus volatile. 13>ey Ioved each other deepij, 

passionaîely. but hated each other jmt as pmsionately. Cou Icul 't wait to see each othrr. 

but within a short tirne tempers wouldflare, a commotion mise and someone wm of/ N I  n 

hziff I could watch the dynamics, see grandma looking ozrt the window, craning to ser rf 
grandpa was comzng. She 'ù biistie abotrr getting a meal ready. Somelimes, he wozrldz '1 

even show zrp. But rnost of the tirne, we 'd have a great time together. But they coufdtz 'f hr 

together ioo long or they 'd erzrpt. Two strong-willedpeople, grandma wanting to corn-ol. 

grandpa not willing. me tighter she trzed to rule, the more rebrllious grcnldpa got ami 

off he 'd go, retreat to his own place, or hide itz un crlcoho lic bltir. I spetit many, mmy 



happy hotcrs with my grundparents indiviadlly. Grandmu 's home war sparkli~~g, smdlrd 

of soap, baking, everything carefuly tende4 tastefuily decorated I see her now in her 

redpolka dot dressl beautijulIy groomed, with a spmke in her eye and quick wit. Evm 

when she was 90 and seemed totaiiy out of if, when I'd visil her in her mrrsing home she 

~vmrIdn 't know who I was, but she ahuays had a wisecrack. My brother diah 'î get dong 

too well with her. She 'd tiy to controt him-insist he 'dfinsh eating some thing he didn 't 

like-und the war of w z h  would be on. I hatedfighting and begged one ofthem tu give in. 

"it doesn 't matter grmdma, he 's eaten everyrhing else. " ' Yust this one îime Lany, 

please, jzist eut it. " Such iron wills! 

Grandpa had his own place-he had a room in Great Azint Myrî S ceilar. Very 

simple, basic, orderly. metiariozrsiy clem. He 'd a h q s  starf the cks, looking spnrklirg, 

but hy supper he 'd 6e rumpled and wrinkled Everyone liked him-he had a chnrisma~ic 

way- "Mooch " they called him. He hadfnfnends everywhere I went with him. I too, loved 

to be with him. He 'd talk to me like I w m  a grown zcp, but ireat me Iike I w m  a kid. tnki,~g 

me zo look ai the foys. the plqground. bziy treaîs. He taught me to notice the smset. ru 

s~op and admire a mighty tree. Every day he wotrld phone and talk to me, and I was 

always eager to talk to him. 

I loved him deepiy and cmld never zrnderstund my mnt rn~d uncle 's reservatior~ 

about him. They 'd seen another side of him. One &y I did too. Larry and I were on the 

bzrs home from the dentist. Grmdpa got on. We were horrifid-he wasfilthy, dirty, 

swearing und very h k .  I warrted that moment to go a w q  as I watched him reel arid 

lzïrch m the btïs pulled off Lamy and I hid behind the seut, hoping he wozrldn 't sec 11s. 

He got ogat ozir stop and we waited to get off at the next one. I felt like I war rnïmh 

inside. I didn 't want things to be like this. 

When we got home he was sit t ing on the s t e p  Mom wouldn 't let him »I. We weîir 

ctromd the street and werit it1 throzïgh the back door. It seemcd like we waited forever 

tintil he leB. 



7hat wwas one of several incidents. My futher was so good to him. me11 grandpu 

final& hit rock bottom and decided to sober up, he wotrld make a place for him in the 

basement, clean him up. I remember ciad being very stem with him: " Y m  're not to go 

irpstairs. " I ~ o o d  at the top, listening, but not going down. Thai wam 't the grandpa thai 

I loved to be near. 

men he 'd sober up md be his old self again-sometzmes for month, even years, 

before his next toot. And it wam 't long befoe the bond would rebuild But it tmght me 

many lessons-I learned to imagine how my mom. her sister and brother must have felt 

growing zrp. It helped me understand my mom and bear with her tendemess. (7 'd always 

been gentle with my mom. butfnstrrated wilh herfor not standng up for herseIf:,) And l 

grrw to respect my dad's caring and nuauring (even v i t  was strict-it was with the iritem 

of protecting the rest of us). I have also learned to recognize that behind each dmik 011 

the Street is a person-perhaps a special one to some little girl. 

. . .7hut moment on the bus. I remember it from tirne to lime. It was a d~ffiarh 

moment* loss of innocence. Like water from a coldshower slapped on hot skiri. A A{& 

awakening. I remember it was kind of a special &y-lmry and I went on a trip to the 

den~ist on m r  own, a bit of an adventure. But our pleamre wm shattered by the 

recognition that the commotion al the front of the bus w m  caused by sotneone I 

recognited. I could feei the shock shoot through my bo@ like an eleciric current. I 

strcked in my breath, my eyes widened for a moment, everything wnrfrozen, silent. 

"Thor 's grandpa " I said sofiIy. We watch as he furches and reels to find a spot. "Dot> 'i 

let him see lis" Larry says. We bow ozir heads low, hoping he won 't recognize us. For cr 

long, horrible moment we wait, holding our breath. I glance up quickly and darl my eycs 

about rrntil I see the back of his heu4 by the door. II seems like forever uniiI we finaiiy 

pass the pIIy and service station and it 's m r  stop. He rings the cord to get ofi Agaitr 

our fear rzses. I don 't know what to do flhe sees rrs. We wait irntil ihe next stop to get ofl: 



I don 't know whether to run home and hope we gel there bejore he does. or linger fotg 

enough to hope he has Iefl before we gel there. 

This was my beuubfici, gentle. passzonate grandfather. This is the man who loves 

me and who I love. This is the man I'm ahays euger to tolk to and be around. 

Grandpu gave me a doll one Christmas. I was never quite sire if it was somerhitig 

he bmght. or something my mom bought because she knew he warldn 't be there that 

Christmas. She war beuutrfu- cloth doll, with silky blond hair in brai& and weariiig ml 

ethnic costicme-white blmse anc! blue polka dotted skirt. From her shoulders h n g  n 

coloutf~cl band of ribbons. I brozcghl her everywhere wifh me. I showed her all my 

favozrrite places in the ml&. I'd take her tip to the btcs stop and wait, hoping that 

grandpa might corne and surprise us with a visit. I still have that doll and she sits on my 

bureau. She 's very wom and dirty. m e n  I pick her up, a litfle sawdust spills out. Bill it 

doesn 't matter. She 'II aiwqs be special to me-jzcst like grandpa. 

Why has this story revisited me? Why is the past present? What is in it that can be 

heard if we listen? What does it teach us about "child? How have these experiences 

aEected her as an adult? 

You have to be still and quiet for these things to happen; you have to release 

your expectations; you have to stop thinking you already know things, or 

know how to categorize them, or that the world has already been explained 

and you know these explanations. You know nothing. You understand 

nothing. You have only what your body tells you and only your own 

experience from which to make judgments. You may have misunderstood, 

you may be wrong. Teach me, is what you should Say, and, 1 am listening. 

Approach the world as a child seeing it for the first time. Remember 



wonder. In a word: humility. Then things wül corne to you as they did not 

when you thought you knew" (Butda, 1994, p. 129). 

Parsival and the Grail 

It is while on the quest to h d  his mother, that Parsival comes upon the Grail 

Castle. In Chretien de Troyes' version, Parsival follows the road to its end and comes to a 

deep river and assumes that his mother's home is on the fw bank. He is in a quandary 

about how to get to the other side, when he sights a fisherman floating downstrearn in a 

boat. He calls and asks if there is a lodging avdabie for the (k)night. Bolen suggests that 

it is the very act of seeking that sets something in motion to meet us; something in 

the universe or in the unconscious responds as if to an invitation. Although the 

fishennan knows of no lodging or how to cross the river, he gives instructions to lodge at 

his home: "Just down the road a Little way, turn left, cross the drawbridge, and you shall 

be my guest for the night." 

Robert A. Johnson interprets this: "First the fisher king says there is no dwelling 

within thirty miles, a way of saying rnythologically that there is nothing in the three 

dimensional world which will help one .... The specific instructions are to go down the 

road-whatever road one is involved with at the moment--mm lefi, which is to Say toward 

the unconscious world of imagination and fantasy, cross the drawbridge--the division 

between our conscious world and the imer world of imagination--and one will be at the 

Grail Castle, the miraculous place of healing (pp. 40-41). 

Parsival follows the instructions, arrives at the cade  and is greeted by the 

wounded man who was fishing, who now appears as the king. He is treated to a 

sumptuous feast that evening and during the evening the rnawcent  grail procession 

passes by with every course. (Johnson offers the interpretation that the healing vision 

occurs every night in our interior grail castle.) Despite being in the rnidst of a numinous 

experience, Parsival rnakes no mention of what he is witnessing. Parsival had been well 

instmcted by his mentor to be couneous and not make probing inquiries, nor to reveal his 



ignorance by asking inappropriate questions and thus remains silent, failing to ask the 

crucial question. Instead he fiUs the night with fnendly, inconsequential chatter and 

feasting before retiring for the night . 

There are  moments of great mystery that seem to pass by like the Grail 

procession in the lives of many people. Liminal experiences a t  the threshold 

between two worlds are not that uncornmon; they are archetypal, mystical 

moments when we see through or beyond ordinary reaii ty.... 1 am convinced 

that most people have had "Grail experiences" sometime in their lives; they 

have had epiphanies, sacred moments, numinous o r  revelatory experiences, 

and have felt momentarüy whole and healed, loved, touched by, or part of 

divinity or some part of the universe. (Bolen, 1994, p. 144) 

And like Parsival, we may not ask about it or even mention it. We too have been 

trained by Our mentors not to speak of such imaginings, not to reveal our "ignorance." 

Johnson suggests that this is the psychological history of virtually every modem (hu)man. 

The vision is offered in one's youth but one cannot find the strength of consciousness to 

accept it. 

The story continues, and when Parsival wakes the next moming, al1 the doors he 

walks past are locked and no one is about, and when he knocks or calls out, no one 

answers. The palace appears deserted and finally he locates his horse, which has been 

saddled for him and he Ieaves. It is said that Parsival spent the next twenty years of his life 

in pursuit of knightly deeds. But after a time, this work that has held such challenge and 

inspiration begins to lose its zest and no longer offers the ch= and attraction it once 

held. Parsival becomes wom out, dried out, and he begins to inhabit a "wasteland," 

reminiscent of the fisher king. He has become (like) the Fisher King. He grows aware of 

an emptiness, a deep ache in his being. It is (a) feeiing that he becomes aware of. Some 



distant memory in him draws him and he begins wandering and searching in the forest, the 

archetypal landscape that is without roads or marked signs. We find ourselves in the 

metaphorid forest when we lose Our bearings and question our choices (path) or when 

the meaning of what we are doing is clouded. 

The forest, the labyrinth, the other world, the underworld, the sea, and the 

depths of the sea are aii poetic and symbolic descriptions of how we 

perceive the unconscious as a realm. I t  is where we go when we are lost, 

and where we need to go to find ourselves. Individuation, the need to live 

from Our own depths in an authentic and growing way, is a joumey that 

takes the ego into the forest (Bolen, 1994, p. 148). 

The wandering in the forest is a time of sou1 searching and a time to "meet what 

we have kept in the shadows and what we have been kept from knowing or 

acknowledging about ourselves, or the personal and patriarchd world we inhabit. Here it 

is possible to find what we have been cut off from to 're-member' a once vital aspect of 

ourselves" (Bolen, 1994, p. 149) . 

1 too have wandered the labyrinth through libraries and bookstores in my quest to 

recapture meaning, to re-member something that has been dis-membered. 

What Ails Thee? Sur-Facin~ the Dark 

What happens to our inner world, our imagination our i ~ e r  being when we 

assume roles? 

And in the pool two fishes play 
Argent and gules they shine away 
Against the  green against the grey 
They flash upon a summer's day 

And in the depth of wintry night 
They slumber open-eyed and bright 
Silver and red, a shadowed light 
Ice-veiled and steadily upright 



A paradox of chiiiy fire 
Of life and death, of quenched desire 
That has no force, e'en to respire 
Suspended until frost retire. 

Were there fish? Maud crouched on the rim of the pool, her briefcase 

standing in the snow beside her, and scraped with an elegant gloved hand 

a t  the snow on the ice. The ice was ridged and bubbly and impure. 

Wbatever was beneath it could not be seen. She moved her hand in little 

circles, polishing, and saw, ghostly and pale in the metal-dark surface 

a woman's face, her own, barred like the moon under mackerel clouds, 

waving up a t  her. Were there fuh? (Byatt, 1990, pp. 141-142). 

What this passage signifies to me is that we often suspect that sornething lies 

beneath the (our) surface. We may recognize that there is something hidden in the deep, 

which we get fleeting glimpses of, but we have created a barrier of thick ice, that is 

difficult to penetrate. We may strain to see, but what we usually get is the surface 

reflection. We "freeze" what is difficult deep below the surface. Pinar (1994) uses the terrn 

"arrested" to describe this suspended state that we exist in. But it is not frozen; like the 

fish beneath the ice, it is dive and it impacts on us. The past is present. Its ghostly image 

haunts our being. 

It takes tremendous courage to dig beneath the surface and face what has been 

pushed below. Margaret Atwood (1992) writes about this struggle in Szirjfiacing. It is the 

story of a woman's struggle to face her "dark side", the part of herself that she has 

submerged, the part of her past that is painhl to (sur)face. Her redemption cornes fiom 

facing (her) truth and accepting the pain and guilt entailed. 

We haven't yet told the truth about our lives. Until we tell the truth 

outloud, no matter how humiliating or  painful or  a t  variance with society's 

version, we will not corne to know what we are, what is truly Our world of 

experience, and through that, what our roles should be, what they can be 

(Butala, 1994, p. 165). 



I feei the tieed to include a chqter titied The Greening of Self( the re-groivth of 

self we associate green with iushness, in contrat to the barren wastelund). 1 have bwr 

affected already by this creature(thefish). i reud about the depietion offsh thrmgh oirr 

mechanistic, self-ish way of being. 1 wmt to p s h  this awareness way- Ignore it. No! 

make it a part of my work and study. in much the sunte wqy as I have tmght abozif social 

issues- Ironically, I try to distance myselffiom whut I teach and wihess the 

transformation of others as they erperïence the mm~cuIum that I set out. They engage Ï i i  

it in a way that I as teacher do not. My role as teacher ullows me this privilege of 

standing separate. i c m  design events and assignments that force studen~s to face these 

issues iri a deepiy personal way. But I c m  a-VOID it. Stand in a void. in a vanrzim a d  

not feel these painful issues. But I ako sense the void that 1 am in when i avuid I hear 

the students as they are moved Deeply Mected by the curriculum of real l i f .  i mk thun 

to engage in Iife und those who do are moved They have learned deep lessons. ïhey hrrvr 

come face to face with hard issues-racism, sexism, heterosexism, ableim, ageism. 

Thrmigh their inquiries, through their lisiening to life stories, they are moved Thry ser 

in new ways. lleir experience of life shzps. m e n  they geak of how they have chatzged. I 

am flected. II wmms me to know how thir nirricrrizim has afected them so deepiy. II  

becornes hard for me to stand separate. As I witness them shifrig, I am forced to shrfi. 

How can i stand sepurate and watch them experience the pain andjoy of their growth. 

m e n  1 hear a woman speak of her growing awareness of her racim, awareness of her 

white privilege, I m moved by the power of the curria~ium. It is not the auricz~lztm that 

moves me. It is this woman 's story Her story of her shifting in her new awareness, the 

new eyes she sees thrmgh t h t  gives her a new vision. 

It is easy to stand as teacher, separate from the airriet~lum I teuch. I cati o#cr 

experiences that heip us face our racism. our sexism. I c m  teach about these mighty 

things. i c m  ussign readings that enlighten. And l, as teacher. c m  disengage fi-om fhis 

process, I don 't have to DO the nrrrinrim thar Iplan. I think I can remain separate 

from it. Unaffected by it. 



But because 1 am h relationshp with studerlts, their rnovemrr:! @k!.~ .PW T h e  

tell their W e s  of awareness, of transfomation and they rnove me. I ccmnot remain 

aloof and separate. Because they are Hected and speak of thk, i, ar listener, enter inIo 

their stoty and it Mects me. I cannot remain sepamte from t h .  I am implicated in iheir 

story and their story becomes a part of me. I mn no longer separate-, I am involvrd; 

their involvement qffcts me und I become a part of their story. Sometimes I try to 

pretend I cm remoin separate from the curriculum; it is earier IO remain un-involved I 

try to ignore the homelessness, the violence, the ubtise, the hatred But it doesn '1 go 

away. Its exïkfence implicates me. I am imolved It involves me. I can try, bttt I cannor 

remain separate. It exisrs. Tying to cary on and ignore it doesn 't make it go away. It 

will surface again sometime, like a deadfish, that floats up to assatilt me. I am a part of 

the world I carznot separate from it. The garbage I try to ignore will szit$acee. 

There is no sepamteness. We may try to create boundaries that give us the 

impression of separateness. But even these actions have an effect. Frost 's poem abovr 

wal1.s (The Mending Wall) siflaces agazn: 

"Before I built O wall I'd mk IO knmv 

m a t  I was walling in or out " 

(Robert Frost, Mending Wall in Sohn, 1969, p. 105) 

I try to create a wall when 1 idenfifi myselfas teacher and other as sitrdenr. i iv 
to keep myseljseparateji-om. I may try to make the walls thick and impermeable. Bttr ~ h r  

real walls are onl'y skin-thick and a semi-permeable membrane. The wall ntptttres. A rior: 

hole gets poked through ut first and the pressure is relieved 3s the protective f7tiid is 

released And I am lefi with a gaping wound I am vidnerable. A weak point. The barrin 

I created is broken down. By their honesty. Tmh. neir  freshness, their willingness 10 

open themselves rip, share their deepest thotrghts. nere is no longer a wall. I become 

absorbed by their work. aflected by it. 



Their stoties become pari of me. I come IO b w  ive fiom hearing their srorirs. 

When I hear their stories and epriences of racism, sexism, heterosexim. dis-ability, 

their stories become a part of me. I hy to silence them. But they keep ca lhg  out at me. I 

know theirpain becouse they have given me their pain in the telling of their stories. I 

cannot remain sepmate from these. I have heard the sounds of their stories. These people 

have become pari of me. I carry them with me. 

I c m  make a feeble efforî tu erect walls. Tby to remain separate. h t  the walls czre 

on& artzfcial bolindaries. Fences to make me feel safe and secure. But it is a false set~sr 

of seairiîy. 

As a child I stood under the cmopy of the stars-no separuteness. I was part of 

the whole. No boundaries. m e n  did 1 l e m  to put up fences? Who tmight me this;? Whrr~ 

did I become separaie from ? 

Journal entry: Mirror image 

I k been working with a grozip of learners who have been working to teach whnr 

we have learned to others. m e n  we did m r  work, it becme clear that we, as teachers, 

had also been learners. We had internalized rhar which we were teaching others. Thar 

which we were teaching had become pari of 21s. We embodied that which we tmïght. II 

became a pari of ozir being. Through teaching. we leamed as mzich as the "learner "! 

These walls of labels that we put on Our work: teachers, stzidents, Iearrers. Thesr 

are artiificiai bminakries. 1 .  tnrih, there is no separation. We try to fool ourselves (ha( ive 

can mach the labefs and be separate. But the sepurateness becomes part of us and oztr 

work is affecied 7he separateness cornes to exist becmse we create its existence. Ami ir 

has an effect on the whole, reinfocing thai all is connected 

Writing aboui this dark side with mch honesty, this exposure of self; rewais zhcrr 

which is a strong zinderment in one '.Y being. We ofien choose not fo become cotzsciozi.~ 

of these parts of ozir self: We try to submerge them. jertce them off'from ozrr r r a l i ~  rty r o  



carry on as rf they didn 't matter. Bzrt when we do this, we lose a piece of self: We 

fragment our selfinto discrete packages: thut which is palutable is kept above water. rhrrr 

which we chose to ignore we keep under water, out of public view, thinking that if wr 

ignore something in ourseives, no one else wiil notice either. 

One of the values that I have chosen to guide my Iife is to [ive with integrity. It is 

a whoiesome vafue, one that is easy to talk, but very dzffia~lt to walk. It means facing m-v 

&k side. Sur-facing it. Erposing it. Seeing a pari of my seu l  iry to hide. p s h  trndrr the 

water. m e n  1 become fish and iive in the water. I see the underside. that which is 

beneath the szrr$ace. and how it is connected to that which is aired. 

A student in an evalzmtion said thol I walked my talk. 1 deeply qpreciated the 

comment because it spoke about the work 1 had done to teach wirh integrïty. I was 

teaching an anatysis of power and oppression and was seeking to teach it with ïntegri[v. 

I was mare of m)! use of power, consciozrs of my rofe as teacher and the power that it 

held Integriîy had been an imponani part of my writing las1 q+ng- And so I begatz to 

integrate the writing into my Ive. To [ive the writing. Walk the talk. lntegriîy had affectrd 

my practice. I was consciotrs of my power, its poten tial for oppression and I pied to shore 

the power. I could not teach about structural social work practice withozrt demonstratirig 

the essence of the practice in rny own work How coztld I teach and advocate t o w d  

stn<ctzrral practice without demonstrating if? 

I did many things to share the power. On the first meeting, I wdked into a 

classroom that was already set trp in rows facing the front. Stirdents had arrived 

and were already in position. I had intet~ded to arrive eurly and set irp the classroom I I I  tr 

circle. In an instant I decided tu use the stmctrrre as a "teachable mornerit. " We talkrd 

abotrt the hirlden assrmptions in this set-trp. Who held the power? How the learrier felt I I I  

this sittration. Whaf it did to them as lemers. What it did to their interactio~i. How I felf 

with -IO faces looking at me. n e  implkit power in a classroom set rrp. We changed it so 

that we al/ sat in a circle. 



Over the years 1 have read many stories of Arthur. Something about the story 

caught my attention. The concept of the Round Table captured something for me and it 

has become an image that 1 have used alrnost subconsciously as 1 work to create "circles*' 

of learners in my teaching--the concept of equality and each person sharing even in the 

presence of a designated leader. See how the image haunts my thinking and my work: 

It was impossible to create a circle in a rectangiiflar room. The strrrcture of the 

birilding'roorn imposed limitations on our eflorts. The mchitects held power as they 

created this more permanent stmcture. We had to work within the confines of the systrrn. 

Z didn 't initiate a room change-if is difinrit to do so in a bzireaucratic system 

and besides, I thought, our mmbers will decreuse because students might &op out. What 

an assumption! And ir implicitly Mects my practice. This kind of assirmption holdr n 

stnrcture that is just as confining as the physical structure of the classroom. It is jzrst as 

rectangdar as the classroom and itsfit with a cirnrlar, sharedpower ciassroom is jirst as 

incongncent. Jmt as the building shvcture forced us into an epsiloid ralher than a circie. 

so does the land of thinking one brings to one 's teaching. It shapes the practice and cal1 

distort the perfect circle just as powerfulfy as the physcal sstrirctzrres. 

This is very congruent with Carniol [Carniol is one of the writers whose work is 

used in the course 1 teach]. Camiol talks about primary and secondary structures. The 

secondry structures are the systerns that we create-the bureaucracies. the birildings, the 

systems. 7hese @ect the primary stnrctures: mir relations (and vice versa). Their impiicir 

structure shapes ozrr relationships in apowerjixl way. Zt is easy to analyse these srmctzirrs 

and recognize their eflect. But there are more insidious smctzrres at work. These are the 

intemalized and hidden wulls we have subconsciously erected ntese barriers are 

powerjid becazise they ofrei1 remuin invisible. We do not see them. ïhey form stnrctzcrrs 

that are hidden from view, submerge4 not talked about, not even recognized. They 

pemeute into the secondàry strircttrres where we institutionalire the stnrctirres. They arc. 

ozrr dark side and in ozrr denial of mr dark side, we feed its power and give it more 

power. The invisible walis. The asmmptions that we hold beneath the surface. We dot] ' I  

see their implicit power and how they Nt-fonn andform ils. We dori 't recognice otrd 



cognise their power. Cmio l  is speaking abmt Be  "isms"-the biases thar wr hold-th 

lie iinquestioned in our inner being. By proddng andpoking around in these walls we 

begin to break thrmgh and these walls Iose thezr holdingpower. We muy try to plzig 

them. but the internai pressure built up is r e l e d  A tiny crackfissures, qspl  and 

begins to gape. Slowly the wall sags and then cmmbles, forcing us to re-cognize. 

It was interesring when we changed our clmsroorn stnrctzrre on thatfirst d q  We 

talked abozit how it felt to change the physical structure, whether the power chat~ged O m  

wonderful und honest man, big and imposing in his own body stnictzire, suggested hr frlt 

a Iittle tineusy. Before, he could hide in the back of the roorn and doze. Here in the ci& 

he felt visible, he cozildn 't hide, he felt compelled to be a participant. He couldn 't 

separate, he fell apart of: He recognized that it forced him to be alert. aiive and mare. 

And a part of: And he felt a bit rineary with this. It was easier to hide in the corner ami 

sleep. Be haif alive. Be a zombie. Be fed It is su much harder to be there. Be alive. Be cz 

fiil participant. It is easier to be a student than to be a learner. Easier to reflect or1 thcm 

reflect in. 

1 see rny own a-voidance echoed in this student's remark. 1 too tried to doze off. 

by hiding behind rny role as teacher. 

1 recall a piece 1 wrote in my early work: 

"Whal we fem is life. To be who we are, to acknowledge our personalpzrrpose 

and place in the world. to live frorn our own truth is more fearsome lhan exposing 

ozirselves to the dwk. it is easier to slide into death and Iimbo than face the challenge of 

beingfitlly alive. Livingfirlly is chnllenging-it requires discipline, cornmitment. hard 

work. It is easier Ni T to do than to do. But 'hot doing " is painfui, abymal-the iimho 

feels empty. As we A-VOID life, the voidfills us-it is an empty, bottomless bluck hole 

that we sink into, ir conslimes zrs. " 



It becornes easy to be "'su&. '"Or teacher] . Give someone else the power over 

zrs. Let themfill us. But it is never fil-fi!Iing-we never feelfuil. It is on& wheri we begirz 

to direct Our own Zeaming, when we take power over the Iemning und immerse mrsefves 

that we begin to come alive. We come iino our being. We feelfull. Fu!& alive. Injlow. 

We fear honesty. We avoid it. Void it, somehow anticipating that it is too pairifirl 

to be honest. Once we become honesi andstate the iruth, there is no tirnzing back. Not if 
one wants tu live with integrity. When we speak the hvth we mzisl act from it. We are 

forced to change. n e  in-form-ation tram-foms. Whut in-fol& enfolk. Folding iwerz- 

folding. Our way of being in the world is qffected It flects otcr being. And il is d~fliarft 

to afier the momentzcrn, once the pendrrltim begins to swing. once it is set in motion, it hav 

its own energy. It is like a transformer that converts energy into another forrn, a irsablr 

form, a meaninel form Take the inert, making it organic, live. Being in i ~ e  is noî a 

painful state. It is ex-citing-seeing in md otct. In-citing, ex-citing at the same moment. 

Cnto le. Integrated. 

When we Iive separating our seK it is a painfi11 date. Empty. Void When we 

come face to face with ouv &rk side, it is a difficzdt experzence. We hy tu a-void it. C'OU> 

it. Erase il. Not see it. And that is where the pain is. The energy that goes Nllo resisting if 

is wmied energy. 77te void grows with the energy rh~ t  we feed into resisling it. The 

moment of honesîy, of realizution is pivota!. As we put energy into moving the pendzrhm. 

the power is transfomed The VOID no longer has power over us. We move itzto life. h t u  

action. Into being. 

The writing that 1 did last year on relationship was pivotal: 

Journal entry, March 1994 

1 hud listened to the sain& of a student 's voice. She had given me severai 

cornmendations which were warming. fien asked what I cotild do to improve, she suid 

that she fomd thar I was a hit intimidating, I wos a professionalfirst. and then o persm. 

ivhich made me less approachable. It was given with nich honesv and sincerify ar~d I 



thhk zt was very insighrful. What she sazd w m  m e  and tmched somethirig itiside me thar 

I know, but have never acknowledged It 's a missing piece that I have been searchirlg for. 

I knew I was doing ail the right "teacher " things: semng agendar. comltzng with 

students, plmning, listening, &awing on &dents ' experience, trying to make the theory 

alive nnd relevant, creating and comrnunicating criteria for mmking assiprnents, ail the 

right stuff: I had interviews with students and oflered support to t h  in their 

assignments. But thrmgh it all, I kept a distance. I was somewhat mure that I was 

piiying a role and thal there were ÏmpIiciî ways of being that went with the roIee That I 

cozild be helpful, but had to remain sepmate, that emotional distance was requirrd. And 

so I held back, I di& 't tell them how I was feeling, 1 set that side apart. And this stwsitiw 

and mare student caught me in the act. It is on act; il is o repression of feeling so that I 

could act out my image of "teacher" that is buried in my rnznd It 's a subtle image that 

was p m ~  of my teaching educationn It w m  never said "repress your feelings, " but mithrr 

was it ever suid, "expressymrse& be yourself; say what yozi fee f. " I 've heard: Be 

profesional. It sounded good-yes, better not to gel into mucky territo y... Part of bebtg 

professzona f is not to appear valnerable.. ..I felt that it was my role, my responsibility to 

be a cool observer, to remain objective. And as I write, I think it is important for a 

teacher tu be objective. Iî may have been the way 1 did lhat that w m  't righ I appeured 

aloof; as Ï f I  didn 't cure, when I was reaIl'y feeling great passion inside myself: I wus 

honouring whal was going on, bzit didn 't express it. Listening to the voice of this student, 

not arguing, not trying to defend myself, not resisting, but listening and exarnining my 

practice had been a sigmlicant learning experience, one that transformed my practice and 

allowed me to open to a closer relationship with students. The following teaching term, in 

which 1 listened to students in such a deep way was one of the most fulfilling teaching 

experiences of my Iife. I had first started master's studies twelve years ago and the focus 

of rny study was listening. This time 1 wasn't studying listening. 1 WAS listening. 

We are called into question by Our listening; we are tested by what we hear; we can 

be accused by what we do not hear (levin, 1989, p. 137). 



If1 had voided/moi&d this d@çuCt m m r g  fhr momenlum CO pmh ihe 

pendulum into action wmld never have begun. I w d d  have stayed stuck. Inert. Instead, 

I was transformed into an organic, live, whole being. Seeing the dark side of the mirror is 

a powetful experience. Being honest. truthful, evosing the raw Üg&" side. the side wr 

try to submerge, allows us to emerge from the waters transfonned It opened me to 

learning new ways of being and I was seeking wnys to change: 

Journal entry (undated) 

My colleagues have modelled responding to students ' personal sharing so 

beairtijïil& for me. It wax so simple-responding from within-saying thank yozr for 

s . n g  that; echoing back their feelings- "so y m  real[y feel that. .. ': sharing what is 

evoked sometimes a silent gesture is mfficient. It was the expression of feelings that 1 

didn 't know how to reqond to. I hemd t h  and honoured them. bwt dîah 't convey fhut 

in any way..l was sornewhat conscious of being uncornfortab Ze, bzrt cozrkin 't register il: 

perhaps I diah 't want to admit aflaw in the professional image. But the irony is fhaf by 

seei~g and acknowledging the flaw, 1 was no longer powerless to it. 1 am now clear aboiif 

ir and c m  veak to my coileagues about it and seek information about how îo change lhis 

and I c m  begin to incorporate thut knowledge into my practice. 

Having experienced the Ire that carnefrom facing my dark side lust year was 

powerjiîl. I am now able to eqose other hidden arpects. I do not need to hide my dark 

side frorn myself or others. As 1 expose it, it Zoses its power over me. I can see it and 

recognize how it operates in my being. And l c m  work with it rather than against it. It 

informs me and the in-formation allows me tu transform. 

m e n  1 try to deny that 1 am irnplicated in homelessness. abuse, violence, racism. 

sexism, ageism, they 6ecome powerful. I~nsidiozus. My silence gives them power. Bzr f wheri 

I speak thern. rnake the irzvisible visible, wherl I see them. l gain in-sight. Merl I hear 

them re-sowd they resonate, and the silence is broken I begin to see, hear, ferf-corne 

dive. I come to h o w  hoiv I am irnplicated. How rernaittirig smseless to thetn tetzdriis r r s  



senseless. How being sensitive to them. awure of them, con transfrm our exprriaicr of 

them. We re-cognise them. 

This writing is a fm that helps me re-cognize. II helps me notice. Become mare. 

Re-think. Re-fonn. It 's hard to see the boundaries between my writing and my living. The 

living immerses into the writing ond the wnting emerges into the living. 

?hs, again this year, I hear a -dent 's voice and it rocks me once again. "She 

walh her tulk. " mis d e n t  's comment is not a criticism, but a praise. And in a settse. f 

am plemed to heur thut the inner work that 1 have done and the ozrter work (the 

manifstation cfthe inner work) is recognized, noticed by other. But the comment rnakes 

me ask: "DJ I walk the talk? " Certain& I have worked to s~irftace some of what has brw 

mbmerged. h i  still more lies beneath -is this just the tip of the iceberg? How extetisivr 

is the nibmergedportzon? This is the inner work Ihar mzisf go on to bring t h ~ i  which is 

strbmerged to the nrrfae. 

m e  honest. innocent student 's voice sounds again. Resonates in my »»ier britig. 

Calls me in 20 question. 

M y  is it hurd to face the tnith in a "negative " evalziation? lf we view evttlzratiotr 

objectively. is it tru& "negative "1 Or is it jzist our perception? I f  it is tmfhfirl, ifit is 

tmth, why do we interpret that it reflects ba@v on lis? Doesn 't iî j u  reflect ozir tnrr sev) 

Why can 't we face ozir tme seif withozrt judgement-jusî hold it there for ozir 

trndersianding ? 

m a t  I 'm working on seems elusive-self/no self-but I sense that it is comectrd 

itt some way to the r i d e  of objectivity/subjectivity and its relationship lo truth. I seem to 

be pulled into readings on Zen and Taoism, which Ray Grigg (1994) argues are rooted 

together. Grigg traces their historical evolvement and notes the later inte jection of 

fonnalities into Buddhism. Although these spiritual writings may seem distant fi-om the 



work of research, the tenet of non-attachent seems to have some reievance. When one 

can look at something fuiiy, fiee from judgement and pre-conceptions, without 

attachent, then one is open to hearing varying interpretations. 

"Fish" symbolizes this in Eastern writing. The works of Lao Tze are laced with 

inspiration from noticing the fish in the stream. 

Filted to the Gil l~  

1 include this piece as a way of recognizing the blockages that dam the flow of the 

water. They are the whorls and eddies that we get caught in. They sweU in you, creating 

enomous tension. But they are part of the river and mua be accepted and even honoured: 

I seem to have got myself in over my head I've immersed myself into a world in which I 

c m  't breathe. I resisî consciousiy working through these dzBczilt concepts-Beirg, trnrrh. 

fish, selflnot-self; relationship, melaphor and fanguage, rational thought. These coricrpts 

swiri arozrnd in confirion when I try to "catch" them. niey are impiicit in my writirig- 

the writing thatflavedfrom my being. ~ f i c a t i n g .  eqdaining how these concepts am 

rmbodird in the writing is the hardpart-Jshing for nebzilozrs ideas, ideas that are hard 

to catch withotrt robbing them of their life. Kheorizing is the hardpart of my work. I r r rd  

work such as Barrett 's and am amazed at the connection between my simple writirgs a d  

the w r k  of an esteemedfisheman such as Heidegger. 

m i l e  I wrote most of this work, I felt thar I was in such clear water. Brct now the water is 

rnuddy and I c m  rro longer see ahead of me. WI?at fiq have I f a l h  i ~ o ?  s a m  old 

trap of trying to make everythingfil instead of seeing how everythingfits. I am rryiig to 

tie in pieces of the iiteratrcre that I feel to be relevant to my work. Tying to nish the floir 

tojit into the course deadhe. And al! i've done is create a pressure that interferex with 

thejlow. I 've h m e d  rrp the stream and am flooding the Iand I 've boxed myseif irzto o 

pool that keeps gefting bigger instead ofjlowing in the meam. 1 feel the same serzse of 

cor,fiisio~? that I feel wheri I try to follow the linear order of science. Ils tidiness cor@.w.s 

me. i try to make my workfinish intu some form so that I can hand in o "compfete " work. 

I stnrggfe to go zrpstream before I am rem@. I know thal at some point I wilf have to go 

iips fream-stniggle back throrcgh the siream of literatirre on adir lt learning, my hom i!~g 



ground. but I am still needing to let the stream direct me. push me along in its naftrrul 

airrent. I am irying to erpiain somethzng before I have worked it through. If1 let fhis 

work unfold in a natural way, it will f o m  itse& 

I wm interrupied by a calIfrom ajnend I shared some of the d~ffiarlty thai I am 

experiencing with her. She h m  studied gestalt therapy ond seems to "how " what I am 

strzirggling to find eqdartatzon for. She suggested thai this literaltire rnight be hetpfid ami 

shared her favourite book on the theme: 'Don' t Push the River--1t Will Flow by Itself " 

(Stevens, 1970). That seems to be the message I am needing to hem My work s rms  to 

move most sw~#iy when I get out of ils way and let it fonn itselj: 

Once again, 1 notice tlial it is the messagesfrom others that I hear that opens me iîp- 

hearing the voices of rny stzidents. hearing my teachers ' suggestions, hearing rny fiietid 's 

wordri. And l hear the idea presented in our Iast clars when I presented my titk. Someorir 

strggested "Smirnding the depth" was evoked in hearing me speak of rny work. It echors of 

my earlier inquiry rnany yems ago into "lis~ening " as the mbject of my intended thesis. 

An important theme in my work is integrity: SOUNDNESS. Echoes and mirrors hazrrzf 

me. They are m important part of my work. I had wanted to include the wordr "reflrc~ztig 

in" in my title to convey these mirrors that seem important, and to convey the refecticm 

in and 0 1 2  action (experience) thal is integrnl in my work. These are sensory experirtzces 

of the world Sensing-making sense: listening, seeing, touching, qeaking/resonating. 

reflecting/insight, connecting/re lating/in touch. Relaiing past and m e n t .  Going back. 

Experiencingfirlty. It 's not enmgh to have experiericed it-it is important tu 

reinvestigate the experience to gain a sense of its meaning. Re-living, re-collecting. To 

gIance in the rem-view mirror for perspective. to heighten our cnvareness. A WARENESS. 

1s that the word I am looking for? But is awareness enmgh? We c m  have awarettess. brrr 

not act on it. m a t  am I seeking in the deep pools? WISDOM. lnformed action 

"Orfrd definition of WSDOM: expmbence and knowledge together with the power of 

uppiying them criticaIiy or practicaiiy. " 



CHAPTER FOUR 

TfFE CALL TO THE SALMON TO RETURN 

It is magical not because it tricks us or changes uneapectantly into 

something else, but because it can be so vividly and brilliantly." 

Chogyam Trungpa 

I've just corne back &om a waik in the min. At first it was gentle, but grew heavier 

and the determined drumming made me feel peaceful. The beauty of the morning filled me. 

The hiil that was solid green with foliage in the surnmer. now had splashes of brilliant 

colour-orange, yellow, red. The path was carpeted with a dense fdl of pine needies and 

littered with golden and brown leaves. I walked dong the edge of a brook, passed a 

darnrned area, and noticed the ripples from raindrops as they fell gently fiom the 

overhanging trees. Yellow leaves floated on the surface. Clouds were reflected in the 

water. As I changed my focus and looked into the depths of the water 1 could see the 

smail Stones on the bottom. 

As I walked I reflected on  my writing. It struck me that (my student) wasn't 

"Parsival." Al1 this time 1 thought she was Parsival, the young and innocent, and 1 was the 

wounded Fisher King. She was a mirror; she was rnirroring to me what 1 was in my youth. 

1 am Parsival. Interestingly, the name Parsivai means innocent fool. The deepest part of - 
ourselves, the Fisher King, can be healed only by a youtffil, inventive, capricious quality. 

1 must recover a way of being that was spontaneously dive in me many years ago, an 

unconditional acceptance of Me in ail its shades. Parsival and the Fisher King are one man. 

who has been split into separate parts (by his culture). The Fisher King lays dormant while 

the questing Parsival goes out into the world to do his knightly deeds. It is only later that 

he begins to sense an emptiness in these pursuits, and begins to quest(ion) deeper 

meaning. It is then that he pursues the grail castle, re-unites, integrates with the part(s) of 

himself that he has denied, those parts represented by the Fisher King. 



As 1 return home Eom my walk the light rain begins to drum harder, pelting its 

way to earth, filling the creek, so that it rushes faster. The heavy fa11 rains are a signal to 

the salmon that it is time to  begin their joumey back to their homing ground where they 

will struggle upstream, spawn and die. 

Listenin~ and Seeing 

Journal entry: October 29,1994 

 las^ night 's admission to myseif about my fear of dying was very important. In the past, 

I 've szîperficullj thought I wam 't crfraid but now I realire I am aware of how fhis 

impacts on my h i& life. I use coping mechanisms thal help me skirt arour2d this fear 

rather thmz exploring it direct&. 1 admire one of myfriends who ai the ripe age of forty- 

eight is facing her fear of dying by volunteering at Hospice. Interesring that we are 

evolving creatzîres. never quite ripe for the plucking until late in life-Iike an apple ort cr 

tree-Jeshing out slowiyY crisp andfm and tart and green, gradually mellowing -mayhr 

not gradualIy-a frost sharpens a transjormution-the biting cold changes the chenrical 

struc~zrr-e and transforms the acidity into a sweetness. At this point we are plucked from 

the tree und eaten or remain to rot and falll to the ground andfertilize the soil or the 

seeds disperse to grant new lije. 

Life isfull of mystery. We me lep to iînravel the meaning-or is it that we are lrfr 

to create the meaning? There seems to be such incredible putlem tu life and at the s m e  

time, so much spontaneity. I have an inherent drive to Iook to nature m d  its pattenn a d  

spotrtaneity tu help me discern meaning to life. It becomes a me taphor that helps me both 

zrnravel and create meaning. It seems apparent tha~  there is both a pattern and stnrctzîrr 

wheri I stzîdy the microcosm. but when I address the rnacrocosm, there is no apparerif 

pattern-it is full of spontaneous combustion. destructive forces, constant cha~rge (which 

is also tme of the microcosm too-u~though on a less apparent level). I duel1 in fhe world 

in between these forces and can watch andparticipate in both of these worlds-I am arz 

Nztegrd part of hoth-both have some effect on me. 



When I was a chif4 I tised to lie on the ground and look mrt into the sky, lookitzg 

farther and farther, zintil I becme frighîened with the depth of -ce. I lost my 

significance-I realized how mal1 ami alone I was and how ovenvhelming it was. I 'd 

descend back into my immediate surrmndings a little scarred and scuredfrom the 

ewperience-u Iittle quieter, a linle fnghtened-I 'd pished the boundmies beyond my 

mimi's comprehension. And l 'd become immersed in my activities and enjoyed the 

microcosm--mN1N>g the hills, stzraing the flowers, rolling in the grass, wading throiigh 

the mud that sucked rny boots, going barefoot through the streams-experiencing the 

microcosm with the exuberant joy o f a  child But at times I'd stop andphy my gamr of 

rrying to see how far out in space I cmrld take my mind and imagination. It wus a litrk 

person trying to find her place in the ziniverse. It was a re-enactment of the moment I wcr.~ 

avare that I was separate0 from my mother. It was the same sense of fear and wotzder 

that was created-the s m e  feeling of being ovenvhelmed by the greatness of the outside 

worid of wanting to stay in that space and notice il; but being mrmbed by the fear of ir 

and caught in the fear. It was easier to go buck to my mother and resume the activitirs 

that constrmed a little girl-jumping aboirt, Iooking otrt, taking quick glimpses of the big 

world. but being sure mother was on& un arm length away-ready to relurn to the 

security of her skirts dthe world arozrnd me shmld ever become too alumingiy real arid 

ovenvhe fmzng. 

I've pIayed out that same game many times in my fije. The awareness of 

separateness and the urge to belong. It too h m  been my Ife theme. It is the stoy of my 

anxiety attacks and it is my mountazn/~pace story metaphor [that was used in journal 

writing last year] . The mountain is the securiîy of tny mother 's skirrs. Laxt year br my 

writing aboirt ascending the mmntain, 1 became rny mother-my own sozcrce of seair@. 

Atzd now my frghtened h g h t e r  seeks my presence for her sencrity and sense of safer); I I I  

the vasi zrnzverse. 

My ascent to the top of the motintain was symbolic. It was indeed a place where I 

drvel~ itz the world behvee~r. There was a sense of seamty zhere-I cuir id at ~ h e  some 



moment sense the depths of the earfh m d  quickly glance up and seme the depth of'lhr 

universe and somehow that vantage point felt powerfl-not ovenuhclming, bufjïiIfiIIilig- 

where I semed ovenvhelmingly the meming of l i f .  I did not become losî ir> rhe 

microcosm or the macrocosm. I war in a powerfi place between-u place of wisdom. 

clarity, awe and wonder m d  a p[ace offu@lment. 

m e n  I write I usually revisit my starting place with a renewed insight. I starlrd 

writing about my fear of death. AIso implicit in thnl is a fear of Ive. When I stand 

mrmbed by the fear of death, I also stand mrm bed by the fear of life. Fruntic activiiy 1s 

the response IO this feitr. I ahays seem to rehrm to Aoki 's conception of the world 

between and the creation of meaning that lies there ( Ao ki, 1 99 1 )-where one is ttot 

mrmbed by either a d o r  sliced powerless and nit-of 

I refurn ro the child who experienced the fear of the macrocosm. It wus becornbig 

aware of the larger world that enriched me and at the same tirne, ovenvhelmed me. Once 

I had jiimped off the world as I h e w  ir and explored that larger tiniverse. I cotrld never 

return back CO the same place. It w m  a trcmsforrnative experience that coloured my 

perceptions ever aftr.  I moved into the world between. My awareness of one world 

informed the other, und as I srood between, negotiating the MO. I mo ved to a rww Ie vel of 

awareness- 

It 's the smne place that 1 mzist stand i f1  am to Iive lifefuIly-not m b e d .  btir 

mare andfulIy engaged 

The Healinp of the Fisher King 

The healing o f  the Fisher King seems quite rniraculous. Parsival had failed to ask 

the vital questions on his first entry into the Grail Cade ,  leaving the Fisher King to endure 

his painfùl condition forever afler. Parsival was quite innocent o f  his omission. He had not 

realized that he had held this healing power. It was many years later, in his wandenng that 

he encountered a group o f  pilgrims who challenged him about why he was wearing a f u l l  

suit o f  amour on Good Friday, the day o f  the death o f  the Lord. (The medieval stories 



are laden with syrnbolic meaning and it is not without coincidence that this day is the re- 

membrance of Christ's death). Parsival had been oblivious to time and this took him by 

surprise. He went to a nearby hermit for confession. Some interpretations of the story 

suggest the hermit was a wizened woman. who chastises and berates Parsival for his 

failure to ask the burning question and redeem the Fisher King. Because of his own 

despondence, he now knows the suffering that the Fisher King has endured. Although he 

can no longer £Il the requirement of one who asks the questions in innocence, Parsival is 

detennuied. He regains entry to the grail cade and asks the vital question(s). As Johnson 

(1994) points out, he needed only to ask the question(s); he is not required to answer. 

This seems significant. As was pointed out earlier, it is the act of seeking that sets 

something in motion to meet us, reminding us of the Zen statement that when the student 

is ready, the teacher will come. The Fisher King rises fiom his litter of suRering and is 

restored to hedth and strength, and al1 the wasteland around him is retumed to life. 

1 had alrnost expected that the "Grail Experience" in both the story and my life 

would be some culminating grand finale. some awesome moment, rerniniscent of the 

experience 1 had in the snow silenced forest. 1 was surprised how quiet and peaceful and 

unassurning it was. Life went on. Everything was the same, but not the same. 1 saw the 

"ordinary" quite differently. There had been a shift in perspective. 1 had been deeply 

moved and had come home to my (inner) self. It is difficult to convey the significance of 

this re-union, this coming home (to self). We may be somewhat startled at the sudden 

transformation, but a shift in one's thinking can produce remarkable effects. 

Journal entry: April, 1995 

I have been living life irreverently. My attempts to reconnect with the sacred itz 

life stand out now. In my searching, 1 was seeking reverence. In the rush and fnistraiiotr 

of the past few months I've felt an urge, an urgency to reconnect with my Nitier spirir. I 

selected books on ~pzritziality, I chose to learn to a h v :  not just to draw pictrrres, h i  ro 

see, to becorne more aware. 

Nothing >vas making sense. I feh ovenvhelmed, too mzrch reading, too rntrch 

wri!ing, reams of wordr. I becanle angy and bitter about il. begatz to qtresiiotr ils 



vulidity. Wtat had it beerr about? Whal good was it ? How coztld I use it to write a thesis? 

I was consciously seeking awareness, tooking for it through druwing through reading, 

through writing. But I was blocking it somehow. A cotleague S use of thirdperson in her 

writing about herself sparked something. I needed to step outside of mysetf and fook at it 

ait through dzfferent eyes. 1 donnedfish eyes. the lens that sees the whole picfure il, ottr 

instant. 

Qlor ing my work throzigh fish lens has allowed me to look back on my work 

about relationship [j oumal writings fiom a previous year] and recognize the impact thai 

wrÏting has had on my lijè. By being open to relationship, my tije and work have 

chonged I had never recognized the impact andpower of writing about relatiotiship. I 

never appreciated the wrifing or the e w e n c e .  Ijusî lived without seeitg it !hm(& 

appreciative eyes. With fish eye lens I noticed the impact the writing h m  had ott my Ife 

arzd because I consciousiv achowledge it I now have a renewed appreciation for the kirid 

of writing I've done, and for being open. 

Opening up has allowed me to hear the stories of my students. I iearned about li& 

ivith drsability, the stniggies of a lesbian mother, of yoztng men who were experiencitig 

for the first tirne imights Ï ~ t o  themselves and into feminism. I learned the stnrggles of 

mental illness and the vortex that swallowed a yozrng woman. I l e m d  the story of a 

yomg woman. strong i,i her ferninist perspective. and how it w m  important to her to 

avoid the abuse her mofher suffered I saw the strength and self-power in two yuritg 

women who were brought up in egalitarian homes and noted t h  while both were strotzg 

in self; ~hey remained alooffrom others. nere was the ymng alcoholic woman and her 

story of therapy with her family. The wise woman who had been abzrsed by her fathrr mid 

becme addiced to dnigs. who had overcome this and now worked helping others who 

had been abused The stories, the [ives. I was teaching social work and the social ismrs 

were etzcased irr the stories of these people. 

The term has been one that teachers al1 dream o j  Students have been tratz~forrnrd 

and I ZOO have been deepi'y affected by severai stzrdents-1 have developed awe and 



respect as they share their stmggles and their wisdom and passion and their homsfy r imi 

vulnerabilis, and anger and humour and courage and &ive. 

To me, reverence means appreciatratronn I have reverence for ive. but when orle gels 

bzisy, it is hard to find lime to reconnect with this. It is sumething that I 've been workitrg 

on-ull my ef/ort to write about awareness, my trips to the seaside, guing for walkr, the 

books that Ipurchared by Thich Mat  Hanh, were al2 ctternpts to recapiure this-thrre 

w m  an almost desperate quest. I reconnected with cii-awing. I thought thut was a path I 

could try. Questing silence, peacefulness, awareness. quiet, time alone, away from 

re~pomzbilities; but nothing seemed io be working. But that word "reverence " qoke fo 

me. 1 ended up back at the library. finding books on souï, peace and ail the ones zhar I 

seurched were out. Others were on this P e s t  too. So I went home and began to thirik. Ir 

stmck me that the mirror M g e  was very similar to the pond reflecting back. How fhe 

mirror image w m  broken &y slipping behind rmd seeitzgfrom another perspective. How 

doing this helps one see oneselfand everything else. It is not a b r q  mirror image. It is 

the whole of one 's life, a hoIogram. The image ofsiipping znto the fish and seeirrg 

thrmgh its eyes was similar. Aiso hearing a colIeape 's piece, where she wrote aboirf 

herself in third person struck me and showed me a way of seeing it alifrom ''allother" 

perspective. So the two ideas of seeing my writing of life from a d~flerent perspective a ~ d  

zising the idea of reverence seemed to work. I thought about my student [the student who 

had given me the gift o f  fish] and what a richness oiir relatiunship had broirght to me- 

how I ieamed abmt her rmd her people frorn her sharing her story. Tt stmck me zhat I 

had this rich eqerience oniy because I had been open to relatiomhip. 

1 began to realize thut the writing I did iust year on relolionship had o p e d  me. II had 

allowed me to open to relationship in a d~flerent way than before. I had become my 

rvriting. 

In myth and fairy tale, the king...is most often a metaphor for the 

Self. ... This particular d e r ,  the centre of the Grail myth, is called the Fisher 



King. Now the fish has often served as a symbol of the Self. Jesus made his 

foiiowers 'fishers of men' so that they could probe the waters of the 

unconscious and capture the sbining, silvery fish of the Self (Johnsow 1995. 

p. 28). 

Saivation by immersion in water ties in. 

1 have been an avid reader of the grail legends, but 1 had ignored the story of 

Parsival. It held linle appeal to me until the writing of this thesis. It was the cal1 of the fish 

that prompted me to look at it. It was a gift that has helped me re-view my experiences 

and sense the profoundness of them. My sense of these past events has shifted as I sense 

their sipiuncance. The seemingly unconnected events were part of the great story. 

Parsival rnay represent the outer self(the ego). His joumey may be symbolic of our 

outer lives: seeing a vision in one's youth. following it and hlfilling it, becorning 

disillusioned with it, and seeking some deeper meaning at some time in one's life. This 

tuming point is ofien associated with mid-life. At this time, individuals often question their 

purposes and reassess their life direction. They recognize that some change is needed and 

finding ways of re-generating is essentiai. My own personal journey may be an analogy for 

others who once lived corded to the "Tao" in Me. and through rationalism or cynicism or 

public pressure or busyness have lost that connection and suddenly find themselves in the 

dark night of the soul, searching. Ifthe cal1 is heeded. as with Parsival, there may be a 

"heaiing7' through reunification with the imer self (the Fisher King, the archetypal Self. the 

Tao, the Christ, the Great Spirit-each person and culture has their own name for it ) and a 

subsequent restoration. Being fish. Being Self. 

In Flow-Beinz There 

Journal Entry: 

I teuch best when I teach from my soiil. In much the same way as 1 write besl 

whe» I wz te  from my soid Wherz I try to write weli, the work loses its vitaliy. Bltt whrt~ I 



write fiom rny soul, the work are right-write themselves-theyflow from my being, f r m  

being. m e n  I wnle in the moment that I am connecte4 the writing feels go04 it totîchr-s 

me and moves me. I feel in t d  with life, at one wifh self; at one with li f .  integratrd, 

whole. My being in tmch with my being. m e n  1 teach fiom that place, the workflowu. I 

amfuIly engaged-there in the moment with my whole bezng. 

Much of the work of being teacher is Mer  work. Writing oneseif. Righling 

oneselj: 7hrough the writing we exornine our SELF, notice the inconsistencies between 

our being and being. When our being and our being unite, become integrated, we Iivr 

from our BEING* we live in our Being. We me notfragmented, but wholr. When I tty fo 

be a good teacher. i separate from myself: I act in a role. I become consciozîs of self. III 

much the same way, when one writes in a conscims way. it is self-conscious writing-we 

watch ourselves-stand separate ji-om our SELF. When I am engaged in teaching or 

writing I am not consciozîs of the qraliîy of the teaching or writing tmtil it is over. Thet, I 

get cl tremendms feeling offi&ilment. Last term I was so engaged in the work, I didn 'f 

tzotzce its qzîality unfil i f  was over. In much the same way, I have gained appreciation for 

the writing I did fast year. When I wrote I had the feeling aftenvard of beitlg in my heirg. 

I became one with the writing and I remember q?erward feehg  whole. Bzît I didn 't 

realize that the writing came into my being. It became u part of me. I embodied it. I livr J 

what I wrote. I lived the writzng. I Iived it before I wrote, I lived it after I wrotr it and the 

wriîing of it brought my way of being into focus. Examining my experzence throzîgh the 

writing heiped me congeal the essence of the experience. I "noticed. " I 'Sm. " the 

sozrrce of my dis-ease throtrgh the microscope andfine fuaissing in my writing. Wher, I 

sav the essence. the "germ " that was infecting my teaching, preventing my being 01 fhr 

teaching, I was able to transfonn the genn from an invuszve and insidiozîs destnîctor itrto 

a "genn " of life and allow it to germinale. To grow. To becorne a con-stmctive force thcri 

broughl me into BEiNG in my work. 

In Jatnîary when I spoke of being stzrck, I was s tz~k .  I was hzmping into the 

mimur once again. Refiecting on rather than refiectitig in. So the Beingfish metaphor 

spoke powerfidly. As I opened to the metaphor, I became fîîh and saw the world fhrough 



fish eyes. Like the fish-eye lem i r ~  a cameru, I saw al[ irz orle instant. I shifted from n 

narrow focus into a fons  that took al( in. A moment of miance. And the work willflow 

from the metaphor, into the metaphor, out of the metuphor. Fish f m s  the work andfish 

in-fonns the work. htegrated Holistic. Wise. mis wrïtzng is abotrt the writer writing u~rd 

the writing writing the writer. 

I know when the writing comesfrom un honest place. I have n wholesome jrelitig 

when I workfrorn this place. The w f i g  is charge4 alive, alert, deep, honest. 

And now I know fhe kind of wriring thal wili corne into my thesis, ~ha f  wiliform rhr work- 

It forms ztselj. I fom it when I am in il, no[ when I um outside of it. m e n  I am ozîtsidr of 

it, it is srilted 1s this like selfdrected learning? Men we are into the i e c h g  we merge 

into the work and it directs us, but because we are in the lean>ing, we are part of the 

directing of it. (This is elusive, like the fsh, hard to hold, wunting io slip otrt of hum5 

that try to tze il down). 

Comine Home to One's Self 

This work has been about comecting. 1 have been dis-connected from my inner 

self and that has manifested in my relationship with other. Becoming conscious of the 

separation has been an important part of my work. As 1 remember my past, 1 also re- 

member a part of me that has been silent (silenced). As 1 listen into the deep waters, 1 re- 

member a way of being that washes through me, and I feel a new energy flowing. 

I CONSIDER A TREE 

I can look on it as a picture: stiff column in a shock of light, a splash of 

green with the delicate blue and silver of the background. 

I can perceive it as rnovement: flowing veins on cling, pressing pith, 

suck of the roots, breathing of the leaves, ceaseless commerce with earth 

and air- and the obscure growth itself. 

1 can classify it in a species and study it as a type in its structure and 

mode of Iife. 



1 can subdue its actual presence and form so sternly that I recognize 

it only as an expression of law-of the laws in accordance with which a 

constant opposition of forces is continudiy adjusted, or  those in accordance 

with the compooent substances mingle and separate. 

1 can dissipate it  and perpetuate it in number, in pure numerical 

relation. 

In ali this the tree remains my object, occupies space and time, and 

has its nature and constitution. 

It can, however, also come about, if I have both will and grace, that 

in considering the tree 1 become bound up in relation to it. The tree is now 

no longer It. 1 have been seized by the power of exclusiveness, 

To effect this, it is not necessary for me to give up any of the ways in 

which 1 consider the tree. There is nothing from which I have to turn my 

eyes away in order to see, and no knowledge that I would have to forget. 

Rather is everything, picture and movement, species and type, law and 

number, indivisibly united in this event. 

Everything belonging to the tree is in this: its form and structure, its 

colon and chemical composition, its intercoune with the elements and the 

stars, are al1 present in a single whole. 

The tree is no impression, no play of my imagination, no value 

depending on my mood; but it is bodied over and against me and has to do 

with me, as I with it-only in a different way. 

Let no attempt be made to sap the strength from the meaning of the 

relation: relation is mutual (Buber, 1958, pp. 7-8). 

While loa in the experience of writing, I got a deep impression that my early 

childhood and its fieedom to explore the gully, the night sky, the prairie and its vastness, 

the clouds in the s l q ,  and my current exploration of fish were of the same quality of 

existence: unfettered by form, explorative, Full of wonder and awe. In such instances. one 



moves beyond the boundaries of our skin, into a state oEconsciousness that is self- 

transcendent. One senses the underlying unity and intercomection of d l .  

1 remember seeing crocuses on the hi11 and getting down and noticing their 

ugliness. A greyish sprout unfolding. Looking closer, opening the bud and arnazed at the 

colour--pale lilac and stark orange in the centre. ( No wonder 1 got my dad to paint my 

room Iilac.) 1 felt its fuzIy stem. 1 redy saw the crocus. Really experienced its ugliness, its 

unfolding beauty. A prairie crocus is not as delicate and sweet as a coastal crocus. You 

have to really work to see its beauty. 

My fish is like the prairie crocus. Not particularly appealing at first glance, in its 

apparent slipperiness [elusiveness]. But as you get to know it, its beauty captivates you. 

As it unfolds, you sense its beauty, its magruficence, and marvel at the world contained. 

Afserword: June 28, 1996 

From tliis working of the Fisher King story, I began to see that adult educatiun 

must be attentive to both the development of the outer human and the inner human In 

much of the academic Iiterature, there has been a focus on the outer (hu)man, 

particulariy in the area of professional devdopment We are beginning to see some 

attentiveness to the development of the inner being, and to the imaginative, creative 

realm The work of Mezirow(I 99U), Fnére(19 70) and Daloz(1986) are attentive to 

personal development and transformation Karpiak (1 993, 1994) and Boucouvalas 

(1 993) note that awareness of levels and states of consciousness might transform adu lt 

educatioa K a ~ i a k  (1993) h m  drmvn on the work of Wilber and created a 'ffull- 

spectrurn" moàèi of human consciousness: 

Wilber (1981, 1995) argues that our tmk is to shift beyond the buundaries of 

our present Iimited rationality to n wider integrated rationality or "vision logie " 

Vision logic permits us to hold various relational perspectives together at once 

to reconcile seemingly incompatible notions (Wilber, I995, p. 185). Through 

vision- logic, we shift from correspondence thinking to coherence thinking. 



And suggests Mlber, it is vision-logic that willprepare us for the challenge of 

the global network (Kbpiak, I993, pp. 43-44). 

She notes the implications for adult education: 

At the Rational Level, it is appropriate to focus educational program on 

developing particulm, discrete knowledge, skills, or cornpetencies At the 

Integrated Level, hmuever, a 'whole-person, ' qerientia 1, reefective, and shared 

approach becomes more appropriate Andfinally at the Transpersonal Level, 

the focus may shift tmvard the social, ecological and universal (Kapiak, 1 993, 

pp. 61-62}. 

Karpiak (1 995) detects 'su btle ' signals of change: 

a) the subtle signals of a global network-thaî we are citizens of the planet, 

interconnected to people, places, and events; 

b) the su btle signals of new ideas-replacing 014 linear, top-down thinking with 

an u nderstanding of nature in terms of interrelationships and connectedness; 

c) the subtle signals of human evolution-that we have the potential to develop 

toward higher Ievels of comple;wity und integration; 

d) the subile signals of spirit-our search for meaning, and through meaning, 

finding our mun significance and value; 

e) the subtle signais of comrnunity-opening ourselves to others, and working 

with others collectively @. II). 

She discusses each signal and notes that in attending to these subtle signals, Ive may be 

releasing ourselves to an evolution in our thinking and our interaction with one 

another. She notes the implications for adult education organizutîons and suggests 

that adulî education needs to be more attentive to moving the thernes of meaning, 

spirituality, and huntan consciousness tu a more central place. She also notes that our 

consciousness of our connectedness to others and our attentiveness to our relationship 

with the world, cal1 adult education to attend to social awareness and socia I 

responsibilàty. 



I find another gap of silence as 1 re-search the adult education literature. There 

is very linle discussion about the impact of childhood on adult learning. There is 

writing that contrasts pedngogy and andrngogy (Knowles, 1980) in an effort to defne 

ad& Iemners as distinct This need to distnguish adult education as a unique 

specialîy iras tended to obscure the relationship between childhood evperiences an J 

learning and the adult learner. For example, Anne Louise Brookes (1992) in Feminisl 

Pedagogy details h m  her childhood qeriences of sexual abuse impacted on her aduit 

learning and research, and in turn h m  the adult learning allowed her to re-viov these 

qeriences Much of what I share of my m n  transformation in the fisher king story 

also speaks to the presence of childhood experiences in adult life Perhaps aduit 

education neeh to recognize that childhood is an integral part of adulthood 

Implicit in the story of Parsival is the mvareness of the impact of con text on the 

individuaL Pamival does not erplore his inner self because it is not the proper knigiztly 

quest He has been conditioned by iris culture not to ask about the inner self 

represented by the Fisher King. m a t  are we conditioned by our culture ?O exclude? 

W%at do we not see because it is not recognized by the dominant culture? How do Ive 

notice what is not seen and heur that which is silenced? 

Current feminist literature advocates the importance of recognizing context, 

and its impact on the individuaL In the following section, I explore some of the 

cultural corttert in which my m n  inquiry takes place. 



CaAfTER FIVE 

THE STRUGGLE WSTREAM 

At some point the salmon re-enters the strearn that was its homing ground. The 

same waters that hatched it as an egg and numired it and swept it out to sea are revisited. 

But this time the current is pushing against the salmon, exerting a powefil counterforce. 

The fish exerts a courageous battle against these currents. We are drawn to the 

riverbank to watch the miracle of this struggle. We watch as the salmon lies quietly. 

gathenng its energy; we are startled by a spiash and draw in Our breath as we sre it move 

strongly, determinedly against a current that seems impossible to surmount. We feel its 

defeat as it is pushed back. And it lies still for a while, gathenng mornentum until it makes 

another furious effort to swim upstream. We al1 shout in jubilation as we see its success. 

We stand on the shores, at one with the salmon. 

In the following chapter I share several of my stmggles: with the institution, with 

the literature, and with finding personai voice in academe. In this struggle. I reçognize that 

the "personal is politicai" and its mirror image, that the "political is personal". 

... Autobiographical studies are windows which permit us to see again that 

which we loved before, and in so doing, see more clearly what and whom we 

love in the present. The regressive phase of currere asks us to speak again 

in the lost language of cranes, to see again what was outside our  windows, 

and to become married-that is, in unison-with ourselves and with those 

around us, by renewing Our vows to the past, exchanging vows with those 

who are present, and dancing Our way until the moming dawns (Pinar, 199 1.  

p. 267). 

Novak (1 970) identifies the notion of the 'experience of nothingness,' which he calls "the 

formlessness, the airnlessness, the disunity impiicit in [one's] own insignificance, [one's j 

own rnortality, and ultimately [one's) dissolution" (Novak, 1970, p. 15). He sees it as 

corresponding to the mystic's 'dark night of the soul,' a metaphor for the sense of 

emptiness felt by those who have broken their ties with conventional sources ofvalue. but 



have not yet discovered their grounding in new sources. This description might be seen to 

be analogous to the description of the nemo. " Women ... live in a male-defined world in 

which culture has, for the moa part, denied them access to power. The ordinary 

experience of women in patriarchy rnay be seen as akin to the experience of nothingness" 

(Christ, 1980, p. 18). Similar to Fowles, who suggests that facing the nemo cm be 

evolutionary, Novak argues that the experience of nothingness need not be paralyzing, but  

rather, it can be liberating. When we are non-attached, nothing is beyond questioning. 

In the following sections, conventions are questioned. 

Life and the Academv 

Bolen (1 994) notes that the vesicapiscis means ccvessel of fish, and that before it 

became a Christian symbol, it was a universal syrnbol of the Mother Goddess. In Greek, 

the word delphos means both womb and fish, and there are many different cultural 

associations between goddess and fish. The vesicapiscis is on the lid of the Chalice Well 

at Glastonbury, Somerset, the legendary resting place of the Grail. I find it an interesting 

connection that this symbol is co~ec ted  to the Grail and the story that I have investigated. 

The early roots of the symbol and its connection to women has been overlooked and 

obscured over time. Analogies might be made to the ways that women's voices, women's 

ways of being have been overlooked, obscured and silenced over time. 

In these sections, 1 note my expenence of being a woman in a patriarchal 

institution. 1 parallei my stniggles in the academy to the fish swimming upstream. 1 have 

not found it a particularly easy environment to work in. Like a river's strong current, it 

seeks to direct the leamer's path. To maintain self-direction and to speak in the mother- 

tongue is a struggle. The following entry rnay convey some of the struggle. 

Journal entry: October, 1995 

The roller comter of thotights and emotions that a letterfrom Grudzra~e Sizrdiru 

har evoked [The letter stated that my five year deadline had expired, and correspondence 

with my advisor had ensued, and to continue, 1 would have to pay considerably more for 

my tuition and attain special permission]. Atfirsz I was e1a1ed-a deadhe! Somrotrr hm- 



j7naIiy irwokedfnity on this irtfinzte work I never had the guts to do that; I ~ u m  ahvays 

thinking it wmld evolve in its own time (which it hm, but could continue tu remain iri this 

process stage forever). 

ïhen to frustration. Who makes these nrles? my wam 't I direct& a&ressed in the 

process of making this decision-what am I, chopped liver? 

When Iphoned to taIk to a secretary about the letter and get more information (the 

secretary ahvqys seems to be able to tell me more than administraturs). she seemed 

nrrprised at my indignation with the letter. B i s  was just a fonn letter, they send 

hrndreds of such letters und this was more or less a standard letter. Thal made me fer1 n 

[Me beiter (7 wum 't the on& delinqient and no one was p ichg  on me in partzdar): 

and it made me feel a little worse (my individual case was just another one to dot blto a 

box and respond to). 

And I know that this is logical, m d  the way it h m  to be when yozc are working with 

hmdredF ofpeople. But at the same moment, it is distzirbirig. We have developed 

amazingly eflcient buremrcracies t h  are in danger of losing touch with their prirpose. 

The structzire begins to become more important thun the people it was developed to serve. 

No one seems to understand the dminrlty of being a student with parenting 

responsibilities. I am being penalized @zancialIy) for making the choice to br home with 

my children in the sunrmers. Is thzs an example of the way women are oppressed and 

subtly kept out of academia? At one time 1 had been granted a fellowship, but had fo 

deny it (or have it denied) because I coirld on@ p l r m  my stzcdies on a part-lime basis 

becmse of my obligations to my children. it war a choice I made. bu1 there were 

smictzcres thut worked against the pursuit of contimiing my educatzon How many ohrr 

stirdents are penalized because they are only able to purme part-time stzcdies, perhaps 

becmse of disability, perhaps famiiy responsibility. perhaps work demandr? Why is ihrre 

rio provision for asesment of their individual cases when extension is reqzcired? 

Perhaps a journal entry can convey something that is hard to put into words. 



How do 1 convey to the academics the Ive of a female 'matzire, " (matrire. .. is that what I 

am?) responsib le (oppressed by re~ponszbifity?) student who h m  a passion for learriirig 

and desperately wants to keep alive by ieming, devite the obstacles pIaced in the way- 

chiI.en crying, wanting a M e  attention, to be watched as they jump on the ~arnpoiim 

just to be noticed; suppers, lunches and brea/$mts-and the shopping tofill ~ h e  

cupboards (no tirne for bmgain hunting); the Iaundy, the sorting and the organizing; the 

lawn Ihat calIs m t  "cut me, cut me. " The fall bdbs that needplunting so they can 

nmrish the soul Ni the ?ring (why mn 1 alwqys postponing this on my todo fist tintil I 

have to dig throirgh the hard grmrnd to bury the bulbs?); then there 's the commzites to 

drive everyone to school (and to their after-school activities) and just when yoiijir1aIiy. 

final&, get some quiet to devote to the writing, a phone calIfrom the school, 'yoiir 

dmrghter 's sick. ?' And for weeks you are distracted as the flu or cold makes its way 

through each family rnember, whose voice pierces the silence "Do yotr think yorl corild 

get me a drink?"- jtist ar you sit d m  to read an article. 

Constant intemipion. Constant. It is a mother 's l i f ,  andyotr begin to resent it. Theri yori 

begin to feel gui14 for resenting it (thank godfor guilty consciences). And yotr begiti tu 

qtrestion-im 't this the fije I chose? Parenthood? Andym make the decision to pzit that 

first. To be there, firIIy there when you are needed-even if it takes long hozirs 20 be there 

with your child as she experiences the fnrsration of growing trp. The long talks. the tirne 

jiisr spent being there, doing her hair, going for a bike ride together. Andyozi know it wus 

the right choice and a very special experience when she hugs you spon~aneozisly for 

rnonths afterward 

This is the life of an academic mother. And sluwly. slow& the seed of the thesis grow-s 

and is mirîured by time and ten minutes of thought here, ten mimites there. An article i s  

read one day, or maybe a few paragrqhs here and a few paragraphs an hovr later at~d cr 

few more the next morning (or may&e a few days later). Is it uny wonder wornen have 

been so skilied at qiiilting-takng tiny fragments, bits and pieces and worhtg them i m  u 

pattern? It represents o w  Irfe-little bits and pieces, perhqs some special otzes, colk c [rd 

mer rime, an array of colours arzd textiires, bits atidpieces sewti rogether into a rich 



tapestry. It takes time to piece a quilt. Andpatience. II's one of the "extra" thirrgs thut 

seem tu be important to devote time to doing. It gives a sense ofaccomplishment, ajoy i ~ r  

cornpletion (mzd most importuntiy, a sense of joy thruughmt the entire process). Onrt of 

ail the devotion and cme a wonderjd quilt evolves. And every time it is use4 it evokes rî 

pleasant sensation in the woman. Sometimes it is the p ~ d e  in seeing the whole project as 

a completed whole; an enjoyment of the pattern or the colour. It helps her recognize that 

all the separate activities of collecting, pimning, mtting, sewing are all a part of rhr 

process; thot each aspect of the process was important and vital, thar no stage cozrld be 

neglected. or not seen as important. Each evokes mernories-on& she knows how many 

tzmes one corner was taken out and restirched to fake ozrt the little puckered spot where 

she nrshed a bit (although no one rlsr w d d  notice). When she looks at the quilt a 

feeling off@lment sweeps through her. It is easy to a h i r e  the beauiy of the finished 

proatrct, to critique itsfme iines, use of colour, pattern. and to sometzmes jtisî enjoy the 

overd bemrty. But do we ever probe the mystety of the pill-recognire what 's beneath 

its sir;face-notice the hmrs, the thinking that went into it. appreczate the preciozrs time 

thnt wus devoted to the project, wonder abolit W Y  this woman would take the tirne tu 

devote herseyto the project. Do we know the stories of the selection of the fabrics-rhat 

the one pattern reminded her of her grandmother; that she was partial to biire becazur ir 

reminded her of the prairie sky? Do we catch the fiitter) htrmozrr of the lace that was c74r 

from her wedding &ess becairse she knew she would never fit into it again and there >vas 

nothing nostalgie about it myway? Do we hem the stories and the laz~ghter and ferl the 

wush of the tears of the women who worked with her in the stitching? 

And to think that all we see is the quilt. 

Andftrthemzure.. . lperhaps she 's ranring now) someone even questions the work of ?he 

pilt at ali-what the hell is she doing quilîing? Haven 't women go2 better things to do 

with their tirne? C o u l .  'f a cornputer corne zfp with a thozrsa~tdgraphic images? Wzy, rve 

cotîldprobabiy devise a machine to art the fabric (which we cozrld bzry in btdk from n 

rhird-ivorld coiir~t~y). Heli, we coirldprohabiy put out thoirsamis of those dami, ?hi~g.s rri 



the tirne il look her IO make one! We ccouki use recycled batting-keep those d m n  

environmentu fists happy.. . ( she & ranting now). 

1 enjoyed writing this piece--the imagery flowed fiom some place deep inside me. 

The earlier section was more didactic and so much more of a struggie to compose. as I 

struggled to find words to logically convey my hstration. As an adult leamer who is 

working and parenting, 1 find that this university has not accommodated for the leaming 

needs of the part-time adult leamer. 1 wonder if it is women who are particularly excluded 

and oppressed by current policies. 

The writing of this piece was an interesting expenence. The first section, in which 1 

tned to deconstruct the logic of the current policies was a struggle; the section where I 

engaged in the metaphor of the quilt flowed naturally-there was no stniggle to be logical 

and yet the logic is implicit. I think these two pieces symbolize two ways of being in the 

world--the one is linear, logical, deductive, what Unula Le Guin calls the father tongue 

(Le Guin, 1986) and the other is holistic, imagistic and flowing, inductive (it rnight be 

called the mother-tongue). Perhaps these parallel the contrast between institutionai 

leanllng with its pre-planned modules and ciearly laid out objectives, and the wandenng 

explorations of self-directed learning. 

les Outward: Writino as a Form of Professional Develo~ment. 

As teacher and as leamer, 1 struggle against the current of Tylenan (1949) 

transmission model leaming of traditional classrooms, a model that has infiltrated aduit 

education, and certainly was evident in much of the professional development that 1 have 

been exposed to. The following journal entry conveys my struggle to find an alternative 

form of professional development: 

For the pas2 few years I have been engaged in jmrnal writing. I write uborrt mj. 

teaching, but the bozindaries between professional and persona! life seem toftde utrd 

erperiences from my childhood and my parenting seern IO slip in. We seern to separate 

ozir persotlal and professionaI deve loprnent, as rf they were mlilrially exclzrsiv~. 



categories. I have corne tu see them as derply bltertwined, and mmy of the rtories and 

reflections that I shore reveal this. 

I've labelled this work Beingfish: Soiinding the depths in the reflective pools of 

ive-long learning. My self-directed learning arzd its flow suun& puny beside instit u f iotra 1 

learning and its industry of objectives, experts. and syllabuses all neatly planned at~d 

packaged My h t i n g  about in haphmard searches pales in comparison. Andyet, wherr I 

enter a deep pool and enter into an investigation where I examine my work in light of the 

Tao, the clmsroom pales. 

m e n  Ifirst started working on the mmters progrmn fair yems ago I explored 

professional developrnent. I read deepij and wideiy in that body of literatzlre and was Ir f r  

feeling discontent. Most professional development experiences seemed contrived. 

imposed on teachers. Change carnefrom outside and teachers were to con-form-squeeze 

themselves fo fit the form. even if it wam 't tme to them-con Uom) themselves. Teachers 

seem io go to professzonal development seminars, get all excite4 try to bring the tww 

ideas to their practzce, and when they n»l into d~fJiculty implementing it, drop it (Joyce 

and Showers, 1980). Whnl I was seeking was a fonn of professional development thai 

>vas more real, meaninel, relevant. A fonn that in-fons, that would allow teachers io 

sfirdy their own practice deeply. That invited them to change, to seek informatiot~ whetr 

relevant. Engaged practice. Ir;ctmighrful practice. 

Thar is why I became znterested in writing and in working with others who were 

engaged in this kind of inquiry. 7his way of working seemed so mzrch more ALIE mrd 

real han imposed foms of professioonal development. 

I can l e m  about something, but may not have intemdized il. niat is what 

happens irz professional development seminors. Mat we need are foms of professîot~d 

development that help people while in the process of îrying fo change their practice, Z ~ U I  

help intemafize the learning so that it becomes embodied in the profissimai. 

Collaborative grmps are one fonn of on-going scpport. For exumple, in ozrr classes wr 

each had to do orcr own work, but the sharing, pooling of ideus, the inquiring, the 

questioning, the conversations and arguments, the thozcghts were an integdpart of the 

Ieartt ing. 



I also see exploratory writing as a form of persor~ul utrd professimul 

development. 1 've seen myseif change in my practice md the change w m  mediaied 

thrmrgh this medium. The writing on reIationships. trans-ftomed me, moved me inio a 

neiv fonn. n e  dialogues I hod with colleagues, 60th in person and in writing. cvere a h  

fonns of professional development. 

Self-directed learning/professional development 

Ewperiencingnrzting: Are they mirrors of one another? 

Re-viewin~ the Swiftly M o v i n ~  Current of Adult Education Literature 

1 find that d e r  engaging in a self-directed leaming inquiry, such as 1 have done 

here, 1 am eager to re-view the current adult education literature. 1 am pa~ticularly 

interested in locating works that shed light on my experiences, that help me understand 

more fully the work that 1 have been engaged in. In tu- my expenence helps me to 

decipher the rneaning implied in the written texts. 

As 1 re-enter the stream of adult education literature, 1 find that there has been 

movement in recent years and 1 am heartened by more recent wrïtings. These capture 

again the quest of adult education--not to reduce learning to capsule form, but to honour 

it in the hllness of Me. 

The salmon has an imate sonar system that as yet defies description by science. It 

seems to have an intuitive sense of its life mission. As human beings, we also have an 

innate curiosity, a desire to leam. Knowles and Tough have suggested that leamers are 

capable of self-direction. In my initial encounters with adult education and its literature. 1 

was particularly enthralled with the work of Knowles. He seemed to have a deep respect 

for the adult learner and a resistance to authoritarian institutions. He seemed to want to 

break the pattern of traditional authoritarian pedagogy and redefine a more liberating 

approach to adult leaniing. He spoke about the need for congnience between the 

institution and its philosophy of the adult leamer and he challenged the institution to 

reform (Knowles, 1980). 



On-line bulletin board- Journal entry, 1992 

7he paiity of leaming thar takspluce in an institution is flected &y the 

atmosphere it creates. C m  we havefieedom lo Zearn, to think, to explore in an Ïr~sft~zrtior~ 

that is oppressive, rigid, hierarchical, controIling, repressive. intolerunt, constiparrd? 

We have to examine the very heart of an institution that conducts itself in these wqys. Olrr 

institutions teach by everything that they DO and they ofen demonstrate opposite Icsso,rs 

in their operations from what they promote in their programs( Knowles, 1 980). Front 

reading ffiowles, 1 I've ieamed that the quality of learning that takes place in an 

institution is afiected &y the environment the institution creates. It has to be trice fo its 

purpose on aZZ levels. It must be m e  to itself: It provides an environment that either 

facilitates or inhibits Zeaniing and inquiry. 

Knowles was able to convey passion and show respect for the adult leamer and for an 

egalitarian approach to adult learning and he saw its place in a democratic society. He 

recognized the importance of climate in adult education activities, with features such as 

acceptance and acknowledgement of individual differences, recognition of the importance 

of feelings as well as ideas and skills in learning, mutual respect and nsk taking, 

authenticity, supportive interpersonal relations, collaboration rather than cornpetition. and 

informality (Knowles, 1984, pp. 1 19- 120). 1 know that the ideas he spoke influenced my 

teaching. 1 became more attentive to classroom climate, and to the power relations 

between teacher and learner. 

In the following journal entry I corne to question the notion of self-directed 

learning . 

Journal Entry: March 30,1996 

In some reqects ~his  particular Ntpiiry has been condiicted in a serf-directed 

marner-1 proceeded on my own, making the decisions-I decided what the directiom of 

my learning effort were, what resources to us, and whar rnefhoak purme. irhe stlrdy 

represents a learner constrtrcting knowiedge. II was un individzlal attempting to make 

rnearzing out of dispaate events. As I began, there was no (pre)concetved notion of whal 

il was that I was 10 discover. I begarz to activeiy ergage wtth the topic-briizg attmiivr fo 



fish in whateverform I farid it. Fish 6egan to qpear everywhere-in books. potes, 

artwork. pottery, at the grocery store, in magazine a&, in car& in Native lore, in latid 

claims, iin men's discussions, in the rnews. And l kied to negotiate the waters-what was 

the meming of al2 of this? How couidl interpret this? Were these things connected? 

How? How were they dzfferent? How could 1 make whut was not upparent ttansparent? I 

had to constmct the tneaning, rnah it rneanin@l, and make it relevant to my situariori. 

In the eurly stages I reviewed what I alreudy knew about fish from my avn experie11ces of 

fishing with my father. I also iooked into the meaning(s) tltaf had alreudy beert 

deciphered by others-for exumple. Joseph Campbell (1 9 72) had made statemenïs aboiii 

what fish symbolized in a puriiadar piece, such ar the Fisher King. i had to translate 

how that pmtimlar meaning was relevant to MY lije. I had to deconstmct the story of 

Parsivul and began to understand that it might be intevreted as symbolizing the 

integtatzon of the miter-focused man (Pmsival) with the inner-foaised man Fisher Kit@ 

so that he could achieve the Gruil experience. Fortunateiy 1 was able to locate the work 

of others who had worked to deconsînict the story, and thrmigh working and re-working 

these interpretaizons, and bying to synthesize these and re-constnict these. I begat~ to ser 

a deeper meurzing to the story-that it represented an integration of separate rlemetzts. I 

had also done some previous inpiry into Jung's work, and because 1 had some 

awareness of hzs ideas, I could use this knowledge IO bridge what appeared to 6e 

disparate ideus. In tum, because of this story, I began to zmderstandJzing 's concept of 

integration where befoe it was un idea that I had read und held in my m i 4  but 

cozrlah 't understan4 because I couldn 't relate it to experience. And then I had to make 

the qzrmtzlm leap to make it have relevmce to my personal situation. Again, it involveci 

deconstrtrcting a story, jzatuposing it against elements of mine, Iooking for some 'Fr". 
playing with it, until I f indlj  began to see the connections. W m  the rneaning there uli 

along, wuitzngfor me to un-cover if? Wus there no implicit meariing, and uny meanitig 

thal 1 was to dis-cover was my own construction? Did I only see whatl saw becutrse ii fir? 
Were there other meunings that I didn 't see because I haven 't had iife experiences that 

wodd nllow that interpretatiot~? Whal did I not see? Wiy did I see what I did? 



I re-read, re-viewed the work on constn~ctivism in the literature. I had reud it 

before, but it had not engaged me because I couIdr? 't make any connections with il. Now I 

reread it in Ca@ '.Y text nnd I f m d  it provocative. 1 begin to see what another intede% 

I begin zo undersiand another 's text. I juxtapose it against rny experience with this 

inpiry and test out whether lheir theoriting shedr rneaning on rny e*perience. 1 notice 

any discrepancies-what is the mode1 missing? What is my interpretation missing? I 

anaiyze and synthesize their idear and my experience. I notice connections, I notice the 

P P S -  

My work dernomirates a Iearner learning. A Aearner tryzng to make meaning, 

constrtxting and reconstmcting. And as I begrn to deconstruct and reconstmcr hoiv 

meaning was consiructed I begin to [emn abmt leurning. 1 begin a new cycle, a neiv 

inqziiry, built on my previous inquiry. nere is a paruilel with the life cycle of thefiîh. Il 

gives up i fs  l fe  so t[ho other nov flsh rnight !ive. Its ''sacrzjice ", ils degeneratzon. is a 

(relgenerative act. Even ifs carcms gives l fe  tu other foms. me bircis feust oit its eyes, 

the bear eats itsjlesh, the micro-organzsms digest its rotting carcass. AA is inter- 

connected Al1 inpiry is inter-connected Another S ideas i n f m  me. I inform oîhers. 

Some ideas confonn, some infom, and some transfom. Cm I then, when I recognize 

how others are implicated in (this) inquiry, cal1 the work se&i,irected? 

Candy (1 99 1) argues for a constructivist interpretation of self-directed leaming 

and writes, ''leamhg in its fùllest context is a social activity, and the attainrnent of ful l  

persona1 autonomy-both in learning and outside it--must recognize this interdependence" 

(P- 22)- 

Brookfield notes: "The self in self-directed learning is not an autonornous, innocent 

self. contentedly tloating free from cultural influences. 1t has not sprung fùlly foned out 

of a political vacuum. It is, rather, an embedded self, a selfwhose instincts, values, needs, 

and beliefs have been shaped by the surrounding culture. As such it is a self that reflects 

the constraints and contradictions, as well as the liberatory possibilities, of that culture" 

(Brookfield, 1993, p. 236). He notes that Griffin suggests that the discourse on self- 

direction has not included questions of power and control in Society and that humanistic 

adult educators have depoliticized and decontextualized the practice, in favour of concern 



for persona1 growth. Collis wntes that "far Eom empowering adult students, self-directed 

leamhg strategies steer them to a negotiated compromise with predominate interests 

which promote social conformity" (1 988, p. 63). Brooffield suggests reframing the 

concept of self-direction as an inherently political idea, and suggests that it can be 

interpreted as part of a belief that people should control their own environments and 

destinies rather than having these framed by extemal authorities. It is heartening to see this 

re-examination of the assumptions that are the foundations of self-directed leaniing. 

When 1 got the letter nom the Graduate Study's office, 1 was forced to recognize 

that the institution imposed constraints on rny work in the fonn of deadlines, tuition costs 

and limited resources and materials in the field of adult education. 1 also had to face the 

fact that others had to approve of my finai work and deern it acceptable. Up until that 

time, 1 had tried to bracket these constraints and proceed as if these orninous restrictions 

were not interfering. Although 1 enjoy the fieedom of directing the course of my leaming, 

of making decisions about how to proceed, ailowing for the creative impulse to enter and 

forrn the work, 1 recognize that institutional leaming does not always allow for this. I have 

sought out pockets where 1 could be as self-directed as possible, but eventually the 

institution imposes its voice, and forces me to attention. 1 must make choices. 1 must 

conforrn rny work to meet the standards, or face dis-membering. 1 can push at the 

boundaries of the standards, but in the end, 1 recognize the power that has been granted to 

the institution by those who have been (willing) members. And 1 have to face that I may be 

complicit in perpetuating the hegemony. As Brooffield notes, "Those engaged in (a) fully 

realized fom of self-directed leaming would understand how easily extemal control can 

unwittingly be internalized in the form of an automatic self-censorship--an instinctive 

reaction that '1 can't learn this because it's out of bounds'" (Brookfield, 1993, p. 234). 

Self-directed leaming. Like the word "fish," on the surface it appears to be self- 

explanatory. But as we move into the depths, we detect that there are many subtle nuances 

to the word. In light of this critique, I stmggle to recapture some of the meaning of self- 

directed learning that 1 acknowledged when influenced by Knowles. I recognize the impact 

of contextual restraints, and know that these must be acknowledged. Does this mean that 

we must abandon the concept of self-directed leaming? Can we re-define it so that it 



acknowledges the cultural context that the leamer is swimming in? Where does the 

individuai leamer's struggie with their own biography fit in? Pinar offers some insight. 

We (Pinar and Madeleine R. Grumet) have devised a method by means of 

which the researcher can examine his o r  her 'Iimit situations,' in Friere's 

sense, his o r  her own participation in frozen social and psychological 

structures, and his or her complicity in the arrest of intellectual 

deveiopment characteristic of American schooling. Essential to our  

formulation is acknowledgement of the false duality of 'self' and 'world.' 

Human being is irrevocably 'being-in-the-world'. The world is both cause 

and consequence of the conditioned and the chosen in human life. Our 

aspiration is to gain increasing access to that which has been conditioned, 

allow it to surface, to be released o r  permitted to remain (in either case in 

consciousness), hence open to the conscious intentions of the individual 

(Pinar, 1994, p. 90). 

Further, one begins to glimpse how autobiographical work of this nature, 

as  it transforrns the individual, must transform the material structures of 

society. While the linkage between the individual's work and social 

transformation cannot be erplicit or  simple, we know-given the inseparable 

and dialectical relation between consciousness and matter-that the self has 

material consequences (Pinar, 1994, p. 109). 

Strugglglin~ with the Academic Form 

One of the first books that 1 encountered in adult education was "The Cllyssean 

Ad&" by John McLeish (1 970). He drew on the story of Ulysses and the poem by Keats. 

It was an exhilarating read. He wove the stones of adult leamers who had achieved their 

greatest accomplishments late in their adult life. He captured rny imagination, made 

leaming corne alive. How rnany pieces are there in acadernic circles that capture our 

imagination? Five years ago, when I read the latest trencLî in adtrit edwation. I still 

s e t w d  an excitemeni hy the atlthors, but it was restrai~ed What had been lost? Perhaps 



they had iost touch with the 'art' of teaching. It seemed that for a time, adult educational 

research became lost in the Tylerian world of measurement and objectives. Much of the 

literature was of the linear, logical vein. Most of it was spoken in the father tongue. When 

one speaks in the father tongue exclusively, what is not said? What is silenced? Who is 

silenced? 

Carol Christ writes about her struggie to choose to wite in the mother-tongue or 

father tongue. 

Every work of my book was forged in the cmcible of personal 

experience and stmggle. And yet everything in my training told me that 1 

had to present my work in an impersonal, dispassionate, third-person 

'objective' 'scholarly' voice. 1 desperately wanted my work to be accepted 

by other scholars, by male scholars, who hold power in the field, because 1 

wanted to find my way back to graduate teaching in Religious Studies, 

where I felt 1 could have the most impact on the future of feminist studies in 

religion. But 1 also wanted to be true to my own experience and ta write in 

a way that would be understood by many other women. 

... This sometimes means that our work is unfairiy dismissed as being 

unscholarly. Even more critical, and more deeply challenging to the 

scholarly ethos, is our recognition that 'objectivity' is a rnyth. We 

understand that even the most seemingly objective scholanhip in every 

field reflects an implicit interest in preserving the patriarchal status quo, 

including certain notions of canon, authority and tradition from which the 

contributions of women have been excluded. However, because these 

concerns are  often unstated, they often go unrecognized (Christ, 1980, pp. x- 

xi). 

I stmggle to maintain integity in my work, not to compromise my inquiry (or my 

teaching) to meet some pre-ordained standards of research or structure. But 1 recognize 

the presence of extemal control(s) and its power. 1s it possible to be authentically self- 

directed within an institution? Do we intemalize the control and engage in self-censorship 

so that our work will be accepted? 



1 sometiines feel my creativity cut as 1 work throogh much of the academic 

literature in the adult education field. 1 feel the mother-world part of me severed. Where is 

the mother tongue? How often are references made to literature, poetry, to creativity, to 

the imaginative in the academic entries in adult education? It seems to be centered on 

methods and techniques almost exclusîvely. It is full ofjargon. Where is the spirit in it? 

Where is the thoughdulness, the exploration, the playfulness? How often are there articles 

addressing topics such as caring? Where is the person(al)? Why is the subject(ive person) 

banished fiom this kingdom? 

Why has there been so little reference to ferninist literature in adult education? 

Feminist process is congruent with adult education p~ciples .  OnIy recently have 1 seen 

articles that suggest the possible impact of feminist theory and practice on adult education 

(Merriam, 1993; Brookfield, 1993). Why does it not draw more extensively on this body 

of knowledge? As Brooffield (1993) acknowledges, this work challenges the 

patriarchal notion of atomistic self-determination as an educational ideal 

and as the natural end point of a penon's psychological development. In its 

place it advances a feminist valuing of interdependence and a socially 

constructed interpretation of the self as equally viable educational ideals 

and as legitimate foci for conceptualizing psychological development. 

Building in these foci has been a body of work on feminist pedagogy ... that 

emphasizes interdependence, connectedness, and the politics of nurturance 

(BrookfieId, 1993, p. 240). 

My stmggles in the academy have been both painful and joyous. In many ways i 

am awakened to think more deeply, and I have enjoyed the cornradery and challenge of 

others who are interested in learning. But at the same time, 1 am becoming aware of the 

constraints of the learning atmosphere. I have corne to realize that 1 have (been) separated 

f?om important aspects of being human. 

1s there a way to bridge the father-tongue and the mother-tongue? 

I went fishitg with my father as a chiid and piuyed on the bank, tzrrning rocks over uid  

cot~snircting M e  worids while rny fatherfished My fathet- wax the fisher, iryhrg io hook 



the fish, the theorist, trying to catch the essence. My approach es a child \vas [O "br " il1 

the environment and explore it and watch the fish in wonder, not to catch them. btrt to 

undersand them, wonder about them a d  appreciate them. Chase the minnows, frolic il1 

the water, gaze at the sunset, look at the sturs. A child's sense of wonder. mese are two 

characters engaged in very d'flereent ways. î l e  dichotomy is very reai for me. I want to 

engage in the theorizing in a meaningfl way, meanin@l for me personally, in a playfi. 

reflecting kind of way, the way I have done in my writing, the way I did as a child Bir1 

there is a father-worid that has alredy organized, hooked the theory for me and I co- 

exist with it. It is lurger than me and somewhat imposing and h m  the power to negate my 

childish, pplqvl wuys. v i t  doesn 't honotir the tearning process thut I am engaged hz. m-y 

piavf<riness c m  be ignored. (On the other band. if1 oniy engage in the plavft~iness, I 

block ozrt the insights of the experienced voices. irhere needs to be an interaclion hetwerii 

the two und honouring of both ways of coming to know). Child and father shotdd taik. 

Shure. 

He shrugs. 'I'm listening' ... She says ...>YOU listen but don't hear!' 

Distinguishing the way the Chinese will, between effort and result ... One 

listens ... why should a listening person not hear? What's taken for granted 

in English ... is speMed out in Chinese ... Ting de jian in Mandarin means 'one 

listens and hears.' Ting bu jian means 'One listens but fails to hear. (Gish 

Jen, in Merker, 1992, p. 37). 

Afer?houghts: &ne 26, 2996 

The notion of identibing mother-world and fathrer-world strikes me as more 

appropriate than identifiing masdi f ie  and feminine qualities, as if th ey are forever 

cast in stone Culturally, we have inherited a view of women and men that certainly 

in f o r m  us, and the notion of rnother-world and father-world helps acknmvledge this 

inhentance But we are al1 the offspring of mothers and fathers, whatevm our gender, 

and Ive have the capacity to combine elements of the father-~vorld and the mother- 

wr ld  into our being, no matter what our gender, so that we begin to redefne the 



traditional defnitiont. This might help us move beyond the masculindfemiiinine 

dichotomy. 

Aferthought: June 24,1996 

The symbol of 'w" is two cides, wwhose circumferences pass thruugh the 

centre-point of euch of, creuting amlt shape in the intersection This is an interesting 

metaphor thut might illustrate h m  mother-world and father-world, each represen ted 

by the circles, meet in the fish shape 

In wriiing this work I have hied to give recognition to both an intuitive, 

ergloratog? way of speaking and to a rutional, explanatory way of speaking. This work 

is an a-pt to dialogue in both voices In particular, the ParsivaUEsher King story 

and its analysis ilIustrutes the richness of this kind of diaiogue 

The story of Parsivai and his unification with the Fisher King is representative of 

the outer (hu)man uniting with the imer (hu)man. Adult education must be attentive to the 

development of both the outer and i ~ e r  aspects of human Life and be aware that the 

maturing adult may be seeking integration of these two aspects that rnay have been 

separated. My own struggle with this may be representative of other adult leamers' 

struggles. As 1 re-viewed the literature on adult education, it became apparent that we 

have become veq focussed on the "outer (hu)man," on the workplace and professional 

development. The difficulty with this focus is that it accepts the milieu as it is; it does not 

seek to encourage the learner to critique the foundations it is built on. Thus the insight in 

this work that is significant is the importance of attending to "mi1ieu"or context that the 

adult leamer is living in. The work in these chapters helped me to see that we cannot only 

focus on the outer hurnan or the imer human. We must also become aware of the context 

in which the individual lives and note its impact on the individual (Ieamer). We rnust find 

ways of helping the Ieamer notice the environment and its impact and critique it. The work 

of Friere and feminist critique encourages this kind of analysis and awareness. It is 

important that adult education maintain contact with its early roots in critical awareness. 



CHAPTER SIX 

SPAWNING: PASSING ON 

Journal entry: June, L996 

I remernber when Ifirst becme exposed tu adull education. I (ad been workitzg 

out in the comrnunity with a& [eming groups. At first I entered these groups as a 

learner. But ar my confidnce grew, I begm to teuch what I had learned to others. It wrrs 

explorative teaching; 1 did what worked I watched and listened to the reactions of 

participants and gained my knowledge about how tu work with adull Iearners by trial ami 

rrror. I watched what others did und got new idem I reflecfed on whal ignited my 

pc~ssions for learning and incorporated that knowledge into my work. It was o refining 

process. A fnend invited me to join her in taking a class in adull educatzon at zrniversity. 

It was on exciting course and introduced me to the founhtional literatzrre of adzrlt 

edzrcalion. I found thai much of it resonated with my own leaming and teachit~g 

experiences. meory andpructice meshed Each infumeci the other. 

It is not always easy to integrate theory and practice. 1 struggle to live what 1 have 

learned, and to bring my understanding into practice. I struggle to negotiate a way of 

working and teaching that creates conditions that are empowering for leamers, that 

increases their personal, interpersonal and political awareness. In this section 1 share these 

struggles to "pass on" to others. 

It was an(other) interesting coincidence. My daughter was reading me Hobbit and 

wanted my iIlustrated copy. 1 searched the shelves of books and in my search The Sword 

in the Stone fell ont0 the floor and the brittle spine broke. It opened ont0 a page where 1 

had underlined a sentence. (1 had read the book many years ago when I was in my first 

year of university.) The underlined sentence: "Education is experience, and the essence of 

experience is self-reliance." 

The passage was one in which Merlyn was teaching Wart. the future King Arthur. 

He teaches, not in a "stuffy classroom." but by tuming Arthur into a fish! Had this story 



suMved somewhere in the deep pools of my mind ody to re-emerge in my openness to 

the title "Being Fish"? What kind of magic was at work? 

It was a very differeot from the universe to which he had been accustomed. 

For one thing, the heaven or sky above him was now a perfect circie poised 

a few inches above his head. The horizon bad closed in to this. In order to 

imagine yourself in the Wart9s position, you wül have to picture a round 

horizon, a few inches above your head, instead of the flat horizon which 

you have usuaiiy seen. Under the horizon of a i r  you will have to imagine 

another horizon of under water, spherical and practically upside down-for 

the surface of the water acted partly like a rnirror to what was below it. It is 

difficult to imagine. What makes it a great deal more dificult to imagine is 

that everything which human beings would consider to be above water was 

fringed with al1 colours of the spectrum. For instance, if you happened to be 

fishing for the Wart, he would have seen you, a t  the rim of the tea saucer 

which was the upper air to him, not as one person waving a fishing rod, but 

as seven people whose outlines were red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo 

and violet, al1 waving the sarne rod whose colours were as varied. In faet 

you would have been a rainbow man to him, a beacon of flashing and 

radiating colours, which ran into one another and had rays al1 about. ... 
The next lovely thing was that the Wart  had no weight. He was not 

earth-bound any more and did not have to plod along on a flat surface, 

pressed down by gravity and the weight of the atmosphere. He could do 

what men have always wanted to do, that is, fly. There is practically no 

difference between flying in the water and flying in the air. The best of it 

was that he did not have to fly in a machine, by pulling levers and sitting 

still, but he could do it with his own body. It was like the dreams people 

have (White, 1938, p. 56). 

Imagination is what allows Wart to think in other dimensions and not be restricted 

by earthiy conventions. 1 see that the play with metaphor in my work allows me the same 



Fieedom to fiy through time and superimpose past, present and fuwe and think in other 

dimensions. Immediately when I opened to Being Fish, 1 saw my work through fish-eye 

lens. This shift in perspective allowed me to see my work with new eyes, and ailowed me 

to see what 1 might not have seen otherwise. As learners and instructors, we might draw 

more on the powers of imagination to assist us in exploring. 

Most hportantly, the text identifies the centrality of experience as a (re)source for 

knowledge. Wnderstanding erupts out of life itself. ..teaching must first and 

foremost attune itself to what is ALREADY AT WORK in our Iives and the lives of 

(those) we teach." (Jardine, p. I l )  

Journal entry: January 18, 1995 

I love the cover of the version of The Sword in the Stone Arthur sits at Merlyri j. 

feet eagerZy listening to wizened Merlyn. Merlyn 's studio is crammed with objects of his 

s&zrùj-bottles. preserved animals, books, shills. measuring tools, live animaZs. An oivl is 

perched on his shoulder. 

Merlyn and Arthur have a very special refationship as teacher and student. 

MerZyn is indeed the elder, the knowledgeuble one. the teacher. and Arthur the eager crtid 

willing learner. Bzit Merlyn can on& [ive on thrmgh Arthur. He knows his teaching of 

Arthr is what will make a d~flerence to theMure. AAMererlyn 's beiiefs and values cati 

on& corne alive thraugh Arthur. He must teach Arthur so that Arthur embodies the 

beliefs, so that Arthur cornes to know in a way that his actions will dernomtraie what ii i s  

that Merlyn teaches him. He must teach Arthur enough to understand and be consciozcv 

of his actions. But he rnmi also teach Arthur self-relimce. II is not enmgh to teach 

Arthrr "about " things and how he should act. Arthur will be confronteci with unforswti 

circurnstances and will have to respond IfMerlyn teaches him well, Arthur will be ready 

and ab le to face dzfficult situations. He will have to be able to work out the possible 

consequences of his choices and choose wisely. 

He chooses to teach Arthur throzrgh giving Arthur experiences. He doesti 't jzcsf 

tell him about power and despots. He turns Arthrr into afîrh who visits the ''King of the 

Moat, " Black Peter, who espozrses the irnpemti!~~ $p-!~r.r: " There is nolhing.. . excrpt 



the power thut you profess to srek: power to gritzd andpower to digest, power to seek ami 

power to fin4 power to await andpower to claim, al1 power andpitilessness springing 

from the n q e  of the ne&. .... Power is of the indNiaUaZ mznd, but the m»>d k power alonr 

is not enough. m e  power of strengrh decides everything in the end, and only Might is 

right. "(White, 193 8,  p. 62). Wmt is hypnotized by the pretentiousness of the King and 

narrowi'y escapes being killed by the fish as it larhes out ui him. Mer l '  does not seem to 

moralize about what happened He seems to huve f i t h  thni teaching through experietzcc! 

is powe@i en+ to teach the important lessons of rule by tyranny. He accompanied 

Arthur on this partimciur adventure, but insisted thut "... in futzcre you will have to go by 

ymrrse& Ediication is experience, and the essence of eqwience is selj-reliance. " 

me experiences that many graduate -dents speak of and thezr encozrnters with 

power at the university mirror this. They are powerfil Iessons in student-teacher 

relationships. 7hey are more grqhic and personaliy meaningful than fonnal Iecrzrres ut1 

power and relationship. ImnicuIiy, it is sometimes in the same classes where we are 

stuQing liberatoy cumrrZailum that the environment is repressive ond oppressive. We 

can learn Zessons about power experientialiy, and those who learn. without being told 

explici?&, internaiire those lessons and vow to never abuse power in their teaching. The,, 

become more conscimrs of working to achieve egalitarian relationships. On the other 

han4 as ahost  happened to Wart. there are those who are mesmerized by the power, 

who let it hypnotize t h ,  never question it or become mare of it and who are 

swallowed by it (and will sure& swallow others, given the chance). 

Merlyn has great trust in experiential learning. He provides Wart with a number of 

experiences and encounten with various creatures, and through these encounters, Wan 

gains knowledge and understanding. He plays at various ways of being. In one of his final 

lessons, he plays the autocrat with a helpless hedgehog, who cowers humbly under the 

oppression. Finally, Wari seems to sense the cruelty of his abusive play with power and 

apologizes. It is as if this was the passing of a test, since it is then that he is given his final 

lesson, a treatise on man as delivered by badger. 

Despite the evidence of the leaming that (my life) experience provides. 1 seem to 

have a little less faith than Merlyn in purely expenential learning. As a teacher and leamer. 



1 am convinced that leamhg can be enhanced by interventions that promote conscious 

awareness and interpretation of the meaning(s) of expenence. I have been idiuenced by 

the humanist works of Maslow, Rogers, Fromm, and Lewin. Humanism draws on 

phenomenology, but rather than seelchg only to "describe human experience, humanists 

ask how it might be 'extended, enriched, or made more meaninfil'; an effort is made to 

help people to 'to grow and evolve more fùlly into the redi t ion  of their 

potentia17."@arkenwald & Merriam, 1982, p. 78). 1 have been searching for ways of 

teaching and learning that deepen understanding of our experiences. Expenence is a very 

powerfùl and iduential teacher, but if we leave it unexamined, we do not always leam the 

full impact of its lesson(s). When we do not examine our (hi)story, and learn what it 

reveals, we may continue in uninformed andor dysfunctional patterns. Becoming 

consciously aware of the meaning of our experience allows us to understand and move on. 

For exarnple, the graduate students' experiences with power was a rich resource that 

could have been explored more fùlly. They might have brought their experience with 

power into conscious awareness by examining the (ab)use of power and its impact on 

them. This exposure of what is implicit in an experience might have made them more 

attentive and thoughtfil about their own personal use of power in their future teaching. 

Kolb (1984) recognizes that as humans, Our suMval depends on Our ability to adapt, not 

only in the reactive sense of fitting into the physical and social worlds, but in the proactive 

sense of creating and shaping those worlds. 

How do we bring (new) muareness to light? How do we lift the fog that obscures and 

blurs our vision? How do we become more aware? How do we begin to see what we 

hmen't seen before? How do we deepen and broaden and heighten our awareness and 

our understanding? H m  do we live the present moment and 'm it fuller and fuller, 

with the part and the future, until it (shines), whole, btight, deep with understanding"? 

Expenence is a rich resource that can be tapped. 1 have found the work of Kolb to 

be very helpfûl in identi@ng and understanding some of the key dimensions of leaming 

fiom experience. Kolb has drawn on the work of Lewin, Piaget and Dewey, as well as 



many other scholars in formulating his theory. 1 find it a holistic approach, in that although 

aspects have been separated out for attention, it recognizes that these are connected to the 

full experience. Leamhg involves the integrated tùnctioning of the total being-thinking, 

feeling, perceiving, and behaving. Kolb identses aspects of the leaniing process. 

The first is a prehension dimension that includes dialectically opposed modes of 

grasping experience, one via direct apprehension of immediate concrete 

experience, the other through indirect comprehension of symbolic representations of 

expenence. The second is a transformation dimension, which includes two dialectically 

opposed modes of transforming expenence, one via intentional reflection, the other 

extensional action (Kolb, 1984, pp. 58-59). 

He maintains that al1 these elements are al1 are equipotent in their contribution to the 

learning process, and that their synthesis produces higher levels of learning. 

Al1 the leanhg strategies (concrete experience, reflective observation, abstract 

conceptualization, and active experimentation) taken separately have a certain 

incompleteness to them. Although one can analytically identie certain leaming 

achievements in each of the four elementary leaming modes.. .more powefil and 

adaptive fonns of learning emerge when these strategies are used in combination 

(Kolb, 1984,p. 65). 

Ironically, it bas been this identification, this separating out of elements of the learning 

process that has been very helpful for me as leamer and instructor. it helps me attend to an 

experience in various ways, and extends understanding. 

In my own teaching, I have recognized the value of beginning with a leamer's life 

experiences and drawing out what the expenence can tell us (dis-covering what is hidden 

beneath the surface of the experience), and making the hidden ancilor implicit, tacit 

knowledge, explicit. We begin by noticing and describing an experience and then proceed 

to interpret the experience by looking at it in particular ways. In reflecting on experiences. 

leamers are able to articulate possible meanings of their experience. An experience can be 

filtered through vanous lenses and new insights about the experience emerge. At the same 

time, insights about the lens we are using may emerge. Thus the experience becomes 



richer and also, the experience heightens our awareness of the lens. In reflection, there is a 

reciprocity between the experience and the lens we use to reflect on the experience; one 

informs the other and there can be a synergistic effect, as the foilowing entry illustrates. 

Journal entry: Ebb and Flow 

mere is on ebb undfr'ow between experiencing and knowing. At one moment I am 

fil& engaged in an experience. but it is only in the refection aflerward rhat I comr io 

know that experience, to appreciate it. extract its essence, and bring it to consciozcs~~ess 

so thal I c m  tuke that on with me. Otherwise it sits in my mind and certainly rnay aflect 

me. but in an zinconscious way. Thaf was &matical& iihstrated for me in the past frw 

months. 1 ended one writing year with certain key themes: Zooking for wisdom, seekitzg 

integrity between theory andpractice, and being open ro relationship. Thar writing 

Mected my practice. In teaching the past few months, I c-ed those themes with me. 

And while 1 was at work, I w a s  hardly aware of their effect on me. But it is throzigh 

rngaging in deep refection aflerward that I realized that I had becorne those themes. I 

had Nltegrated them into my Iife so that they were not jzist abstract theory, bzct rnther, I 

was livitzg theory. 

How had this happened? How do we corne to embody theory in Our practice? It 

seemed that temporarily separating certain concepts out of life expenences, becoming 

aware of them and noticing their presence or absence through the act of reflective writing, 

informed me, in-fonned me, and was a part of the process that allowed me to 

(re)integrate, (re)comect these concepts back into rny teaching, not as an appended 

theory, but as an embodied theory. 

Pinar (1994) bas identified that regression, progression, analysis and synthesis are a 

valuable aspects of the process that may infonn (past, present and future) action. It is 

paradoxical that it is the act of separating these elements fi-om the whole leaniing process 

that informs us, allows us to consciously make connections and enhances and deepens our 

expenence. 

It is helpfùl for us to recognize what has contributed to our deeper understanding, 

so that we can continue to utilize these approaches and share these with others who seek 



to understand more deeply. I have already talked about, and demonstrated the importance 

of the writing process in this research. I also recognize that talking to others and reading 

have been important in making connections and attaining deeper meaning. 

In this thesis 1 have shared many Me experiences and the learning that has flowed 

from these experiences. Often it was not until much later that I was able to put labels on 

what it was 1 leamed, to "name" the experience. For exarnple, my relationship with my 

grandfather was unconditional love. It was many years later that term would corne into my 

vocabulary. But my experience with my grandfather allowed me to understand that 

concept. In tum, the naming of the experience helped me to recognize its meaning. There 

seems to be a symbiotic relationship between language and experience. One enlightens or 

informs the other. 

In my first experiences at university, 1 encountered the work of Joan Tough 

(1 976), who wrote about the importance of talk with young children. It was the talk about 

the experience that was vital to assist young children to make connections between their 

experiences. Experiencing alone wasn't enough. It was the articulation of the experience 

that yielded the insights, the connections, the dis-covery (uncovenng the layers). 

Reflection and analysis are important aspect of the leaming. Just as 1 have found the 

method of currere and writing to catalyse those insights, they can be generated in 

thoughtfbl discussion, too: 

Collaboration: Enhancing Reflection 

Serf-directed learning does not mean that one has to work alone in the lear~iitig 

process. We c m  seek mtside support with colleugues, the litera~ure, with experts. B I I ~  i~r 

the end the learning is a personal experience. No one else can l e m  for me. Others c m  

teach me, but they cmnot make me l e m .  i%ey can invite. btrt it is one 's self that lemis 

in the end 

I know that my colZubor-ution with others has enriched my work and theirs. We 

grow bold together. We change; we 've made radical changes io otrr practices arid work 

fhrmrgh many probiems together. We ppush each other to broaden otcr thinking and 

understanding. We experiment together. i might try a new idea und it works; my 

colleagie might try it ntidfid it bombs for her. But there is somethingpowerfirf nt work 



in coi[aboruîion. In the end we still are serf-directe4 we S M  choose m r  own w q .  wr still 

have to be hue to ourseives and thuî may iwolve dtierent paths. But we are stretched i t~  

the coll"boration. In the end teaching is a solilmy activity, but working together addr 

depth and dimension. It in-forms us. We fonn ourselves. A very ddfferent way of formitrg 

thon imposed professionual development. 

Belenky et al. distinguish between "realiy talking " and didactic talk in which the 

speaker's intention is to hold forth rather than share ideas: 

'Really talking' requires careful listening; it implies a mutually shared 

agreement that together you are creating the optimum setting so that half- 

baked or emergent ideas can grow. "Real talk" reaches deep into the 

experience of each participant; it also draws on the analytic abilities of each. 

Conversation ... includes discourses and expioration, talking and listening, 

questions, argument, speculation, and sharing (Belenky et al.. 1986, p. 144). 

When 1 refer to discussion in coilaboration, it is "reai talk", with its reciprocity and 

cooperation, and absence of domination that I am refemng to. In much the sarne way, 

reading can provide such edightenment, and cm echo the "real talk with other(s): 

I con& the (academic) literuture to extend my personai theorizing. 1 am a 

voracimis reader, extending my search into other disciplines. Part of the remon I read is 

to heIp me undersiand the meaning of my experience; I have a natural nrriosiy to sre 

how others interpret a similar experience. This reading infoms me and in-foms me: that 

is, it gives me information and it also suppIlies conceptions that I me IO fonn ~ h e  

rxperience so t h  I c m  understand iî in some way. I I f i n  thut by nibbing my owt~ 

experiences and insights againsr those of 0 t h  philosophers my vision is polished or 

exterided Thrs, my encmrnter with the literature takes the form of a diaiope. I f i d  the 

lirerature i n j m s  me and helps me to intetpret my eqerience; in turn. my experiencr 

and insights help me IO find meming in the literatwe und also enable me to critiqzre \vhrzt 

I read 



Journal entry: October, 1992 

The ideal learning situation w d d  be for learners IO go through the whole cycle 

that we go through in order to teach: idenfifi what we already know about a mbjrct. utid 

then research and wade thrmgh a topic; identzfy key components. embellish the key 

cornponents with ilIustratiom, exumples; identii interconnections and then teach that to 

someone else. When I design a learning activity I follm a similar pattern: I start with the 

learners' experiences and knowledge and have them wade through thal information to 

ident@ key themes. When they work with others they collaborate and elaborate on their 

individual eqeriences. We pool the injbnnation that we alrea4 have within the groiip 

through sharïng stories and insights and theorize from thnr. We examine what others say 

011 the topic-we drawfrom others ' interpretations in the literature and use thut to 

reshape our own interpretations. We talk about how we me going to qp l y  the 

information to a specrfic situation. Ren they have to take the learning rmd apply if, 

enact what is learned Thar is the hardest part! It involves changing our actions. gettitg 

otrt of our comfori zones, it involves risk, and it is scary- I remember one time wherz I was 

presenting in a long, n m o w  hotel room. The room set up was theatre styIe, with all 

chairs fonrssed to the front. It was not a colZabora~ive atmosphere. I knew the chairs 

needed to be revised inio a more circtrIar shape. but I had some hesiiancy. i usked ohers 

for ideas and support. At that point I needed others to confinn and support my decisiotz. 

and I needed lo hem the foiIow-up response afirming the results of my decision. As I try 

to encourage others to take risk in their leaming. I remember this incident and recall the 

support I needed to institute a simple decision. We open overlook the cotrrage it iukes tu 

make even a simple change. We need to talk more about this aspect of learning. 

Y m  c m  l e m  about things, but it duem 't mean rhat you will A T  on them. Whr,r 

does that moment corne when we will& what we have learrred about? Once thaf mumetir 

cornes and you incorporate the knowledge into action, you 're never the same as yozr were 

before. The blzreprint is altered, the strtrctzire is change4 a window is opetzed We canr 

teach others about whatever we watzt, we cmz ofler the possibilities. we c m  add to their 

resozrrce pool, but we con 't act ori it for them. Perhaps we can infience: perhaps we c m  



set zrp situations where ii is safe to try thi~gs. So the DOING is really an important part 

of the learning process. Dohg demonstrates h t  a person has in-corporded (embodied) 

what rhey have learned about. But a fiirther extension is the awareness of the doing. Hem 

we go with the refective practitioner again: P W S .  To have a complete learning 

situation we need d l  parts: leming about, doing , thinking about what war  dom. 

theuriring, doing again. 

The notion of embodying the theory might be seen as an integration of the theory 

into one's being. It was separated out of the whole in order to understand it and attend to 

it, examine it, and alter it or appreciate it. This aliudes to a relationship between separation 

and comection. 

Perhaps it is inevitable that specidization precede integration in 

development, inevitable that youth be spent in a search for identity in 

the service of society, until in a last reach for wholeness we grasp that 

unified consciousness that has eluded us. As William Butler Yeats so 

eloqueotly put it, 'Nothing can be sole and whole that has not been rent.' For 

wholeness cannot be fully appreciated Save in contrast to the experience of 

fragmentation, compartmentalization, and specialùation. Kurt Lewin's 

observation that pulsation from differentiation to integration is the throb of 

the great engine of developrnent is writ large as a universal social pattern of 

civilization (Kolb, 1984, p. 212). 

Teachinp: D r a w i n ~  From Within 

As teachers and lemers, we bring the richness of our experience to whatever 

leaniing activity we enter. The experiences we have are a part of us; we draw on them. We 

are the embodiment of what we know, what we have learned, what we have corne to 

understand. Our activities, our choices, how we participate in each experience is rneshed 

with Our past and Our drearned of future. (Our future is part of our past too; we want to 

move away fiom.. .or toward ... as a result of our past). Al1 the experiences we have had. 



every book that we have read, every person we have met lie dormant and ready for us to 

pluck up in a moment of awareness and we can act on it. 

in the end, we bring ourselves to our work. Depending on the way that we have 

chosen to experience Me, we may bring shallowness or depth. Many of us have been 

touched by passionate teachen; people who have touched something deep within 

themselves, who are fùlly alive and pass that gift on to others. These are people who are in 

tune with another way of being, another level of consciousness, those who have sounded 

the depths. They are the Merlyns who pass on their visions. 

The following story illustrates a teacher. The story captivated me and moved me 

and has held me spellbound since my fnend Daphne told it to me three years ago. 1 have 

held it as a layer in my mind, roiiing it over and around, enjoying the images it evokes, 

wondenng about what it teaches me about a "mature" leamer, what it says about teaching. 

what it tells about living and what it tells about a way of experiencing the world and a way 

of being in the world, a way of being with other. Such is the magic of story; it evokes 

images, feelings. sensations. and parts of it resonate in Our being, echoing and bouncing 

off other images, weaving its magic, creating new pictures. They sit somewhere in our 

mind and slowly, slowly, work their powers until.. . 

The story of JACK WISE TEACEiING IN SILENCE as told bv D a ~ h n e  

1 must tell you about Jack Wise. Jack Wise was-is- a wonderful teacher of 

brush stroke and 1 guess 1 registered for his class because it required no prerequisite 

and it was for any discipline. Al1 you had to do was just corne and be willing to 

leam. 1 parked my car way down in the parking lot a t  Pearson College which is 

about the low point of the campus and huffed and puffed my way up to the Max 

Bell Theatre Building where we were set up. Our class was in the huge lobby which 

is full of light, southern light. Beautiful, big windows and high, high ceilings. And I 

met this Iittie man, almost elfish in appearance. His fluff of white hair which is 

brushed straight back but it would pop up here and there anywhere and his little 

white beard, Van Dyke kind of beard. Very quiet, very soft spoken, and incredibly 

powerful, this little man. Ais phiiosophy in teaching is to teach without words and it 



is incredible just how much one a n  learn from him. The second day of the course 

we were to meet in the classroom and then we'd be going off to make cedar brushes 

for Our work that we were going to be doing. So we did this. Actuaily, no, it was the 

first morning. We had had dinner the night before and had gone up to see where the 

classroom was to be, and not being on campus, 1 was staying at home and it's about 

an hour's drive to the campus, by the time you go to the classroom, by the time you 

go up  the hiil and get settied in, so 1 had been rushed to get things done before 

leaviog home so that when 1 came home everything would be fine and 1 parked in 

the parking lot and huffed and puffed my way up the hiil and 1 huffed and puffed 

my way up the stain of the Max Beii Theatre and by the time I reached the lobby 1 

was gasping for breath ( HUHa -HZIZTUU, HUUUU EIUUUU, HuuU HUUU) and 

trying very hard not to show it. Do you know how hard it is to enter a totally silent 

room with a dozen people who a re  sitting there being totally silent, not working, just 

sitting and being silent, and hear your breath coming in huge gasps? I tried to 

control it, but the more 1 tried to control it the more oxygen starved I became and so 

1 could do nothing but huff and puff. Much to my relief, one other student came 

later and, although more fit than 1, she too was gasping for breath. And again we sat 

until the room was silent and the hufling and puffing had abated. And after a bit 

Jack looked up and said, 

"Now we wiil proceed to the parking lot." So there you have it, we'd come al1 this 

way up  from the parking lot and huffed and puffed and where were we headed? 

Right back down to it. The reason the room had been so silent was because the 

appointed hour had come and three people were not yet in class and Jack spoke to 

the class who wanted to get on with things anyway and he said, "No, we will wait. 

These days we feel we must fiIl every minute of time with some frantic activity. 

What we wiil do now is just sit and do nothing." And it was very, very hard for 

some people to sit for fifteen minutes and do nothing. Anyway, we were there and 

we were al1 assembled and we'd finished Our h u f h g  and pufling and so we-oh we'd 

been told to bring a rounded rock, something that fit comfortably in our hand and 

didn't have sharp edges. (Perhaps looking for the rounded rock was what had made 



me late, I can't recall.) But we proceeded down to the parking lot and over by the 

big woodpüe Jack had some huge slabs of cedar bark, which was from first growth 

cedar, and he said f in t  growth cedar seem to make the best brushes. And there was 

a couple of hatchets and some knives and we were told to take a piece of cedar bark 

and split off the inside bark and then find and make the brushes wbatever s u e  we 

wanted them. And then to find somewhere like a piece of wood, something smooth 

but not too hard, then take Our rock in our  hand and gently, but firmly, roll it and 

roll it on the end, oh about a foot long on the strip of the bark  And we would do 

that and we would tum it and do it some more and some more and do it a little 

harder to  try to get the fibres separated and of course if you'd do it BARD, the 

fibres just broke off so we has to leam just to be patient and do this to separate the 

fibres. Fortunately, 1 was talking to Lome ... who had been in Jack's class before 

and 1 had heard him say something about people making quite big brushes and how 

a piece of cedar bark three inches wide could provide a lifetime of brushes and some 

of the best brushes were wee ones and the big ones weren't as useful. So, I made 

several brushes. Most of them were quite small and then we huffed and puffed Our 

way back to the classroom and Jack had this HüGE piece of paper and he rolled it 

out over three long tables and he said, "There. Now today the first mark that you 

make with your new brushes-pick your favourite one and we will make BIG marks 

on this huge piece of paper." So this huge piece of paper requires your biggest brush 

or  one that's an inch or so wide. And I'd never done any calligraphy. Although 1 

had done some Chinese brush stroke painting years ago-but it didn't really count. 

So 1 was terrified. How would my mark look like compared to anyone else's? 1 let 

about three people go ahead of me and 1 thought NO, I'd better get this done, 

because if mine's going to be really dreadful, 1 didn't want to be the last one to 

make my mark. So 1 dipped it in the ink and 1 very tentatively started out and then 

I got more bold and just finished it and it looked really ugly. 

... Jack taught us many things in his teaching without words ... he did talk 

about silence and he did talk about quietness and he did talk about-ah, one of his 



favourite phrases was "AU it takes is 100% concentration. That's all it takes, 100% 

concentration and if you're concentrating entirely, you can't talk a t  the same time, 

you can't be thinking about something else a t  the same time. AU it takes is 100% 

concentration." 

One day he said that we would meet after lunch a t  the big tree and he 

explained how to get there from the dining haii. And we went along this path, 

through the campus, by the administration building and dong this path and 

actualïy had to climb a barbwire fence that was down on the ground. Just climb 

over it and looking down into lovely Pedder Bay below us-we're not far from the 

water and we came to Jack, sitting on the ground and looking at  this HUGE 

Douglas Fir, just sitting there. This tiny little man like a little gnome under the tree, 

just looking a t  it  quietly. People were wandering here and there, looking at  the tree 

and those who got tired of looking at  the tree were wandering down the path to see 

where it went and ... looking at  and discovering ant hills. 1 didn't really know we had 

such big ant hilis full of red ants in Our forests. And then we were wondering if we 

really wanted to sit on the ground because after al1 there were al1 these red ants 

wandering around. And stili Jack was quiet. Tben slowly we became aware that he 

had started to talk, with his soft way and everybody gathered around because 

nobody missed anything that he had to Say. And he said, "The Indians believe that 

al1 living things breathe and that trees also breathe, but they breathe much more 

slowly than we and so they inhale and they exhale so slowly that we cannot perceive 

it and if you sit and communicate with the tree for long enough, it will reveal its 

spirit to you." And he had been coming for several years now and spent a lot of time 

sitting communicating with that tree and he was getting to know it. It was not a 

particularly beautiful tree but the most wonderful thiog about that tree was you 

could see where it had been struck The most wonderful thing about it was its 

survival. You could see it had been struck by lightning and the tip had gone off, but 

the top was still very high. Where the top had been taken off, fire had burned it and 

it had great limbs going out and there was one particularly huge Iimb that went off 



to the right from where we were standing, and a little bit fomard, and the little 

branches off that huge branch which was pretty horizontal went straight up and 

each one was the sue  of a good modern-day tree, probably larger than the ones they 

are harvesting for lumber today. There were three of them and they stood tall and 

you'd wonder how this huge branch that went out could support these because it 

went a long way out, maybe 25 feet out, to hold this incredible weight, but it did. 

Some people climbed on the brancb and had their picture taken, but it was a really 

good climb and a jump when you came down, so 1 didn't think 1 cared to do that. 

But it was fun to watch them and we aii gsthered around it and thinking about it 

and again people began to wander off. And Jack just sat there communicating with 

the tree. And one by one Our restlessness left us and we too sat and thought about 

the tree. We saw how it intemound with another tree, a cedar tree and some people 

thought that they were growing together, but we know that's not possible, that they 

could not have grown and melded together, but indeed they were supporting each 

other in one part. And we wondered, with so little soi1 on the ground where the tree 

had buried its roots to show, to support tbis incredible weight, to keep it from just 

sliding down the hiIl into the ocean. Then some deer came along and they browsed 

and still we sat and communed with the tree. After three hours of communing with 

the tree, Jack rose and said it was tirne to return to the studio and that's what we 

did. And once we were there he said now I want you to paint what you saw. Make 

your mark on the paper to be the tree. And some people used huge watery marks 

and some people used hundreds of little tiny dry ink marks. In every one you could 

see the tree. 

This story had irnmediate appeal when Daphne first told it to me. There was 

something in the way that Jack approached his work that intrigued me. He seemed to have 

a deep sense of what he was doing and how to do it. Teaching in silence sounded very 

powerful. 1 see the wise Merlyn in the fonn of Jack Wise. Helping others dis-cover what 

was right there al1 along, just waiting to be noticed. It reminds me of rny experience with 

drawing my hand-the awakening, the opening up to what is already there. 



Learning to see slow, gradua1 processes requires siowing down our frenetic 

Pace and paying attention to the subtle as well as the dramatic. If you sit and 

look into a tide pool, initiaily you won't see much of anything going on. 

However, if you watch long enough ... the tide pool will suddenly corne to life. 

The world of beautiful creatures is always tbere, but moving a bit too slowly 

to be seen at first. The problem is our minds are so locked in one frequency, 

it's as if we can only see at 78 rpm; we can't see anything at 33 113 (Senge. 

1990, p. 23). 

At first, 1 only wanted to tell the second section of the story, since that was the 

part that had mesmerized me for three years. But 1 came to recognize that the story of 

Daphne's self-consciousness was an integrai part of the whole. 1 came to see the two parts 

echoed and refiected each other; that they were mirror opposites of one another, parts of 

the whole. The second part of the story illustrates a relationship to the tree that is present 

in the marks. 

As we press ourselves against or into the surface of our media, we leave our mark. 

To allow that movement to run its natural course until the experience is savoured 

fully in the marks lefi behind is to offer the fullness of evidence of the expenence. 

This is the bais of an expressive, articulate image. Not dead replication of 

something dive, but an image that is personai, unique, drawn from within, made in 

homage to the world without (London, 1989, p. 26). 

Imer and outer integrate in reIationship. 

As 1 re-typed this story, I noticed that both parts were attentive to breathing. One 

was a self-consciousness of one's own loud gasps filling the silence; the other was a deep 

listening in the silence to hear the subtlest of sounds. Listening to the breathing. Hearing 

its aory. One was about trying to muffle the sound, to silence it; the other about heanng in 

the silence. One was silencing the sound so that it would not be heard, the other sounding 

the silence to hear. Many Eastern meditative practices attend to breathing in order to 

rnove one into another state of consciousness. 



Echoes, Mirror images 

Silence the sound 

Sound the silence 

Notice 

Attuned, Hear the breathing 

Of the silent trees. 

See what was unseen 

Hidden. There. 

Listen into the deep 

silence 

What do we not notice? What is it that is there, but hidden from view? What is it 

that is right in front of us, but unseen? Al1 around us, but unheard? 

Our first task is to see...yes to see. If you wish to see, listen first. EIearing is 

the stepping stone toward vision. Thus listen so that through the discipline 

of hearing you arrive at the glory of seeing. 

Bernard of Clairvaux 

B e i n ~  Fish 

There is a Tlingit legend that 1 "heard from the written work of Dan Kaiper 

( 1978), who, in tum, heard this legend from Holly Tom. It tells of a boy who went to live 

with his uncle to leam to become a chief like his father. Despite his best efforts. he was not 

able to achieve the strength and wisdom that would make him a great chief like his father. 

One day he and his uncle were fishing when a great storm came and the lashing 

water swarnped their canoe. His uncle was strong and was able to swim to shol-e, but 

Tecumseh was drowned. That night hk mother had a dream that he was swimniing on 



the ocean floor with a school of fish. And because the Tglinglit people believe dreams are 

significant, she never gave up hope that her son would retum. 

The year after Tecumseh died, no salmon came to spawn. There were no fish and 

the hunting was scarce; there was famine in the land and it seemed that the people rnight 

perish in the cold of the winter. 

One night in the moonlight, Tecumseh's mother took her canoe and coilsted the 

water. She caught the flash of a fish jumping in the water; it seemed to beckon her as it 

jumped time &er time. As she approached, it jumped into her boat and flopped about. 

Such a beauty, a fat, fully grown sockeye--shining silver in the rnoonlight. She put it in her 

basket and retumed to shore. She foliowed the tradition of dressing the salmon in cedar 

boughs and laying it on the roof of her house, to warn the fish spirit that it would soon be 

killed and cal1 it forth. After three days, the chief took the fish down and was about to 

prepare it for coo king and cut off its head, when a voice called out, "DO not harm me 

father." The startled chief looked up and (almost) rnagically his son appeared before his 

eyes. There was great jubilation throughout the village, and for a time, their hunger was 

forgotten. He stood among them and said that he had a gifi for them. A gifl that could not 

be seen. He had brought back knowledge of where the salmon were hidden. He could lead 

his people to where the fish were, and restore them. He became known as the greatest of 

Indian fishennen. 

In Iistening to this story, 1 hear about a boy taking a profound journey. He dives 

into his inner depths to find his own strengths, his own way of being, so that he can 

contribute what his community needs. He becomes important to his people, not by 

following his father's path, but by finding his own way. 1 too, have swum with the fish. 1 

too, have been transformed by rny swim in the water world. 1 too, brhg gifts to share. 1 

can bnng what 1 have leamed into being, and into my teaching, leaming, and research. 

The ongoing and re-generative power of the salmon Me-cycle is a wonclerful 

rnetaphor for leaming. At the closing of the life cycle, the old (fish) passes on. It passes on 

its life force and a new generation is spawned. Similarly. Merlyn passes on his vision to 
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Wart. When I study the work of Kolb, I see how he has synthesized the work of other 

scholars, and moved on. We see how the past and future are present. 



CLOSIIYG: FULL CIRCLE 

Fishermen know how hard it is to stop fishing. A bookmark with a statement by 

Gladys Taber says it weii: "The curious thing about fishing is you never want to go 

home. If you catch anything, you can't stop. If you don't catch anything, you hate to 

leave in case something might bite." 1 have been trying to push to find an ending to this 

work. What 1 didn't see at fïrst was that it was right in front of me. Ail the time I was 

looking elsewhere for a way to close, and al1 that time 1 was Living it. 

Re-Cordin~ Resonance 

It is forty years since I experienced that moment of separateness as a little 

girl. 1 recognize that the struggle with separations and comection has been a life-long 

theme. 1 have grown to love my time aione and being separate; my time of solitude when 1 

can reflect and puil the disparate pieces together. It is in these moments that 1 am able to 

capture my true essence. But 1 aiso treasure the moments when 1 am with others. when my 

heart beats with theirs, when we dance to the same drum. 1 do not feel so alone when I am 

alone; and now there are times when 1 do not feel so aione when 1 am with others. These 

are the most precious moments of Me, when 1 sense a communion with others. They are 

sacred moments that celebrate the fluidity of the movement between self md other. 

We can't 'have' .... any thing-but we can engage in relationships, we can 

enter into closeness to others, the carefulness of which transforms us both 

(London, 1989, p. 24). 

Poem, 1992: To ail my teachers; to myself as teacher 

You may not know it, but you are evaluating me 

When you look away when 1 am talking to you 

When you stop reading my writing to think and 

jot down words that convey your reaction 

When you dismiss an idea 1 shared 



with a quick, surface comment 

When you look at me, deep into my eyes, with 

a thoughtful expression, draw in your breath 

and pause, in wonder. 

These make marks, as powerful as any grade. 

#en you share the joy when 1 finally "get" sornething 

When you react in anger at some passing comment I've made. 

You hold a power. 

We dl do. 

How can we use it wisely? 

When we react with genuineness, £?om deep in Our sou1 

With unconditional caring 

When we are moved fiom the quiet calm place inside ourselves- 

the eye of the storm- 

We envelope the other, we merge, we become one. 

Learner and leamer. 

It seems fitting that when 1 proclaim the importance of experience, that I close this 

thesis with an experience. Regression--progression--analysis--synthesis. Past--present-- 

future. Nemo--nuance. Al1 are present. This experience is a summary, a resonant re- 

cording of my (ongoing) struggie with separation and comection: 

Journal entry (undated): Theory grounded in experience 

I have been very disturbed this tenn in working with a student who stnick me as 

very arrogant and sev-righteozis. The person 's comments were izke a razor and nlivays 

very crztical and resistarit to the material that we were presentzr~g. How cozîid this persoit 

not see what we saw? Why w m  fhis person so resistant? I was aiso concerried with this 

person 's jzîdgernental attitudes-how wmdd they be able tu work re~pectfirlly with clie~îs 

when they jzrdged them so arrogardj? I fozrnd myself questioriirig the materiai we w r r  



presenling, and more pairzfiliy, qresliorring myself: The "nerno " hazi~zts my life ogai,t, 

creating dis-sonant dis-cfi)ord, making me fall out of my cornfortable ego. I began to 

recognrie that I was mirroring the jzidgernental anirudes I w m  concerned about in the 

stzrdent. How could I be so jtrdgmental of another, partidarly when the arrriarltrm I w m  

teaching included a section on the importance of non-judgernental a~tittrdes in working 

with others? How c d d  I be so incongruent with that which I taught? The course also 

encourages students to look beneath the sur$ace in an eflort to understmd rather thon 

judge. Why was I not listening IO my own fessons? This begari a challenging discirssior~ 

with colleagues, in which we evlored the concept more deeply. My colleagzre refrrrrd ro 

Bu&ism, andsuggested that ifwe were to let go of ownership. of attachment. thal wr 

rnighi move into a state of being norz-judpental. On one level I cmrld undersrand m d  

agree, but on the more immediate level I resisted-how could we let go of that which ive 

valued? Usually I do not have a problem with being so judgemental; zrstraliy I (my ego) 

can stand mide and observe a sitzratiort without ego involvement. It is a hnd of non- 

attachment tha~  is at the s m e  time cahg .  m e n  I do this, I begin to zinderstand. rathrr- 

thon jtrdge. But this situation confounded me; I was concerned abour how clients would 

he Mected I struggled to ftnd a way to comey this concern in a way that the person 

mighi hem, so that they might thirik about the impact of their attitude. 

in conversation and written work. this student began to reveal what wns 

beneath the surface. Childhood abuse. "The mirror crackedfrom side to side. " This 

Nforrnation shrfled my perspective radical&. I begun to re-view every statement thut the 

person had made that had infuriated me bejoe and I began to understand. I began to 

move from judgement to understanding (Greene, 1 995). Ego melted I slipped behirzd the 

mirror and entered relutionship with this person. Tholr. Once again, eexploring beneath 

the surface has moved me. n e  tesson lives (on). 

Separate. Comected. 1. Thou. Reverence. Life-long leaniing. There is aiways more to 

learn, to understand. There is no end. .. 
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